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Abstract
Video compression is the core process that allows efficient storage and transmission of digital video.
The main concept is to exploit redundancies in the video signal, with the goal of achieving the
best possible trade-off between bitrate and quality. This very active research field has seen great
improvements in the last 30 years, from the simple methods of the early 1990s, to more complex
but highly optimized systems of modern compression formats. At the same time, improvements
in consumer devices and the availability of faster Internet connections has allowed for the growing
popularity of digital video. Nonetheless, with an ever-increasing demand for better quality and more
immersive experiences from consumers, pressure for improved compression algorithms persists. Since
current systems are already highly optimized, the challenge arises for innovative techniques to provide
further enhancements.
This thesis explores novel intelligent resampling-based methods for future video compression
systems, from texture synthesis to spatial resolution adaptation. Texture synthesis has been proposed
previously for the coding of difficult scenes, specially those featuring dynamic textures. However, the
classification of dynamic textures is usually too broad and not well understood. For this reason, an
extensive analysis of encoding statistics is presented based on a new homogenous texture dataset. In
addition, limitations of prior dynamic texture synthesis approaches are presented and a new method is
proposed. Moreover, we explore another type of resampling approach, known as spatial resolution
adaptation. Our proposed framework dynamically adapts the spatial resolution of the input video
based on a prediction that uses low-level visual features and later reconstructs the original resolution
video at the decoder. Several methods are studied to achieve improved quality of the reconstructed
video, including the use of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) trained on a large dataset of
videos using both pixel-based loss functions and a perceptually-inspired framework.
Experimental results show that the proposed spatial resolution adaptation system achieves
significant gains over HEVC using objective quality metrics, visual comparisons and subjective
tests. In addition, an early version of the proposed approach was submitted to the Video Compression
Technology Grand Challenge at ICIP 2017, and won first prize. For these reasons, we believe that
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Visual content represents an indispensable part of modern society. Most social networks rely
predominantly on image and video sharing, while online video streaming platforms have become
extremely popular in recent years. These services are consumed by millions of people worldwide
and make digital multimedia one of the most prominent types of entertainment of the 21st century.
The introduction of inexpensive recording and viewing devices, including smartphones, means that
these experiences are accessible to almost everyone. It is projected that, by 2022, video streaming
and downloads will exceed 82% of all consumer internet traffic [14]. In comparison with images
and other multimedia signals, video contains a large amount of information. For example, a raw
or uncompressed 15 second HD resolution (1920x1080 pixels) video clip requires 1.4 Gigabytes
of storage space when encoded at typical parameters such as 8-bits per colour channel and 30fps.
Therefore, it is clear it would be highly impractical to store and/or transmit an uncompressed tv-series
episode or a full-length movie. For this reason, video compression or coding is a critical tool that aims
to reduce the size of digital video by leveraging the intrinsic redundancies of the video signal. These
typically include spatial, temporal and information-based redundancies. Recent advances in this field
have led to compression ratios as high as 1000:1, as is the case for the HEVC (High Efficiency Video
Compression) video standard and further research and development is ongoing.
At the same time, there is an increasing demand for more realistic and immersive video experiences
with higher image quality, larger resolutions (up to 4K or 8K), higher frame rates (60 fps or even
120 fps) and brighter colours using High Dynamic Ranges (HDR). However, these extended video
parameters significantly increase the size of video files and put additional pressure on current video
coding systems to achieve even higher compression efficiencies. Accounting for these factors, it is
clear that new developments in video compression are crucial and can have a high impact on modern
society.
Over the years, several techniques have been proposed to improve video compression efficiency.
For instance, texture synthesis, a common technique employed in computer graphics, which generates
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synthetic textures for video games and other applications, has been exploited for video compression.
Such frameworks, known as texture analysis and synthesis, attempt to replace the implicit coding
of specific texture regions by a synthesised reconstruction of the content a the decoder side. Based
on the assumption that the perceived quality would be similar to encoding the original texture, these
schemes offer the potential to achieve improved coding efficiency compared to conventional methods.
Another active avenue of research towards realising compression improvements concerns the
further exploitation of spatial redundancy. Large video formats, such as 4K (3840×2160 pixels),
contain an increased amount of spatial redundancy, which is not yet optimally exploited by current
video compression algorithms. One technique that has proven to be useful is to encode a low resolution
version of the raw video, instead of coding at the original resolution. This technique requires the
compressed video to be upsampled at the decoder, to recover the original resolution. This method is
known as resolution adaptation. While this method can prove effective, its success greatly depends
on the characteristics of the input video. For example, if a given video scene does not contain a
high amount of spatial detail, encoding at a lower resolution will result in the same image quality
while reducing the required transmission bitrate. Most prior work on this topic has shown that these
methods are most beneficial at lower bitrates. For this reason, the challenge remains in designing
reliable techniques to determine the optimal resolution at which to encode a given input video based
on its content.
Video compression standards have evolved throughout the years, mostly through a succession
of incremental improvements to the hybrid video coding model, which has persisted throughout
generations of codecs. However, recent advances in machine learning, more specifically, deep neural
networks might result in breakthrough innovations. These methods have shown massive potential
in almost all vision-based tasks from image and video recognition to early machine learning-based
image compression algorithms. Progress in this field is assisted by improvements in the computational
capacity of parallel-enabled hardware, such as GPUs and the availability of large databases of visual
content. All the reasons above make this area a worthy avenue of research towards improving video
coding further.
1.2 Objectives and contributions
This thesis explores alternative approaches for video compression based on intelligent resampling
techniques including texture synthesis and spatial resolution adaptation. It is important to first
understand the behaviour and performance of current video coding algorithms, including their
limitations, in order to focus on ways to provide meaningful improvements. In addition, as previously
mentioned, the evolution of video coding has been focused on small incremental improvements to the
long-established framework and, thus, in this work, we attempt to show that significant improvements
can be achieved by applying more unconventional approaches.
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The main contributions of the work presented herein are as follows:
• Development of an open-source dataset of homogeneous texture videos to assist the research of
new algorithms for the coding of textured content.
• Analysis of videos with different textures through the extraction of encoding statistics from the
latest video compression standard, HEVC, and redefinition of texture classes for video coding.
• Exploration and characterization of texture analysis and synthesis algorithms for these specific
types of textures.
• Proposal of a new framework for spatial resolution adaptation using low level visual features
extracted from uncompressed video content, which is able to reliably detect at which quantization
level to switch between different spatial resolutions before encoding.
• Proposal of a new video coding framework using deep learning techniques for compressed
video super-resolution.
• In-depth study of these deep learning architectures and training methodologies for the improvement
of the reconstructed video quality with a focus on achieving higher objective and subjective
quality, as measured by PSNR and subjective visual comparisons, respectively.
1.3 Thesis organization
The present thesis is divided into a total of 7 chapters which include the introduction as well as the
conclusion and future work. Each technical chapter contains a section dedicated to describing the
current state-of-the-art approaches relevant to the specific topic discussed. The outline of the thesis is
as follows:
In Chapter 2, a brief background to the field of video compression is presented. We describe the
main coding tools used by recent video codecs and present experimental results comparing the
performance of a few modern video codecs, such as HEVC and AV1.
In Chapter 3, texture analysis and synthesis-based video coding techniques are introduced and an
extensive analysis of the performance of HEVC on different texture types is conducted. The chapter
concludes with an alternative method of synthesising structured dynamic textures is presented.
In Chapter 4, we introduce the topic of spatial resolution adaptation, which consists of dynamically
encoding downsampled versions of the input video frames and upsampling to the high resolution at
the decoder. We propose a simple but reliable framework designed for HEVC intra coding. Finally,
experimental results based on PSNR and VMAF are reported.
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In Chapter 5, the previous framework is improved by extending it to all frame types, improving
the resolution prediction based on low level visual features and proposing the use of a convolutional
neural network to reconstruct the full resolution video frames at the decoder.
In Chapter 6, an exploration of different methods of improving the quality of the reconstructed
video frames using more advanced deep learning techniques is conducted. In addition, we also
train a network designed to achieve perceptually oriented results using adversarial techniques.
Finally, in Chapter 7, conclusions and suggestions for future work are presented.
Chapter 2
Background
This chapter provides a review of relevant topics that will be explored further during the remainder of
this thesis. First, an overview of video compression is presented, starting from the most important
concepts of digital video to the basics of video coding. A brief overview of the history of standardization
efforts and description of various modern video codecs, including HEVC and AV1, is then discussed.
Lastly, since deep learning techniques are employed in the last chapters, a brief overview of the basic
ideas behind deep learning is also provided.
2.1 Video compression review
A video is a sequence of consecutive images acquired by projecting a real-world scene in a 2-D plane
using a video capturing sensor or by creating a sequence of artificially generated images (animation).
Each individual image, known as a frame or picture, is displayed with a certain frequency defined
by the frame rate, generally expressed in frames per second (fps) or hertz (Hz). Frame rates can
range from 24 fps to 300 fps, depending on the application, with 24 frames per second being the
most common frame rate used in the film industry [15]. A digital image is defined by a matrix of
elements called pixels, each representing the brightness and colour of a specific discrete location in
the 2-D plane. Pixels usually store three distinct values, which varies with the colour representation
used. Commonly used colour formats include RGB, YUV (or YCbCr) [16]. The size of each image,
known as the spatial resolution, is usually expressed in the format W × H pixels, where W and H
correspond to the width and height, respectively. Some common spatial resolutions include 640×480
(SD), 1280×720 (HD 720) and 1920×1080 (HD 1080). Nowadays, the demand for higher resolutions,
which include 3840×2160 (UHD), 4096×2160 (4K) and 7680×4320 (8K) is increasing. Another
important video parameter is bit depth, which defines the number of bits per colour component.
The most common value is 8 bits per channel, which corresponds to a total of 24 bits for each
pixel. However, higher values up to 24 bits per channel are currently becoming increasingly popular,
especially with the introduction of High Dynamic Range (HDR) video capture.
6 Background
Depending on the parameters previously described and the length of the video, massive amounts
of data might be required to represent a raw digital video, which makes it unfeasible for storage and
transmission over the Internet. Video compression algorithms have been developed to address this
challenge. These aim at reducing the amount of bits required for the video representation to allow for
practical utilization. Video compression algorithms work by exploiting several forms of redundancy
including spatial, temporal and statistical. They can either operate in a lossless manner, without loss
of information or by applying a lossy step, known as quantization, which means that the output video
will be different from the original. The goal of these methods is to maximize the visual quality for a
given bitrate.
Video compression systems are composed of two main parts, an encoder and a decoder. The
former is responsible for generating the compressed stream of bits (bitstream) from the input raw
video file. The ratio between the bitrate of the compressed bitstream and the raw video file is known as
the compression ratio. As the reverse process, the decoder is responsible for receiving a compressed
bitstream as input and generating a raw displayable video file. Given that the bitstreams generated by
the encoder need to be interpreted by the decoder, which is usually located in another device, these
two systems need to be exactly compatible. For instance, for a video streaming service, encoding is
performed at the data servers, while decoding is executed at the receiving device, such might be a
television, a personal computer or even a mobile phone.
2.1.1 Brief history of video compression standards
Due to the compatibility requirements between encoders and decoders and to promote mass adoption
of video compression systems (also known as codecs), standardization efforts are a necessity.
Nonetheless, video compression standards only define the syntax of the bitstream that is interpreted
by the decoder. As long as the encoder can produce a conforming bitstream, different encoder-specific
optimization algorithms can be applied.
Figure 2.1 presents the timeline of the main video standards proposed throughout the years. It
can be seen that since the late 1980s, several video compression standards have emerged. The first
established digital video coding standard was H.261 [17], rectified by ITU-T Video Coding Experts
Group (VCEG) in 1988. H.261 was also the first block-based hybrid codec and its ideas form the basis
of the majority of modern video codecs. In 1993, another standardization body, ISO/IEC Moving
Pictures Experts Group (MPEG) proposed its own standard, MPEG 1 [18]. In the next year, another
standard intended for higher video quality was proposed as a collaboration between ITU-T VCEG and
the ISO/IEC MPEG, called H.262 or MPEG-2 [19]. In the mid-2000s, the same partnership between
ITU-T and MPEG developed the most successful video codec, still widely used as of the time of
writing, H.264/MPEG-4 Advanced Video Coding (AVC) [20].
Even after the success of AVC, video coding standardization bodies, ITU-T and MPEG, continued
to develop efforts towards improved technologies and, in 2013, introduced its successor, H.265/High
Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC). HEVC includes several new tools and was shown to achieve the
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Figure. 2.1 Approximate timeline of video coding standardization efforts. The black bar represents
the publication year. The standards coloured in orange have been widely adopted.
same perceptual quality using 50% of the bitrate compared to AVC [21]. In addition, in 2015, a new
collaboration between ITU-T VCEG and ISO/IEC MPEG, the Joint Video Exploration Team and later
in 2018, the Joint Video Experts Team (JVET) were founded with the goal to develop the new video
coding standards. The successor to HEVC, entitled Versatile Video Coding (VVC) is planned to be
finalized by 2020 [22].
Also in the late 2000s, other private companies began developing their own video coding formats,
in an effort to move away from the royalty-based video codecs developed by ITU-T and MPEG.
Google acquired On2 Technologies and open-sourced the video codec VP8 [23] in 2010, which was
extended to VP9 [24] in 2012. At this point VP9 was mainly used by Google’s YouTube platform
as their main video codec. However, in 2015, with the same goal of pursuing royalty-free codecs, a
number of major companies formed the Alliance for Open Media (AOM) [25]. Its founding members
included Amazon, Cisco, Google, Intel and Netflix but since the formation, several other companies
have joined. Their first video coding format was AOMedia Video 1 (AV1) [26], initially finalized in
early 2018, but still under final developments as of the time of writing.
2.1.2 The hybrid video coding model
The main idea of video compression is to remove the existing spatial and temporal redundancy within
and between video frames, respectively. Spatial redundancy comes from the correlation or similarity
between adjacent pixels in a frame. For example, within a relatively homogeneous region, pixels
values tend to be similar, thus, coding every pixel independently would be suboptimal. For this reason,
video compression algorithms typically jointly encode a collection of adjacent pixels, known as blocks.
Similarly, since a video is captured using a minimum frame-rate of 24 frames per second, successive
frames generally contain very similar information. Therefore, an encoded frame can be used as a
reference for subsequent frames after the application of a processed called motion compensation,




































Figure. 2.2 Diagram representation of a basic hybrid video codec architecture.
to be encoded. By applying this technique, it is possible to send only a residual signal between the
predicted and the original block, which generally requires fewer bits to encode.
As previously mentioned, the most successful video coding model, still employed in current video
standards, is known as the hybrid video codec [17]. Figure 2.2 shows the basic structure of this model.
The term hybrid comes from the fact that the encoder also contains a full decoder. The basic steps of
this system are: partitioning, prediction, transform and quantization, and entropy coding. The process
works as follows: each raw frame is recursively split into a number of partitions to be used for the
next step, prediction. There are two types of prediction, intra and inter prediction. In the first, the
information in a block is predicted from previously encoded spatially adjacent blocks. On the other
hand, the latter applies motion compensation to achieve a prediction from previously decoded frames,
referred to as reference frames. For the first frame in a video, only intra prediction is applied, since no
temporal information is available from other frames. If this is not the case, each block can be either
intra or inter predicted and the decision is based on a process called Rate-Distortion Optimization
(RDO). The original block is then subtracted from the prediction to produce the residual, which is
transformed by a linear spatial transform, quantized using a defined Quantization Parameter (QP),
entropy coded and, finally, written to the bitstream. The reconstructed blocks, which are used for
prediction, are obtained by applying inverse quantization and inverse transform. For this reason, the
prediction/reconstruction process at the encoder is called the encoder loop. In addition to encoding
the residual signal, the encoder also adds relevant side information required for decoding, such as
the partitioning structure as well as motion vectors used for inter prediction. At the decoder side, the
bitstream is interpreted and the process of obtaining the reconstructed frames is applied, which should
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exactly match the frames obtained by the encoder loop. These then represent the output video signal
to be displayed. For further reading on the basic concepts of video coding, please refer to [16].
2.1.3 Evaluation of coding performance
Video codecs are generally evaluated based on two key components: rate-distortion performance and
complexity. The first measures the compression efficiency which, in video coding is a relationship
between bitrate and visual quality. For the majority of encoders, this trade-off is controlled by the QP





· frame rate (2.1)
Moreover, distortion or quality (the inverse of distortion) is evaluated using a quality metric that, in
general, estimates how well the reconstructed video resembles the original video.
The combination of bitrate and quality at a given QP value is referred to as a rate-point or RD
point. In order to fully evaluate the encoding performance, different rate-points at multiple bitrates
and qualities are required and form a Rate-Distortion curve (RD curve). An example of two RD
curves for two different codecs is illustrated in Figure 2.3. In this example, quality is evaluated using
the Peak-Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), which will be described later. It can be seen that Codec 1
contains a rate-point at bitrate of 700 Kbps and a PSNR value of 40 dB, while Codec 2 also has a
rate-point with the same bitrate but at a lower quality, 38 dB. Similarly, for the same quality of 40 dB,
the video produced by Codec 1 requires 700 Kbps, while Codec 2 requires 900 Kbps. Therefore, by
performing this analysis, it can be concluded that Codec 1 produces superior performance compared
to Codec 2 in a rate-distortion sense for those rate-points. However, since this analysis needs to
be performed for a range of desired bitrates (or qualities), a method named Bjntegaard-delta (BD)
model [27] is employed. The idea is to calculate the average bitrate and quality differences between
the RD curves. This model reports two values: the BD-PSNR and the BD-rate. The first measures
the average PSNR difference for the same range of bitrates, whereas the latter estimates the average
bitrate difference (in percentage) for the same quality values.
In order to estimate these BD measurements, the set of rate-points composed of bitrates (R) and
quality (Q) pairs is fitted using a third-degree polynomial function in the bitrate logarithmic space,
r = logR. At least 4 rate-points for each codec are required for this type of fitting. To compute the
BD-rate, the bitrate as a function of the quality, r̂(Q) is fitted as follows:
r̂(Q) = a Q3 + b Q2 + c Q + d (2.2)
Where a, b, c and d are the fitting parameters. The BD-rate is then estimated by the difference
between the integrals of the fitted curves divided by the quality interval:










Figure. 2.3 Representation of a Rate-Quality (or RD-curve) of two different codecs for the same video
sequence. Values for illustration purposes only.
Here, Qmin and Qmax correspond to the common maximum and minimum quality achieved by the
rate-points of each codec. When computing the BD-quality, a similar process is used but, instead of
fitting the rate as a function of the quality, the quality is fitted as a function of the rate and the average
PSNR difference is estimated. If subjective quality metrics are used instead of objective quality
metrics, BD measurements can be computed in a similar fashion using the methodology outlined in
[28].
The complexity of the video codec is generally measured by the encoding and decoding times
and memory consumption. This is based on the quantity and complexity of coding modes and
tools but is also highly dependent on the encoder and decoder implementations. Standardization
efforts are usually accompanied by a reference encoder and decoder, for example, HM is the HEVC
reference software, while libaom is the reference AV1 software. Then, after the standard is finalized,
production encoders and decoders are developed, which are typically orders of magnitude faster
than the respective reference software but sometimes produce lower compression efficiency than the
reference software.
2.1.3.1 Measuring video quality
The evaluation of video quality, as perceived by human observers, is an active research field in
the video processing community. Having a reliable way to measure video quality that considers
compression and other relevant distortions is extremely desirable since it can directly influence the
behaviour and development of video encoding standards.
There are two main ways of evaluating the quality of a distorted video: objective metrics
and subjective scores. Objective metrics are algorithms that attempt to measure the amount of
distortion introduced in a video and can either be perceptually inspired or not. Those can be further
categorized into full-reference, reduced-reference and no-reference, depending on the amount of
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known information about the original video. In addition, some video quality metrics are actually image
metrics computed on each individual frame and pooled or averaged to achieve a final score. On the
other hand, subjective scores are obtained directly from experiments with human viewers observing
the distorted content. Although subjective tests, if performed correctly, are generally considered to
produce more reliable results, they require much more effort, time and resources (including subjects),
compared to the objective metrics. For this reason, objective metrics are generally the main tool
employed in practical situations, for example, during the development of new coding standards.
However, results from subjective tests are extremely useful since they are used as ground truth for the
development of perceptually-inspired objective metrics.
The simplest and most popular objective way to measure the quality of a distorted image or video
is through the calculation of the Peak-Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR). This full-reference metric is
calculated using the Mean-Squared Error (MSE) between the original video frames, Ire f (x, y), and
the distorted frames, Idist(x, y). This error is computed by calculating the average squared pixel value
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(2.4)
Where H and W are the height and width of each frame. PSNR is then computed by taking the
logarithm of the inverse MSE and is reported in decibels (dB):





Here, MAX is the highest allowed pixel value, which corresponds to 255 for 8 bit inputs and 1023 for
10 bit inputs.
MSE and PSNR values are calculated for individual frames only. Therefore, in order to obtain
the final video metric, two possibilities exist, which are known as pooling strategies: to average the
MSE values per frame and compute the final video PSNR or to average the PSNR value of individual
frames. In this thesis, we employ the first approach when computing the PSNR of a test video.
Due to its low complexity, PSNR is still widely adopted in the video compression community,
sometimes as the only objective metric used for the evaluation of video codecs. However, although
simple and mathematically convenient in the context of optimization, it is well known that the
correlation between PSNR and subjective scores is low [29]. This means, for example, that two
videos with same PSNR value might have very different perceived qualities. For this reason, in order
to overcome the limitations of PSNR, perceptual quality metrics, which aim at narrowing the gap
between objective and subjective scores, have been developed. Among the multiple methods proposed,
SSIM [30], VQM [31] and VMAF [32] are among the most popular and will be briefly described
below.
12 Background
SSIM is a popular image and video full-reference quality metric that quantifies perceptual
degradation through a combination of three key image components: luminance (l), contrast (c)
and structure (s). These are computed on blocks of N × N pixels of the reference image, x, and the
distorted image, y. The final SSIM score is then given by SSIM(x, y) = l(x, y)α · c(x, y)β · s(x, y)γ,
with the variables α, β and γ responsible for controlling the relative weight of each component,
although usually set to 1. Spatial pooling of the SSIM index within a given image or frame is typically
performed using the average of the SSIM index for each pixel, which can be calculated by applying
a moving square or Gaussian window of sizes N = 8 or 11 pixels. In addition, when applied on
videos, SSIM is generally computed on the luma components only and averaged for all frames to
obtain a final score for the entire video. Experiments show that SSIM achieves higher correlation
with subjective scores compared to PSNR for both images [30] and videos [1]. Figure 2.4 shows an
example of two images compressed with JPEG, Peppers and Mandrill. Both have similar MSE values,
however, the perceived quality is very different. Peppers contains heavy blocking artifacts while the
artifacts are less visible in Mandrill due to the highly textured content. SSIM, on the other hand, gives
more perceptually aligned scores, 0.68 to Peppers and 0.85 to Mandrill.
(a) Peppers original image (b) Peppers compressed image
MSE = 160, SSIM = 0.68
(c) Mandrill original image (d) Mandrill compressed image
MSE = 159, SSIM = 0.85
Figure. 2.4 Examples of MSE and SSIM values of two cropped (256×256) JPEG compressed images,
Peppers and Mandrill. Although their MSE values are roughly the same, the visual quality
of Mandrill is much higher, which is reflected by a higher SSIM value. Results extracted
from [1].
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Although SSIM is generally considered a more reliable estimate for image quality, it is not
optimized for videos, since no temporal information between frames is considered. In order to
overcome this limitation, techniques developed specifically to measure video quality have been
proposed. One example is the Video Quality Metric (VQM) [31], standardized by the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI). This perceptual video metric measures and combines the
effects of several types of visual impairments including blurring, edge artifacts, motion jerkiness and
distortions in the colour. It specifies several different modes, with the general mode employing a
total of 7 features, combining spatial, temporal and chroma information. VQM is reported to provide
superior performance compared to PSNR and SSIM in both the VQEG [33] and LIVE [34] video
quality databases. However, it comes with significantly increased complexity [35].
More recently, a video quality metric based on machine learning, the Video Multimethod
Assessment Fusion (VMAF) [32], was proposed. VMAF combines the benefits of two image quality
metrics, Visual Information Fidelity (VIF) [36] and Detail Loss Metric (DLM) [37], with the addition
of a simple temporal information feature, the frame difference. VIF is a popular image quality metric
based on the computation of information fidelity loss and is calculated at multiple spatial scales (by
applying scaling). In VMAF, each of the scales computed in VIF are used as independent features.
On the other hand, DLM is a metric that measures the loss of useful detail affecting the visibility of
the contents of an image. This feature is based on a Wavelet-domain decomposition [16]. The final
feature is the absolute temporal difference pixel-wise between adjacent frames. The idea is that the
amount of temporal information influences the ability of the HVS to perceive visual distortions. These
features are combined using a machine-learning based algorithm, more specifically a Support Vector
Machine Regressor (SVMr), which estimates the optimal weights for each of the elemental features
using subjective scores collected using a database of distorted videos as the reference. Experiments
reported in [32] show that VMAF is able to provide superior performance compared to PSNR, SSIM
and VQM for the VQEG database and competitive performance for the LIVE video database. Since
the first model was proposed, further improvements related to the utilization of the frame difference
information were presented in [38].
2.1.4 Modern video codecs
The following sections will introduce different algorithms and techniques employed in modern video
coding standards, more specifically, in HEVC, VP9, AV1 and ITU-T and MPEG’s efforts beyond
HEVC. A larger focus will be given to HEVC, since it is the anchor codec used throughout this thesis.
2.1.4.1 H.265/HEVC
High Efficiency Video coding (H.265/HEVC) is a video coding standard proposed by a joint
collaboration between ITU-T and MPEG standardization bodies, JCT-VC, and is the successor
of AVC. Due to the addition and modification of a number of coding tools, its compression efficiency
is significantly higher than AVC. HEVC was designed with a focus on high resolution content and
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allows inputs of up to 8K resolution, 8192×4320. It also contains parallel processing tools for efficient
hardware decoder implementations. A brief description of the coding tools in HEVC organized by
categories is presented below. When relevant, differences with respect to the coding tools in AVC are
also mentioned. Further details can be found in [21].
• Coding structure: Similar to AVC, HEVC allows for a flexible coding and prediction structure.
The highest encoding level is a slice, which can correspond to an entire frame or a portion of a
frame. Since the most common is for a slice to correspond to a full frame, we will refer to slice
as pictures. Three types of pictures are defined in HEVC, key or Intra (I), Predictive (P) and
Bi-predictive (B) pictures. Intra pictures only allow intra prediction, which means that only
spatial redundancies within the same picture are exploited. Therefore, these types of pictures
can be decoded independently of any other previously decoded pictures and, therefore, provide
random access points and stop error propagation. On the other hand, P and B pictures allow
prediction from other previously decoded pictures, known as inter prediction. While B pictures
permit prediction from both previous and future pictures (in the display order), P frames can
only contain unidirectional prediction.
The Group of Pictures (GOP) defines the prediction structure used by the encoder. The distance
between key pictures (I or P) is generally referred by the GOP size and the distance between I
pictures is known as the intra period. For instance, IBBBPBBBI defines a GOP of size 4 and an
intra period of 8 pictures. In addition, the access configuration defines the type of GOP used for
different applications. All intra (AI) is a configuration where only I pictures are allowed and is
generally only used for high quality post-production applications. For Random Access (RA),
the decoding and display order of some pictures is different and all slice types are allowed. This
configuration provides improved compression efficiency compared to the others, especially
when employing hierarchical B pictures, in which prediction using past and future references is
exploited by utilization of a hierarchical GOP structure. An example is illustrated in Figure
2.5. Compared to a non-hierarchical prediction structure, the use of hierarchical B pictures,
especially with larger GOP sizes, was shown to significantly increase the coding performance
[39]. Finally, low delay configuration allows for I and P slices only and the decoding and display
order is the same, with no reordering needed. This type is mainly used for video conferencing
and other applications where reduced delay times are critical.
• Partitioning: In AVC, the input video frames were initially split into fixed blocks of size
16 × 16 luma samples, known as macroblocks. In HEVC, the macroblock was replaced by
the Coding Tree Unit (CTU), which allows for more flexible partitioning. The maximum
CTU size is also larger, up to 64×64 samples, which was shown to improve the compression
efficiency, especially for high resolution videos. The CTUs are then partitioned into smaller
blocks, Coding Units (CU), using a quad-tree structure. The minimum CU size is 8×8 pixels,
which corresponds to 4 splits considering a CTU size of 64 square samples.














Figure. 2.5 Representation of a hierarchical prediction structure with GOP size of 8.
• Intra picture prediction: Intra prediction attempts to predict the samples of the block to
encode using previously decoded samples in the edges of the current block. Three types of intra
prediction strategies are defined in HEVC: DC, planar and directional prediction. In DC mode,
all samples in the block are predicted as a constant average value of the reference samples.
Planar mode consists of a surface fitting from the reference samples. Directional prediction
interpolate and projects the reference samples in a specific direction to obtain the predicted
samples. For example, using the vertical direction, the samples above the current block are
copied to the corresponding positions to form the predicted block. Compared to AVC, HEVC
increased the number of intra prediction modes compared to AVC, from 8 to 33 directional,
which accounts for significant gains at the expense of the added complexity in testing more
modes.
• Inter picture prediction: Inter prediction is performed by achieving an estimation of the
temporal motion of each block to encode using previously decoded frames, using both forward
and backward prediction (past or future frames). The motion estimation process derives a
motion vector and is achieved using block matching algorithms at an interpolated reference
frame, in order to achieve more accurate estimation. HEVC uses quarter-sample precision for
Motion Vectors (MVs). In addition, HEVC uses a merge mode, in which the motion information
including motion vectors and reference indexes of current coding block are copied from its
spatially or temporally neighbouring blocks that have already been decoded. This reduces the
amount of signalling information required for transmission. In addition, if no residual is coded
after prediction, it is referred to as skip mode (a skip flag is enabled).
• Transform and quantization: After a residual signal has been obtained from either the intra
or inter prediction processes, it is subject to a separable 2-D linear transform. The transform is
essential to the encoding process since it provides energy compaction, in most cases, requiring
fewer bits to encode than the original residual signal and also providing a separation between
frequency regions, which allows better lossy perceptual coding. For inter predicted residuals,
an approximation of the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is used, whereas, for 4×4 intra
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predicted blocks, there is also a possibility of applying the Discrete Sine Transform (DST).
There is also an option to skip the transform step and encode the samples directly. Transform
Units, TU, can vary in size, ranging from 4×4 to 32×32 pixels. After the application of the
transform, the coefficients are subject to quantization using pre-defined quantization matrices.
The quantization step is controlled by the Quantization Parameter (QP), which ranges from 0 to
51. An increase of the QP by 6 values is equivalent to double the quantization step. Unlike all
processes until this point, which were lossless (no information was lost), quantization cannot be
exactly inverted and, therefore, provides lossy compression. In order to increase visual quality,
high frequency coefficients are more heavy quantized compared to low frequency coefficients.
This is because a loss in high frequencies has a lower impact to the overall visual quality [40].
• Entropy coding: The quantized coefficients need to be written into the bitstream. In order to
reduce the information redundancy that exists, a technique called entropy coding is applied,
which is common to any data compression task. Entropy coding is a lossless process and
aims at representing a stream of information with the least amount of bits possible while
guaranteeing that it is exactly recoverable at the decoder. Similarly to AVC, HEVC uses an
advanced technique known as Context Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC), which
greatly improves the coding performance compared to previous algorithms. CABAC is an
arithmetic coding technique adapted to the specific use case of video coding. It encodes
binary symbols to keep the complexity low and due to the local correlation that exists between
symbols in video coding, it uses a local context to better model the probabilities. HEVC uses an
improved CABAC model, which increase its throughput speed and provides higher compression
performance.
In addition to the main standard, several extensions to address a more specific range of applications
were also developed. These extensions address the coding of videos with higher bit depths, support
for 4:2:2 and 4:4:4 colour sampling, lossless encoding, screen content coding (graphics and other
types of non-natural video) and 3-D video. Another type of extension is scalable video coding which
corresponds to the embedding multiple encoded videos at different bitrates into the same bitstream.
2.1.4.2 VP9
VP9 is a video codec developed by Google and released in December 2012 as part of the WebM project
[41]. Its main advantage compared to AVC and HEVC is that it is open-source and royalty-free, which
means that video content producers, distributors and chip-makers are not required to pay royalties for
deploying it. Upon its initial release, VP9 was adopted as the main encoder for Youtube, but has since
been supported by other video streaming platforms such as Netflix and is available in a number of
browsers including Chrome, Mozilla, Firefox and Opera. The following provides a brief overview of
the technical aspects of VP9, including the main differences compared to HEVC.






Figure. 2.6 Representation of the coding structure of VP9. The highlighted frame is the next to be
encoded. Its references are the key frame, the last encoded frame and the Alt-Ref frame.
Similarly to HEVC, in order to boost the compression efficiency for higher spatial resolutions
(above 1920×1080), VP9 has introduced larger prediction blocks up to 64 × 64, which are called
Super-Blocks (SB). These blocks are recursively split with the smallest allowed block size of 4 × 4.
At each level, three possible splits are supported: horizontal, vertical or both (into 4 sub-blocks), with
the horizontal and vertical splits being terminal, in a sense that further partitioning is not allowed.
VP9 supports 10 intra prediction modes including DC, TM (True-Motion prediction), and 8
directional predictions in block sizes that vary from 32 × 32 to 4 × 4 pixels. The total number of
modes is significantly lower than HEVC, which allows 35 different intra modes. Similarly to HEVC,
the DC mode prediction is obtained by averaging the adjacent reference pixel values. On the other
hand, TM mode is a simple alternative to the planar mode in HEVC.
In terms of inter prediction, motion compensation is performed using one or two of up to three past
or future reference frames in the picture buffer. If two frames are used to predict a single block, it is
defined as compound prediction. Unlike HEVC, VP9 allows for multiple options for sub-pixel motion
interpolation filters: regular, sharp or smooth, which produce different results in the appearance of
edges.
In VP9, the coding structure is significantly different compared to previous encoders. Each frame
can reference three types of pictures: an intra-only, known as key or golden pictures, the last or
previous frame, and an Alternative Reference frame (Alt-Ref), which is a frame encoded purely to
be used as a reference and is never displayed. A representation of the coding structure of VP9 is
presented in Figure 2.6.
2.1.4.3 AV1
AV1 was developed by a collective effort from the members of the Alliance for Open Media (AOM)
[25] and combines coding tools from VP9, Daala [42] and Thor [43]. The goal of AOM was to
develop an alternative royalty-free video format, with competitive performance against HEVC. In
April 2018, the bitstream specification was finalized, but optimizations and fixes are still ongoing, as
of the time of writing.
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AV1 has introduced several new tools compared to VP9 with reported bitrate savings around 30%
compared for the same video quality [44]. The following will present a few of the key difference
between both codecs, which contribute to its overall coding performance. A more comprehensive
overview of its coding tools can be found in [44].
In terms of the block partitioning, AV1 provides a more flexible structure compared to VP9 in
which the highest block level, the Super-Block (SB), was increased to a size of 128×128 pixels. This
block can be recursively partitioned using a 10-way structure, including asymmetric partitioning,
down to a minimum size of 4×4. In addition, a wedge mode that allows for non-rectangular shaped
predictions is introduced. The wedges are decided based on a codebook and allow for different intra
or inter predictions on each part, adapting better to object boundaries.
AV1 has introduced several new intra prediction techniques. First, it enhanced the directional
prediction by the use of an extended number of intra mode directions, 56 compared to 10 of VP9,
allowing for even finer prediction granularity. It also includes a Paeth and a Smooth prediction. The
Paeth predictor replaces the TM predictor in VP9 and uses three pixels from the neighbouring reference
pixels, from the top, left and top-left. There are three options for the smooth predictor: vertical,
horizontal or combined, which use a quadratic interpolation technique in the vertical, horizontal or the
average directions, respectively. Other intra coding tools in AV1 include the recursive-filtering-based
intra, the colour palette prediction, chroma from luma and intra block copy.
Inter prediction is also enhanced in AV1. The number of reference pictures for each frame is
increased from 3 in VP9 to 7 in AV1 with the introduction of a number of new reference frame types
to allow for a more flexible hierarchical prediction structure, similar to what is employed in HEVC.
It also introduced a number of additional inter coding tools including Overlapped Block Motion
Compensation (OBMC) for the refinement the prediction at block boundaries, a number of global
motion compensation techniques with perspective and affine motion models and advanced compound
predictions.
AV1 also contains better loop restoration filters, more specifically, the Constrained Directional
Enhancement Filter (CDEF) which is a edge-preserving filter applied after the deblocking filter that
estimates the edge directions and applies a non-separable non-linear filtering technique. After this
filter, other restoration techniques based on Wiener and self-guided filters can also be applied to
enhance the quality of the reconstructed block further.
In addition to all these new coding tools, AV1 also includes some optional unconventional
techniques such as a frame super-resolution tool which downsamples the video frames in-loop at the
encoder side, in the horizontal direction only, and reconstructs the full resolution using a linear filter
followed by a loop restoration filter. Another tool is film grain synthesis, which estimates the film
grain at the encoder using a parametric model, removes it from the encoded video and then synthesises
the missing film grain at the decoder.
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2.1.4.4 JEM
Even though HEVC has achieved impressive performance compared to its predecessors, the need for
higher compression efficiencies is still required, especially considering the demand for higher spatial
resolutions, qualities, frame rates and bit depths. For this reason, efforts are currently underway for a
new coding standard from the ITU-T and MPEG standardization bodies. The aim is to achieve from
significantly higher compression efficiency compared to what is realized by HEVC.
The first step in this standardization process was to develop an experimental test model, the JVET
Exploration Model (JEM), containing a set of newly proposed video coding tools. This test model has
achieved significant performance improvements compared to HEVC test model with an increase in
encoder and decoder complexity [45]. Next, we present a few novel coding tools included in JEM.
The document [45] provides a detailed overview of the main coding tools included.
In terms of the block partitioning, JEM introduces a more flexible partitioning structure called
Quadtree plus Binary Tree (QTBT) with larger maximum CTU sizes of up to 128×128. This approach
allows two types of splitting: a quadtree (QT) that splits the blocks into 4 equal parts, and a binary
tree (BT) with either horizontal or vertical splits. Therefore, both square and rectangular CU blocks
are supported. In addition, unlike in VP9, horizontal or vertical splits are not final. An example of the
partitioning of a CTU using QTBT can be found in Figure 2.7. The value of 1 denotes a horizontal







Figure. 2.7 Example of a partitioning of a CTU using the QTBT structure.
In JEM, the number of intra modes is increased from 33 directional modes to 65, with DC and
planar modes the same as in HEVC. In order to limit the complexity, the search for the optimal intra
coding mode uses a list of the 6 Most Probable Modes (MPM). These are generally chosen from
neighbouring blocks. Instead of using a two-tap linear interpolation filter for the prediction of the
intra block, a four-tap filter is applied in JEM. Correlations between luma and chroma components
are also exploited by the use of a Cross-Component Linear Model (CCLM), which attempts to predict
chroma intra modes based on the optimal luma modes.
Several inter prediction tools have also been included in JEM. First, the motion vector precision is
increased to 1/16 pel (pixel distance) for the luma component compared to 1/4 employed in HEVC.
JEM allows to split a current CU into smaller sub-CU and deriving more accurate motion information
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for each using two proposed methods: Advanced Temporal Motion Vector Prediction (ATMVP) and
Spatial-Temporal Motion Vector Prediction (STMVP). To handle non-translational motion, JEM adds
a simplified affine motion prediction mode. Illumination changes between the reference and current
CU blocks are minimized by a method called Local Illumination Compensation (LIC), which adjusts
the illumination using a linear model, whose parameters are estimated using a least-squares approach.
JEM introduces the concept of Adaptive Multiple Transform (AMT), which consists of applying
several types of transforms from the DCT and DST families in addition to the conventional DCT-II
and DST-VII used in HEVC. Additionally, a Mode-Dependent Non-Separable Secondary Transforms
(MDNSST) is proposed. This transform is applied to the coefficients obtained from the primary
transform and aims at further decorrelating the residual signal. Given that complexity of non-
separable transforms are much higher than separable transforms (such as the primary transforms),
their application is restricted to the low frequency coefficients in either 4×4 or 8×8 block regions.
In addition to the existing deblocking and Sample Adaptive Offset (SAO) filters in HEVC, two
new in-loop filters are proposed in JEM: a bilateral and an Adaptive Loop Filter (ALF). The order
of application is bilateral - SAO - ALF - deblocking. The bilateral filter is a non-linear filter that
smooths and reduces the noise while preserving edges. It applies a weighted average of the values
of neighbouring pixels. On the other hand, the ALF is designed to minimize the MSE between the
reconstructed and original samples using a Wiener-based adaptive filter. For the luma component, one
filter is chosen among 25 options and is based on the direction and activity of the local gradients. The
idea of this filter is to align the directionality of the decoded block with the original block.
2.1.4.5 VVC
Following the high savings achieved by JEM, in October 2017, JVET announced a Call for Proposals
(CfP) for the next video coding standard [22]. In 2018, this future coding standard was named
Versatile Video Coding (VVC) and is expected to be finalized in 2020. The committee is targeting
bitrate savings compared to HEVC in the range of 30-50% range for the same visual quality with
an expected increase in encoding complexity. VVC is being designed as a flexible coding standard,
applicable for multiple types of video content including but not limited to SDR and HDR, computer
generated content, 360-degree videos and light-field data [46]. Although the final set of tools has not
been finalized yet, it is expected that the final standard will include tools from HEVC, JEM and also
newly proposed tools from the last CfP.
As of the time of writing, a few tools that have been included in the latest VVC test model, VTM
3.0 [46], that are likely be part of the final standard include: larger CTU sizes up to 128 × 128, a
multi-type tree partitioning structure, which is a quad-binary-ternary tree allowing more flexible
splits, the increased number of directional intra mode to 65, wide-angle intra prediction, affine motion
compensation, spatio-temporal block motion copy, adaptive loop filter (ALF) and Multiple Transform
Selection (MTS). Additionally, multiple neural network-based video coding tools have been proposed
during the CfP, including ViSTRA [47]. Although promising results were shown and further study of
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(a) AirAcrobatic - Harmonic (b) CatRobot - JVET (c) Myanmar - Harmonic
(d) CalmingWater - BVI-TEX (e) ToddlerFountain - Netflix (f) LampLeaves - BVI-TEX
(g) DaylightRoad - JVET (h) RedRock - Harmonic (i) RollerCoaster - Netflix
Figure. 2.8 Test sequences used for the codec comparison experiments.
these tools is ongoing, as of the time of writing, due to the higher complexity associated with these
methods, it is likely that they will not be included in VVC.
2.1.5 Performance comparison between HEVC, JEM, VP9 and AV1
Due to the high number of codecs proposed in recent years, especially with the introduction of
royalty-free alternatives to the ITU-T/MPEG standards, several works reporting coding performance
comparisons between HEVC, VP9 and AV1 have been recently published. However, their conclusions
are often contradictory, mainly due to differences in parameters or reference software versions.
Therefore, we present an independent experiment comparing relatively recent versions of the reference
software for HEVC, VP9 and AV1 1. In addition, we also include JEM, as an indicator of what might
be the performance of the future codec, VVC. In these tests, we focus on coding performance only
and ignore the encoding complexity due to the fact that for some of the codecs, especially AV1, the
figures are changing rapidly with frequent optimization improvements.
For these experiments, 9 sequences from a number of video databases, including Harmonic Inc
[48], Netflix Chimera [49], BVI texture database [13] and the JVET CTC [50], were considered. All
sequences are HD resolution (1920 × 1080 pixels), 10 bits per channel and contain 4:2:0 chroma
subsampling. The frame rate of all sequences is 60 fps except for CatRobot, which is 50 fps. A sample
frame of each sequence and their respective sources can be found in Figure 2.8.
1This work has been done in collaboration with Dr. Fan Zhang, Dr. Angeliki Katsenou and Prof. David Bull at the
University of Bristol.
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Table 2.1 Specification of the video codecs used and their specific encoding parameters. Trivial
encoding parameters such as width, height and frame-rates are not shown.








WebM Project VP9 Encoder -
libvpx - commit from May 31,
2018
–passes=2 –i420 –profile=2 –cpu-used=1 –input-bit-depth=10
–kf-max-dist=64 –kf-min-dist=64 –arnr-maxframes=7
–arnr-strength=5 –lag-in-frames=16 –aq-mode=0 –bias-pct=100
–minsection-pct=1 –maxsection-pct=10000 –end-usage=q
–min-q=0 –max-q=63 –auto-alt-ref=1 –max-gf-interval=14
–min-gf-interval=4 –frame-parallel=0 –threads=1 –tile-columns=0
–ivf
AV1
AOMedia Project AV1 Encoder
- libaom - commit from May 30,
2018
–passes=2 –i420 –profile=0 –cpu-used=1 –input-bit-depth=10
–kf-max-dist=64 –kf-min-dist=64 –arnr-maxframes=7
–arnr-strength=5 –lag-in-frames=16 –aq-mode=0 –bias-pct=100
–minsection-pct=1 –maxsection-pct=10000 –end-usage=q
–min-q=0 –max-q=63 –auto-alt-ref=1 –max-gf-interval=16
–min-gf-interval=4 –frame-parallel=0 –threads=1 –tile-columns=0
–ivf
We compare four modern video codecs using their reference implementations, HEVC (HM 16.18),
JEM 7.0, VP9 (libvpx) and AV1 (libaom). The versions of VP9 and AV1 source code used are from
May 31 and May 30 2018, respectively. This is after the bitstream freeze of AV1 had been completed
(which means that no more changes to the bitstream structure are allowed). More information about
the parameter settings of each codec can be found in Table 2.1. The parameters were chosen in order
to provide test conditions, as most as possible aligned with the JVET Common Test Conditions (CTC)
[50]. The intra period was set to 64 frames and the GOP size to 16 pictures. Each sequence was
encoded 4 QP values. For HM and JEM, the QP range varied from 20 to 37, while for VP9 and AV1,
the CQ value (the parameter that controls the quantization level) was set to values from 40 to 63.
The objective quality metrics, PSNR and VMAF (described in Section 2.1.3) were calculated for
all sequences and rate-points and average savings between video codecs tested is presented in Table
2.2. The left table shows BD-rate savings based on PSNR, while the right used VMAF scores. It can
be seen from the PSNR results that JEM outperforms all other codecs, with over 25% BD-rate savings
compared to HEVC and more than 20% to AV1. Compared to VP9, AV1 improves coding efficiency
by almost 30%. It is also slightly better than HEVC, with savings of 3.8%. When considering VMAF,
the numbers are slightly different, for example, showing AV1 savings over HEVC of 5%.
The highlights are that although not all tools in JEM will be part of the future VVC standard, its
coding performance compared to HM is very promising. In addition, even though the royalty-free
codec, AV1 cannot achieve the same efficiency shown by JEM, its improvements in relation to VP9
are impressive and might be a good starting point for the future of open codecs.
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Table 2.2 Average BD-rate savings (%) between the test codecs (vertical axis) and the anchor codecs
(horizontal axis). Left: BD-rate based on PSNR; Right: BD-rate based on VMAF.
Codecs HM JEM libvpx libaom
HM - 35.5 -24.9 4.4
JEM -25.3 - -43.4 -21.2
libvpx 37.4 83.9 - 39.0
libaom -3.8 29.0 -27.6 -
Codecs HM JEM libvpx libaom
HM - 40.7 -22.5 5.7
JEM -27.6 - -43.7 -22.6
libvpx 30.0 84.6 - 36.7
libaom -5.0 30.7 -26.3 -
2.2 Deep learning overview
This section will give a brief overview of some important concepts of deep learning, a subset of
machine learning, which is an important tool applied in Chapters 5 and 6 of this work. Machine
learning is the scientific field that studies computational algorithms and models that learn to perform
specific tasks based on previous data. These techniques are currently applied in many aspects of
modern society with applications in a variety of areas, for instance, recommendation systems, search
engines, digital assistants and digital photography. Machine learning has become a popular field for
multidisciplinary research with rapid innovations and direct application into real-world products.
In the past, the development of machine learning algorithms required specialized domain knowledge
and carefully designed features to extract meaningful information from raw data that could be used by
the models. However, in recent years, due to access to more powerful computational equipment and
the availability of very large datasets, a sub-classes of machine learning, known as neural networks,
has become increasingly popular [51]. Neural networks are a circuit of individual elements, called
neurons, structured in layers, that apply a linear function of trainable weights and biases to the input.
When combined with non-linear activation functions, multiple layers, large amounts of data and a
differential loss function (or cost function), these networks are able to learn complex functions with
minimal domain-specific knowledge. The network parameters are learned by applying an algorithm
known as Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) [52], which solves the minimization of the cost function
by propagating the gradients backward from the output layer all the way to the input layer. Each
parameter update is performed after being processed by a defined number of training samples, given
by the batch size.
The term deep learning refers to the use of neural networks with an increased number of layers
(depth), which tend to be more powerful than more shallow networks. Deep learning algorithms have
overcome handcrafted machine learning methods in almost a variety of tasks including most computer
vision applications. In addition, for some specific tasks such as visual recognition [53] or strategy
games [54], these methods are even able to outperform human subjects.
2.2.1 Convolutional Neural Networks
Computer vision, which is the discipline concerned with designing computer systems to understand
















Figure. 2.9 Representation of the first layers of a convolutional neural network. C represents the
number of colour channels, K the number of filters (depth) and S the stride.
data, has seen great improvements with advances in deep learning. For instance, in recent years, the
accuracy of an image classification challenge on a very large labelled database, named ImageNet [55],
has dramatically improved from 16% in 2012 [56] to 2.3% in 2017 [57]. One particular type of deep
learning network, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN or ConvNet) has been widely adopted by the
computer vision community. CNNs are composed of a number of stacked convolutional layers and,
optionally, pooling layers. Each convolutional layer contains multiple learnable filters or kernels of a
defined size (e.g. 3×3 or 5×5) that are applied successively to the outputs of previous layers. Pooling
layers (e.g max pooling layers), on the other hand, locally combine the results of these convolutions
within neighbouring regions, reducing the spatial dimensionality of the representations and creating
invariance to translational shifts. In addition, each convolution or pooling is applied on a block that is
shifted by a fixed number of positions, controlled by the stride.
Figure 2.9 presents an example of the first 3 layers of a CNN that processes a greyscale image
(number of colour channels = 1) of resolution 256 × 256 pixels. The first convolutional layer contains
4 filters of size 5 × 5 with stride 1 (S=1). These are applied to the entire image and results in 4 filtered
representations containing 256 × 256 coefficients. Next, a max pooling layer with stride 2 keeps only
the maximum value of a 2 × 2 neighbourhood, reducing the representations to 128 × 128. Finally, a
second convolutional layer is applied on the output of the pooling layer.
2.2.2 Activation functions
In neural networks, including CNNs, non-linearities, also called activation functions, are employed.
These introduce non-linear behaviour to this otherwise linear system which is one of the key elements
for the learning of complex functions. Several types of activation functions have been developed
over the years and the main idea is to control when a given neuron is “active” or “inactive” given
the input value. The sigmoid function is defined by y = 11+e−x , where x is the input and y the output.
Its shape is similar to a step function, meaning that for negative values, the output tends to 0 and
for positive values, it tends to values close to 1. However, sigmoid functions have a drawback in the
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Figure. 2.10 Examples of different ReLU activation functions.
fact that they allow for the "vanishing gradients" problem [52], which stops or decreases the rate of
learning for some neurons. In order to overcome this and other issues, other activations functions
have been proposed, including the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) [52] and its variations. Figure 2.10
presents three types of ReLU functions: the conventional ReLU, the leaky ReLU [58] and finally the
parametric ReLU (PReLU) [59]. The use of a small slope for negative input values on the Leaky
ReLU and the parametric ReLU promotes better gradient behaviour compared to the conventional
ReLU.
2.2.3 Training methodologies
When training a deep neural network, several aspects need to be taken into account. These include the
training dataset and hyper-parameter choice. A few recommendations, grouped in different categories,
are summarized bellow [60–62]:
• Training dataset: the use of a large and varied training dataset and a separate test or validation
set is essential to avoid overfitting the network, which means that it will not generalize well to
new samples. In addition, to further improve generalization, data augmentation techniques using
rotations, translations, illumination variations and horizontal or vertical flips of the training
samples are recommended. Finally, the raw input data is usually normalized by calculating and
removing the mean value and optionally dividing by the standard deviation.
• Hyper-parameters: several parameters that control the training of neural networks need
to be carefully selected considering the domain and application. One important parameter
is the learning rate, which controls the change of the weights and biases of the neurons or
convolutional filters on every step. The higher the learning rate, the quicker the model learns.
However, if this parameter is set too high, the training can become unstable. For this reason,
several values are generally tested, in an iterative fashion, until the ideal one is found. Another
parameter to consider is the batch size, which refers to the number of samples per step. Although
larger batch sizes promote better conversion due to the use of more samples for each step,
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smaller batch sizes have been found to increase the models’ performance and generalization
ability [63].
• Optimization algorithms: Gradient descent [61] is the most popular optimization technique
applied for neural networks. Its goal is to minimize the differentiable loss function by updating
the learnable parameters of the network using an algorithm called backpropagation [61].
Although effective, conventional gradient descent is very slow because it requires processing
the entire dataset before performing a single parameter update. Therefore, variations that apply
the algorithm for each training sample or “mini-batch" have been proposed. These are called
Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) and mini-batch gradient descent, respectively. Further
improvements to these algorithms have been proposed in the literature and include the use of
Momentum and different learning rates for different parameters. Currently, the most widely
employed optimization strategy is the ADAM algorithm [64], which combines the benefits of
two previously proposed strategies: Adaptive Gradient Algorithm (AdaGrad) [65] and Root
Mean Square Propagation (RMSProp) [66].
• Weight initialization: In order to promote better learning and avoid problems such as vanishing
gradients or exploding gradients, especially for deeper networks, weights and biases of neural
networks need to be properly initialized prior to training. Random initializations have been used
in the past, however, other heuristic algorithms have been proposed, which work better with
specific activation functions, such as ReLU. One of the most popular is the He initialization
[59], which initializes the weights by sampling from a Gaussian distribution and multiplying by
a value that depends on the number of inputs to that layer.
• Regularization: In order to avoid overfitting, apart from increasing the number of training
samples, regularization techniques are usually employed. These include an adjustment of the
loss function by the addition of an L1 or L2 regularization term [61], penalizing large weights.
Another very different technique is dropout [67], which modifies the network by randomly and
temporarily deactivating parts of the network during training.
2.3 Summary
This chapter provided an introduction to video compression including the differences between modern
video coding standards. In addition, the basic concepts of deep learning were presented. All of these
are key concepts in the remaining chapters of this thesis.
Digital video, in its raw form, requires a high amount of data, which is impractical for storage and
transmission. For this reason, video compression standards are crucial systems that aim at compacting
the information by exploiting different types of redundancies in the data. The ultimate goal is to
optimize the rate-distortion trade-off, reducing the video bitrate, without significant compromising the
output video quality.
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Throughout the years, multiple video coding standards have been proposed, mostly led by
highly organized standardization bodies. After the introduction of the hybrid video codec, the main
coding structure has seen small incremental improvements with each generation of video codecs.
Nonetheless, each new codec has provided significantly improvements in compression efficiency, with
the introduction of more effective coding blocks and tools. Recently, the introduction of royalty-free
video codecs has led to a higher variety of competing video codecs. Still, with the demand for higher
video quality and immersive content, video compression remains an active area of research and
development.
Machine learning techniques have seen great adoption and have provided with breakthrough
performance in a variety of computer vision fields, especially after the development of deep learning.
For this reason, it would be expected that the application of these techniques for video coding would
have the potential to provide even higher compression gains than achieved by conventional methods.
Chapters 5 and 6 of this thesis will describe a novel video compression scheme that employs these
learning techniques. For this reason, this chapter included a brief introduction of deep learning,




Texture analysis and synthesis
Textures form a predominant part of the natural world and include content such as grass, trees, rock
surfaces and ocean waves. For this reason, they are an important aspect of digital videos and images.
Although the definition of texture is not consensual, it is generally defined as a region with a large
number of elements called textels, which are micro-objects placed in an appropriate way forming a
particular texture [68]. Textures can then be characterized by the randomness of this placing, referred
to as regularity, which can range from regular to stochastic. A regular texture is formed by a well
defined tiling organised into strong periodic patterns, while a stochastic texture exhibits more random
arrangements. Figure 3.1 presents examples of non-textured content (structures), and textured content
with varying levels of regularity.
A subset of the work presented in this chapter has been published in [69].
Structures (non-texture) Regular textures Mixed textures Stochastic textures 
Figure. 3.1 Examples of structures and textures with different characteristics from regular to stochastic.
Textured content can either be rigid (static textures) or non-rigid (dynamic textures) depending on
the motion type. Dynamic textures exhibit similar spatial properties to static textures, but evolve in
their appearance over time governed by underlying physical processes [70]. Examples of dynamic
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textures include ocean waves, waterfall, fire, leaves blowing in the wind, grass fields and smoke.
However, due to camera motion or lighting changes, the representation of static textures can also
change over time. Figure 3.2 shows sample frames of a static texture, a rock wall, and a dynamic
texture, waves, obtained from the BVI-Texture database [4]. This open dataset contains a number of
high definition (1920×1080) static and dynamic texture sequences.
(a) Static texture (b) Dynamic texture
Figure. 3.2 Sample frame of static and dynamic texture videos: (a) BricksTiling is a titling shot of a
rock wall, (b) CalmingWater is a shot of a wavy water surface.
3.1 Review of texture analysis and synthesis
3.1.1 Texture analysis
Within image and video processing, texture analysis comprises several tasks, such as texture classification,
segmentation, characterization and synthesis. These techniques have found applications in a number
of fields including medical imaging, remote sensing and image/video compression [68].
Typically, four types of approaches have been used to analyse textures: statistical methods,
spectral methods, model-based methods and structural methods [68, 71]. Statistical-based methods
extract features or statistics from the texture region. Examples of features include the Gray-Level Co-
occurrence Matrix (GLCM) [72] or geometrical features such as edges. Fourier transform, sub-band
decomposition using Wavelets or Gabor filters are often used for texture analysis as spectral methods
[68]. Model-based methods attempt to find an appropriate representation of the texture by estimating
a set of parameters which define its appearance. Autoregressive (AR) models, Markov Random Fields
(MRF) or fractal models are examples of popular approaches for texture modelling. Lastly, structural
methods are based on the notion that textures can be considered as two-dimensional periodical patterns
of a set of primitives and their properties and placement rules are used to characterize the texture.
3.1.2 Texture synthesis
Texture synthesis is the process of generating a new texture based on a sample texture, in a way that
when perceived by a human observer, appears to be generated by the same underlying process [73].
These techniques can be applied to both static and dynamic textures. In the following sections, a brief
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description of previous work in image (Section 3.1.2.1) and video (Section 3.1.2.2) texture synthesis
is presented. In addition, their application in compression is also discussed.
3.1.2.1 Image texture synthesis
Texture synthesis has been extensively studied in the field of computer graphics for a variety of
applications, including the generation realistic textures for the rendering of complex or large scenes
[74, 75], to fill empty texture regions, known as image in-painting [76] and for image compression
[77, 2, 78]. In the latter case, higher compression efficiency can be achieved by replacing the explicit
encoding of textured regions with synthesised textures.
Texture synthesis techniques can be split into two main categories: parametric and non-parametric.
The first uses a set of parameters to describe the sample texture and to subsequently generate new
textures. This class of algorithms has been proposed in many works, for instance, in [79], which
characterize a texture by means of Wavelet-based features and their statistics. On the other hand,
non-parametric methods synthesise new textures by generating either one pixel or a patch at a time
from example pixels or patches from the input texture [80, 74]. These methods are known as non-
parametric due to the fact that no parameters are estimated. One popular example of non-parametric
texture synthesis is the Graphcut method proposed in [75].
Application of texture synthesis to image compression As mentioned above, texture synthesis
has been applied to image compression [2, 78]. The idea behind these methods is to leverage the
visual masking effect of texture content on the Human Visual System (HVS) by replacing the coding
of textured regions with visually similar synthesised content. These methods are known as image
compression-by-synthesis. In [2], the authors proposed a synthesis scheme integrated with JPEG
[77]. Images are first segmented into regions using a wavelet-based image segmentation approach and
homogeneous texture regions, which contain the same texture process, are selected. Those regions
are then synthesised using Graphcut [75]. Figure 3.3 presents an example of a reconstructed image
compressed by this method compared to conventional JPEG coding. Although both images have
similar visual quality, the synthesized version consumes fewer bits for encoding. However, if one
looks closely, differences can be spotted, for instance, on the ground, where the resulting texture looks
plausible but does not contain the exact texture pattern as the original.
3.1.2.2 Video texture synthesis
With regards to video texture synthesis, achieving perceptually reliable results is a more complex
problem. The aim of video texture synthesis is to synthesize an infinite number of video frames based
on a limited sample of the input texture. Some of the approaches aim to find smooth transitions from
one part of the video to another in a way that no relevant temporal boundary are perceivable [81]. A
similar idea has also been proposed by the Graphcut authors [75] which extend their technique to
videos by considering the same approach but in a 3-D space. Finally, [82] proposes that a dynamic
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Figure. 3.3 Example of synthesis results for the Goldhill image. Left: synthesised image at 1.99 bpp;
Right: JPEG image at 2.30 bpp. From [2].
texture sequence can be represented by a dynamic linear model (DLM), more specifically, a first order
Autoregressive Moving-Average (ARMA) process with a white zero-mean Gaussian input.
Application of texture synthesis to video coding Texture synthesis has also been applied to video
compression with a similar general idea as for the image compression application [83–85, 3]. Figure
3.4 shows a diagram of the most important modules of a video compression scheme using texture
synthesis. In general, these approaches add two new modules to the video compression scheme:
texture analysis and texture synthesis. The first aims at identifying regions in the video that appear
to be good candidates for synthesis and therefore do not need to be coded. This process results
in side information that is transmitted to the decoder, which in turn, is responsible for applying
synthesis techniques to reconstruct the missing regions. If this process can be applied in a way that
the reconstructed frames maintain their perceptual quality, usually quantified by a Video Quality
Assessment (VQA) module, significant bitrate savings can be achieved. Table 3.1 presents the
characteristics of a number of previous works on texture synthesis for video coding. Moreover, a
detailed review of this topic can be found in [86].
Within the analysis module, texture regions are usually identified and separated from non-textured
regions. This is achieved by means of segmentation and texture classification. The authors of [84]
propose to segment and classify textures based on the extraction of GLCM and Gabor filter features,
while [85] uses Steerable Pyramids to identify texture regions, but is limited to still image compression.
In [3], a Wavelet-based approach (using DT-CWT [87]) is used to segment homogeneous textured
regions which are then classified into non-textured, static textures and dynamic textures based on
Wavelet and motion vectors-based statistics. Figure 3.5 shows an example of the segmentation and
classification results of [3].
Several static and dynamic texture synthesis approaches have been proposed for video compression
throughout the years. A Markov Random Field (MRF) model is used in [85] to synthesize similar
static textures at the decoder while [83, 84, 3] propose to conventionally encode the key frames and
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Table 3.1 Summary of previous work in video compression using texture analysis and synthesis based
on the techniques used for segmentation and classification, static texture synthesis and
dynamic texture synthesis
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Figure. 3.4 Diagram of the general structure of texture analysis and synthesis-based video compression
frameworks.
apply warping to the other frames using an 8-parameter perspective motion model. In addition, in [3],
dynamic textures in bidirectionally (B) predicted frames are skipped at the encoder and synthesised at
the decoder using a dynamic textures synthesis algorithm. The most popular algorithm for synthesising
dynamic textures within a compression framework is to use modified versions of the ARMA model,
restricted to a single GOP [85, 3].
Moreover, within a synthesis-based coding framework, in-loop VQA modules are generally
necessary in order to assess the quality of the reconstructed textures. The video metrics used are
generally perceptually inspired since conventional metrics such as PSNR are unable to accurately
correlate with subjective scores on synthesised content [3]. For this reason, the authors of [3] propose
Figure. 3.5 Result of the segmentation (left) and classification (right) processes proposed by [3] for
the HD resolution sequence LampLeaves from the BVI texture database [4]. Each region
is classified into three classes: non-textured (black), static textures (red) and dynamic
textures (blue).
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a VQA methodology for synthesised content based on a perceptual Artifact-based Video Metric
(AVM), which estimates blurring distortion, similarity distortion, and visible edge artifacts. Later on,
they propose an updated perceptual metric called PVM [35].
3.1.2.3 Limitations of texture synthesis for video compression
Texture synthesis for video compression has been an active area of research for the last decade but has
not achieved good adoption in standardized video codecs. We have identified a number of reasons for
this:
• The majority of reported texture synthesis methods has used H.264 as the host codec. However,
the most recent video coding standards, such as HEVC, have improved the compression of
bi-directional (B) pictures and therefore, less savings are achieved by skipping regions and
warping or synthesizing dynamic texture content than for H.264.
• Current video quality metrics, including AVM and PVM, are still not reliable enough for the
estimation of video quality, especially considering synthesised content, which is confirmed by
the predominance of PSNR within the video compression community.
• Dynamic texture synthesis algorithms were developed especially for stochastic textures and
produce artifacts when the texture is more regular. This will be addressed in Section 3.4.
3.2 HomTex: Homogeneous Texture dataset
As mentioned in the previous section, texture is a fundamental part of visual content and has been
exploited for image and video compression. Therefore, in order to further explore this topic, a database
of video textures is required. However, most video databases contain scenes with mixed content,
including textures and structures (or objects). For these reasons, we have proposed a new dataset
containing only homogeneous textures - the Homogeneous Video Texture Dataset (HomTex). In this
context, homogeneity means that the textures are spatially and temporally consistent, and thus no
spatial or temporal segmentation is required.
HomTex comprises 120 sequences with a spatial resolution of 256 × 256 pixels and contains a
variety of texture types. Most of the sequences were obtained by cropping patches from two existing
datasets: DynTex [88] and the BVI Texture dataset [13]. DynTex contains a large variety of dynamic
texture content and has been extensively used by the research community as a benchmark for dynamic
texture classification and synthesis. The BVI texture dataset has been recently developed and contains
high quality static and dynamic textures at HD resolution.
In most works, a limited number of texture categories is usually considered for texture analysis
and synthesis purposes, more specifically, static and dynamic textures. However, we believe that these
categories do not reflect the amount of variability found in visual textures. Therefore, in addition to
the uncompressed video content, HomTex also contains manual annotations made by experts on three
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(a) Static (b) Dynamic continuous (c) Dynamic discrete
Figure. 3.6 Sample frames from example HomTex sequences classified into different categories based
on their dynamics and structure.
different visual characteristics: dynamics, structure and granularity. A brief description of each is
presented below:
• Dynamics: whether the physical appearance of the texture changes with time (dynamic) or
the texture is rigid and the only motion present is due to a moving camera or a moving object
(static).
• Structure: whether the nature of the texture is one of a continuous deformable media
(continuous) or the texture is composed of a collection of structured discernible parts (discrete)
[88].
• Granularity: related to the size of the smallest recognizable object or texture primitive
observed. A texture with smaller size primitives has a high granularity level, while a texture
with larger size primitives has a lower granularity level [89].
An important distinction is between sequences that are dynamic but contain different types of
structure, discrete and continuous. This classification of dynamic textures has been mentioned
previously in [88] but no justification or evidence was shown. In Section 3.3.2.3, we propose to split
video textures into three categories based on encoding statistics, namely, static, continuous dynamic
and discrete dynamic.
The number of sequences grouped according to these characteristics is presented in Table 3.2. It
can be seen that the majority of the sequences, 95, represent dynamic textures, while 25 sequences
are static textures. The full annotation of each sequence in the HomTex database can be found in
Appendix A. Moreover, Figure 3.6 shows the first frame of a number of HomTex sequences split into
the three major categories defined.
In addition, we also wanted to understand if the characteristics of HomTex are representative
of the ones found in real world video content. For this reason, an analysis was performed using
the methodology of [90], which offers a way of measuring how well a given dataset reflects the
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Table 3.2 Annotation of the HomTex based on three characteristics.




















characteristics of another dataset by evaluating the distributions of low level visual features between
different datasets. This work has studied the features of a large-scale database containing thousands
of modern broadcast video content, BBC Redux [91]. Following this methodology, several features
including spatial information, motion vectors, colour information and contrast were extracted from
each database and were transformed into 5 orthogonal factors using Principal Component Analysis
(PCA). The frequency distributions for the most relevant factors, Naturalness and Movement, were
then compared with that of BBC Redux. Figure 3.7 shows the Cumulative Distribution Functions
(CDF) distributions of both datasets.
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Figure. 3.7 Distribution comparison between BBC Redux and HomTex.
We then apply the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [92] (also shown in Figure 3.7). The
values obtained indicate that the hypothesis that both distributions could come from the same
continuous distribution is valid. This is an important finding because it indicates that the conclusions
drawn from this database might be generalized to a larger database of real word video since it contains
a similar distribution of low level visual characteristics.
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The HomTex database is publicly available for the research community and can be downloaded
from its webpage 1. At the time of writing, it has been used in several publications [93–95] in the
field of texture analysis and synthesis for video coding.
3.3 Texture analysis based on HEVC encoding statistics
In this section, a study of different video texture properties based on encoding statistics extracted
from the HEVC reference software, HM [96], is presented. The purpose of this work is twofold: (i)
to achieve a higher understanding of how modern video codecs perform for different texture types
and; (ii) to achieve a better characterization of textures that can aid future research in this field.
The statistics exploited include mode selection, partitioning information, motion vectors and bitrate
allocation. For this study, we use the HomTex dataset, proposed and described in Section 3.2.
While modern video codecs such as HEVC already consider some perceptual characteristics of the
HVS, increased gains might be achieved by further exploiting texture masking effects. As mentioned
previously, in the context of video compression, textures are typically categorized into two different
classes: static and dynamic [13, 3, 85, 84, 83]. However, the classification of dynamic textures is not
always consistent and includes a large range of diverse content such as water, leaves, smoke and trees.
This classification might not be optimal when trying to apply and optimize coding strategies, such as
texture synthesis [3, 85, 84, 83], which to the best of the author’s knowledge, have treated all dynamic
textures equally. This motivates us to examine this topic more closely and to propose a more robust
classification that is justified and validated using statistics from HEVC encoding.
We propose to classify video textures into three major categories for video coding purposes, more
specifically: static textures, continuous dynamic textures and discrete dynamic textures. Multiple
works concerning the classification of dynamic textures have been recently published [97, 98].
However, their aim has been to classify textures based on semantics, which is not always useful
for coding. The distinction between continuous and discrete dynamic textures was made in [88]
when annotating the DynTex database, but no data was presented to support this classification. In
this work, we present a detailed analysis of different texture types with respect to a large number of
HEVC encoding statistics. The homogeneous video texture dataset, HomTex, is used which allows
the statistics to be directly associated to a single texture without other interfering content. A number
of papers have been recently published which include analysis of encoding statistics [99–102], but the
number of statistics examined was very limited and for different applications. Therefore, we believe
this work introduces a new perspective into the subject of texture classification for video coding.
3.3.1 Encoding statistics
HEVC encoding statistics were extracted using the test model version HM 16.2. All sequences from
the HomTex dataset were encoded using the Main profile using three configurations: Random Access,
1https://data.bris.ac.uk/data/dataset/1h2kpxmxdhccf1gbi2pmvga6qp
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Low Delay and All Intra and 5 base QP values {22, 25, 27, 32 and 37}. A total of 39 statistics
were obtained from the encoding process at the Coding Tree Unit (CTU) level. These were then
post-processed to obtain features per sequence, for various QP values and frame types (I, B and P).
For the purpose of this work, P frames are defined as using only past frames for reference and B
frames as using both past and future frames.
Table 3.3 shows a summary of all the statistics extracted grouped into different categories along
with a short description of each. For the measure of correlation between the original and the residual
frames, the 2-D Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was used, considering only the
luminance (Y) component of the frames.
3.3.2 Results and analysis
The analysis performed and the results obtained are presented in four sub-sections. Section 3.3.2.1
describes the observations made through examination of the distribution of the statistics of the different
classes. Section 3.3.2.2 analyses the effect that the different levels of granularity have on the encoding
behaviour. Section 3.3.2.3 presents a clustering analysis that was employed with the aim of finding
the inherent structure of the data. Finally, Section 3.3.2.4 makes some suggestions for areas of further
work that have the potential to offer compression performance improvements.
3.3.2.1 Effect of dynamics and structure on encoding behaviour
We split the extracted data into the three classes mentioned previously (static, continuous dynamic and
discrete dynamic) and computed texture-class specific distributions for each of the extracted statistics.
This helps in identifying class related patterns in the behaviour of the encoder. Figure 3.8 depicts the
distributions of a subset of the statistics for the B frames of the Random Access configuration, using a
QP value of 25. The results show a clear distinction between the different texture types in terms of the
encoding statistics. Additionally, a number of observations made are described below.
The percentage of prediction modes (intra, inter, skip or merge) vary significantly for different
texture types. As expected, static textures are associated with a high percentage of skip mode, with a
median of around 70% of the blocks. This is because static textures mainly contain global motion
(camera panning, tiling) which is easily compensated by block prediction algorithms in HEVC. On
the other hand, continuous dynamic textures are mostly encoded using intra mode, which means
that motion compensation fails to produce an accurate prediction of the frames based on previously
encoded frames. Finally, discrete dynamic textures contain a high percentage of skip, merge and inter
modes, in contrast to continuous dynamic textures.
The Rate-Distortion (RD) performance of the encoder also varies with the texture type. As would
be expected, static textures require a much smaller number of bits (avgBits) compared to dynamic
textures and exhibit lower distortion (avgDist) for the same QP. An interesting finding is that discrete
dynamic textures, on average, require a higher number of bits per pixel compared to continuous
dynamic textures and result in higher distortion.
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Figure. 3.8 Distribution of several encoding statistics for the static (magenta), continuous dynamic
(purple) and discrete dynamic (green) textures. These results were obtained using Random
Access configuration and a QP value of 25.
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The number of CTU partitions also varies with texture type, with the lowest number of partitions
being observed for static textures with a median of 4 partitions per CTU, and the highest for discrete
dynamic textures with a median of 35 partitions per CTU. As for continuous dynamic textures, they
require fewer partitions compared to discrete dynamic textures but more than static textures.
In terms of the allocation of bits, for both types of dynamic texture the majority of bits are spent
on coding the residual signal (more than 80% of the total bits spent). This means that the bits used for
coding additional information, such as motion vectors and mode signalling, are less relevant to the
final bitrate of the encoded bitstream. In addition, dynamic textures exhibit high distortion and high
correlation between the original frame and the residual since a worse prediction is usually obtained.
In contrast, for static textures, the bit allocation is more evenly distributed among the signalling data,
motion vector data and residual signal.
Finally, motion vectors also show different characteristics depending on the texture type. Static
textures are associated with motion vectors with a small magnitude (length) and high directional
consistency. Discrete dynamic textures also typically contain small magnitude motion vectors but with
high directional irregularity. This is understandable since discrete dynamic textures contain structures
with local motion characteristics that might be predicted by different motion vectors. In contrast,
continuous dynamic textures are associated with large magnitude motion vectors with slightly less
directional irregularity.
To aid in the analysis of the statistics and to allow for easier and more intuitive comparison
between different sequences, a visualization tool was implemented. This tool generates a visual
representation of a subset of the statistics for each video frame. It contains the original frames, a
histogram of bit allocation, the bits spent per CTU, a colour coded mode prediction decision per PU, a
colour coded representation of the magnitude and direction of the motion vectors (according to [103]),
the predicted frame, the reconstructed frame, the residual and the coded residual.
Figure 3.9 presents a screenshot of the visualization tool for three representative sequences of
different texture class: BricksTiling (static), CalmingWater (continuous dynamic) and LampLeaves
(discrete dynamic). These sequences were encoded using the same configuration described for the
results in Figure 3.8. Several observations reported above can also be seen in the visualization. For
example, the dominance of skip mode for static textures and intra mode for continuous dynamic
textures, the high partitioning of discrete dynamic textures and the high distortion and residual for
both types of dynamic textures. In addition, it can be seen that, in comparison with the continuous
dynamic texture, the visual quality of the predicted frame of the discrete dynamic texture is higher.
This is due to the use of intra mode for the continuous dynamic texture, creating the block effect
shown which is a consequence of the failure of the motion prediction technique.
3.3.2.2 Effect of granularity on the encoding behaviour
In order to determine the influence of texture granularity on the encoding statistics, we have
investigated the changes between two different granularity versions of the same sequence. In total,
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(a)
Original frame, bit allocation histogram (legend below image), bits per CTU, prediction modes and
partitioning and color-coded motion vector directions.
(b) Continuation; Predicted frame, reconstructed frame, residual (original - predicted) and coded
residual (original - reconstructed).
Figure. 3.9 Visualization tool of a subset of the encoding statistics for three different sequences:
BricksTiling (top row), CalmingWater (middle row) and LampLeaves (bottom row).
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HomTex contains 40 pairs of the same sequences with different granularities, 8 static, 15 continuous
dynamic and 17 discrete dynamic. Figure 3.10 shows bar plots comparing the statistics of low
granularity sequences and the respective high granularity versions. The plots show a subset of the
B frame statistics and are also divided by texture type. It can be seen that, as expected, increasing
the granularity increases the average number of partitions (avgNumPart) and decreases the average
length of motion vectors (avgLengthMV). This is due to the lower size of the discernible objects
within the texture, which requires more partitions but also reduces the length of the motion (per pixel).
Another interesting observation is that for higher granularities, fewer blocks are predicted using intra
mode for dynamic textures (the number of intra blocks for static textures is insignificant for both
granularities), resulting from more efficient motion estimation. Also, for dynamic textures, skip mode
is selected more often. Nonetheless, the bits used to code the high granularity textures (avgBits) does
not decrease, because of a higher distortion (avgDist).




































































Figure. 3.10 Comparison of the average value of a subset of the statistics obtained from pairs of
sequences with different granularities and different texture types for B frames, Random
Access configuration and QP 25.
3.3.2.3 Validation of class descriptions through clustering
According to previous observations, there are significant differences between the encoding statistics
of static, continuous dynamic and discrete dynamic textures. However, this result alone is insufficient
to validate the hypothesis that these three classes represent a good classification based on encoding
statistics. For this reason, an unsupervised learning technique, clustering, was applied to all the
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Dendrogram of Hierarchical Clustering
(b)
Figure. 3.11 Clustering analysis results on the encoding statistics for Random Access B frames, QP
25: (a) Sum of the within-cluster distances depending on the number of clusters; (b)
Result of hierarchical clustering analysis.
extracted statistics to understand the underlying structure of the data. It is important to note that in
clustering analysis, the sequences are not labelled with a class. This ensures that the clusters are
obtained based on the features only.
Three widely used clustering algorithms were employed, K-Means, Hierarchical Agglomerative
clustering (using complete linkage) and Spectral clustering [104]. Additionally, Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) [104] was also applied for feature extraction, followed by K-Means using the 5 first
principal components (80% of the total variance). The input features were 33 statistics of the Random
Access B frames at a QP value of 25. Other settings were also tested, and similar findings were
found. Since the majority of algorithms require the number of clusters to be pre-determined, a simple
analysis was conducted using a plot of the sum of within-cluster distances for different number of
clusters when applying K-means clustering, shown in Figure 3.11(a). The number of clusters is often
decided by the “elbow” of this plot [104], which in this case, hints at the existence of three clusters.
Moreover, Figure 3.11(b) shows the dendrogram of hierarchical clustering, which works by iteratively
adding together the data points that are closer in the data space. It can be seen from the result that
mainly three clusters were formed, corresponding roughly to the three manually annotated classes.
The clustering results obtained from applying the different algorithms were evaluated using four
popular cluster validity indices: one internal index, the average Silhouette index and three external
indexes, Purity, Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) and the Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) [104].
The internal index is based on the distances between and within points of the same cluster while
external indexes use class labels. The latter methods used the manual class annotations mentioned in
previous sections with a value of 0 and 1 representing a random and a perfect clustering, respectively.
The clustering performance is presented in Table 3.4 and indicates that using three clusters is a good
representation of the data, since most indices have high values. Additionally, it can be noted that the
performance is consistent among the different algorithms employed.
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Table 3.4 Clustering performance of several clustering algorithms on all the statistics extracted from
HM for a QP of 25 and Random Access configuration.
Clustering method Silhouette Purity NMI ARI
K-Means 0.45 0.84 0.56 0.57
Hierarchical Clustering 0.36 0.80 0.49 0.48
Spectral Clustering 0.44 0.84 0.57 0.56
PCA + K-Means 0.45 0.84 0.56 0.57
Given the large number of features, visualizing the data is challenging. Therefore, we have opted
for a representation based on an undirected graph where each sequence is a node, connected to the
n nearest neighbour sequences according to the euclidean distance on the feature space. Several
values of n were tested and in the end a value of 15 was chosen to provide optimal visualization. This
representation is depicted in Figure 3.12, where static, continuous dynamic and discrete dynamic
textures according to the manual labelling are distinguished by the colours magenta, purple and green,
respectively.
Figure. 3.12 Undirected graph representation of the sequences.
By observing this representation, it is possible to identify three distinct clusters in addition to a
number of nodes that do not seem to belong to any of the clusters. These nodes correspond to textures
that do not fit the average characteristics of any cluster and could be considered as outliers. An
example is the CalmSea sequence, which depicts water flowing slowly. Due to the semantic content,
water, this sequence is considered to be a dynamic texture. However, since it contains low motion
characteristics, motion compensation works better which brings it closer to a static texture, especially
for some of the statistics such as avgBits and Skip (%). Additionally, for some sequences, the manual
class annotations do not agree with the ones of its nearest neighbours. One example is the RiceField
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sequence, in which, although discrete in nature, its encoding statistics resemble a continuous dynamic
texture due to its fine structure and flow-like motion patterns.
3.3.2.4 Suggested areas of improvements in texture coding
Based on the conducted analysis and the results presented in the previous sections, it is clear that
dynamic textures represent a challenging problem for the compression scheme of HEVC. In the case
of discrete dynamic textures, better local motion estimation could lead to more accurate predictions,
reducing the residual signal. In contrast, for continuous dynamic textures, local motion compensation
techniques might fail due to the random nature of this texture type. For these, approaches such as
texture synthesis might prove to be helpful by allowing the reconstruction of those textures at the
decoder. Furthermore, given that the majority of bits are spent on residual coding for dynamic textures,
future work could focus on the development of texture-adaptive residual coding techniques. Finally,
for static textures, the compression efficiency of HEVC is higher when compared with dynamic
textures, suggesting that the current coding framework is well-suited for this texture type.
3.4 Exploration of texture synthesis using motion models
As mentioned before, previous studies of dynamic texture synthesis for video coding have limited their
scope to the development of algorithms for the synthesis of static and dynamic textures. However,
Section 3.3, we have exposed the large variability among video content that is usually defined as
dynamic texture and, thus, proposed a better classification with differentiation between discrete
dynamic textures and continuous dynamic textures. In this section, we analyse the performance of
these synthesis approaches on different texture types and explore an alternative to synthesis by means
of motion interpolation, more specifically, optical flow.
Figure 3.13 shows three successive frames from a continuous dynamic texture, GreenWater-scaled
and a discrete dynamic texture BushesFruits-scaled from HomTex dataset. The first and third frames
correspond to the original frames while the middle frame was obtained by applying the Dynamic
Texture Synthesis (DTS) approach proposed by [3]. It can be seen that, for the continuous dynamic
texture case, the synthesised result looks plausible. On the other hand, for the discrete texture, the
synthesized result contains a high amount of blur and shadow-like artifacts where there is motion of
the underlying structures in the scene. This is a common pattern we have identified when applying
DTS to discrete dynamic textures.
To overcome this problem, an alternative synthesis approach that uses optical flow [105] is
suggested here. Instead of modelling the dynamic texture as a stochastic process, we propose to
interpolate the frame by using motion compensation from dense optical flow estimation. The accuracy
of the interpolation will depend on how accurately these motion models can capture the local motion
characteristics of different dynamic textures.
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(a) frame 5 - original (b) frame 6 - synthesised (c) frame 7 - original
(a) frame 17 - original (b) frame 18 - synthesised (c) frame 19 - original
Figure. 3.13 Synthesis results for GreenWater-scaled (top) and BushesFruits-scaled (bottom) from
HomTex using the dynamic texture synthesis approach of [3]. Only the middle frame is
synthesised.
The goal of optical flow estimation is to estimate the motion field, which is characterized by
the displacement of each pixel in a frame. Several algorithms for optical flow estimation have been
proposed since the original formulation proposed in [105]. These different algorithms can be classified
into: gradient-based, correlation-based, frequency-based and energy-based methods [106, 107].
Classic gradient-based methods rely on two assumptions, brightness constancy and spatial
smoothness [105]. The first assumes that, given a small temporal interval, pixel intensities are
translated from one frame to the next, while the latter assumes that neighbouring pixels share the
same velocity. Even though these properties rarely hold exactly for real videos, they have worked well
in practice. Nonetheless, this formulation is not robust for all content types and motion characteristics,
and therefore, progressive additions or innovations have been proposed including the use of course-to-
fine estimation to help with large displacements, texture decomposition and high-order filter constancy
to reduce the influence of lighting changes [108].
Since discrete dynamic textures are characterized by small structured objects which exhibit
random local motion, in order to synthesise a frame of this content type, local motion displacements
need to be estimated. Among different optical flow algorithms, the work of [109] is especially suited
since it was developed specifically for the estimation of local motion of non-rigid structures. This
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Figure. 3.14 Illustration of how the optical flow estimation is used to perform the interpolation of
middle frames.
approach was originally proposed for medical image registration, which aims at spatially aligning
two or more images, and is based on the relationship between phase shits of the Dual-Tree Complex
Wavelet Transform (DT-CWT) coefficients and dense motion fields. The proposed algorithm uses an
iterative process that tries to determine the spatial shift of the image to be registered in order to match
the phases of the complex wavelet coefficients of both images. The relationship between the phase
shift of the coefficients, θd, and the motion field, u⃗(x), is given by:
∂θd
∂t
= ▽xθd · u⃗(x) (3.1)
where ▽xθd = [(∂θd/∂x), (∂θd/∂z), (∂θd/∂z)] represents the gradient at x for sub-band d in the
directions x, y and z.
Instead of using this algorithm for image registration, we apply this to image interpolation. For
this purpose, we estimate the motion fields between a given frame at time t and the frame at time t + 2
and then interpolate the middle frame t + 1 by shifting the image at time t by half the amplitude of the
motion field. This concept is illustrated in Figure 3.14.
Figure 3.15 shows three examples of synthesised or interpolated frames, along with the residuals
between the original (left) and interpolated frames (middle) by each method. It can be seen that DTS
produces blurring and shadow artifacts whereas a much sharper image is produced by optical flow
interpolation. This can be confirmed by the lower energy residuals obtained.
We have compared the performance of the dynamic texture synthesis (DTS) approach of [3] and
the optical flow method for all the discrete dynamic texture sequences of HomTex. Based on the
average PSNR values of the synthesized frames, for 20 out of 50 discrete dynamic texture sequences,
higher quality is achieved by using optical flow interpolation compared to DTS with gains up to 3.3
dBs (on average). Table B.1 in the Appendix B shows the comprehensive results for all sequences.
Moreover, based on these results, it is clear that this method does not perform well for every content.
We have identified several reasons why this is the case: (i) some sequences contain high amplitude
motion, which is not well handled by the optical flow algorithm; (ii) occlusions often occur on the
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edges of the video frames, which are not well handled by the algorithm since it warps one frame
using the estimated motion field to obtain the interpolated frame; (iii) for some sequences, successive
frames are uncorrelated which means that the same structures are not exactly present among different
frames, making it impractical to apply motion models.
Since this method fails to produce better quality reconstructed frames in all cases, it could be
used in conjunction with DTS for future video coding schemes. More specifically, there would
be two options to reconstruct a block classified as dynamic texture. At the VQA module, the
synthesis/interpolation model that produces the highest reconstruction quality based on a given quality
metric would be selected. We believe this approach has the ability to improve the reconstruction
quality for some types of content, especially discrete dynamic textures, without affecting the ones for
which this method is not suitable, mostly continuous dynamic textures, and can be a future topic of
research.
(b) BushesFruit_scaled, frame 18, PSNR DTS: 20.6 dB, PSNR OF: 23.7 dB
(b) DarkTree, frame 14, PSNR DTS: 22.2 dB, PSNR OF: 24.2 dB
(c) LeavesRotating, frame 10, PSNR DTS: 19.5 dB, PSNR OF: 23.4 dB
Figure. 3.15 Comparison between dynamic texture synthesis (DTS) of [3] and the proposed optical
flow method (OF) for three different discrete dynamic textures sequences of HomTex.
From left to right: original frame, frame predicted using DTS, residual between original




This chapter was concerned with the applications of texture analysis and texture synthesis for video
compression. Our contributions included the development of an openly available homogeneous texture
database, an analysis of textures types based on encoding statistics of HEVC and the exploration of
motion models for texture synthesis or interpolation.
We present an extensive and detailed study of different video texture types from the perspective
of the encoding statistics of HEVC. Since textures represent a crucial part of video content, it is
important to understand the shortcomings of modern video codecs, such as HEVC, for these content
types helping to create a foundation for the development of new tools for the next generation of video
compression standards. An unsupervised learning technique has been applied to the data collected and
reveals a clear structure, with a separation between static, continuous dynamic textures and discrete
dynamic textures.
Following this analysis, we explore different alternatives to texture synthesis proposed in the past,
more specifically, using dense optical flow algorithms. We have found that these work well for some
types of content, usually the ones classified as discrete dynamic textures. The shortcomings of this
approach were also analysed and some suggestions for future incorporation of these techniques for
video coding algorithms were described.

Chapter 4
Introduction to spatial resolution
adaptation
As high resolution and immersive formats (HD, 4K and 8K) become increasingly popular, video
compression standards struggle to achieve high compression gains while keeping the complexity
manageable. Throughout the years, several different strategies have been proposed in order to improve
rate-distortion performance of video coding standards including texture synthesis approaches, covered
in Chapter 3. However, these approaches are restricted to textured content, and therefore, have a
narrow scope for real word video. In this chapter, we consider another method, known as resolution
adaptation, in which the idea is to encode a lower spatial resolution input video and then reconstruct
the full resolution at the decoder. These types of techniques work by balancing the resampling and
compression distortions to produce a better rate-distortion trade-off. Previous work on this topic
obtained significant gains, especially at lower bitrates [110–115]. This approach contains similarities
to texture synthesis, given that information needs to be reconstructed at the decoder.
The subset of the work presented in this chapter has been published in [116].
4.1 Review of spatial resolution adaptation frameworks
Adaptive resolution approaches can be classified based on the decisions made on three different aspects:
the level at which it is applied, the adaptation algorithm and the scaling method used. Resolution
adaptation can be employed at various stages within the encoding process. In [111, 110, 115],
downsampling is added as a new mode at the macroblock or CTU levels depending on the host codec
used. The RDO process is modified to include a new resolution adaptation mode which is compared
against other modes at the original resolution. Alternatively, in [117, 113, 112, 114] downsampling is
performed as a pre-processing step prior to encoding, and applied on inter frames only [112], at the
GOP level [117] and at the sequence level [113, 114].
The methods used for downsampling and upsampling are crucial for providing high quality
reconstruction of the video content. Simple interpolation filters, such as bicubic, are commonly
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used due to their high efficiency [112, 117], while more computationally intensive super-resolution
techniques [112, 114, 115] are able to provide improved reconstruction quality.
Previous work on this topic most often assumed that resolution adaptation is only applicable
at lower bitrates [112, 114]. This assumption neglects the content-dependent nature of the input
video, which limits the applicability of these methods to video compression. Other works attempt
to overcome this problem by adaptively changing the resolution depending on the rate-distortion
(R-D) operating conditions. In [117, 113], the optimal resolution is determined by minimizing the
distortion at a given bitrate by decomposing the overall distortion into a downsampling distortion and
a coding distortion. This assumes that both distortions are independent, which according to [117] is a
reasonable consideration. However, modelling the rate-distortion performance at different bitrates
requires pre-encodings or modelling of the encoder which is a difficult task and usually incurs high
computational complexity. Finally, adaptive resolution methods have also been applied in the context
of Scalable Video Coding (SVC) [118] as well as rate control [119]. Table 4.1 summarizes the most
important characteristics of a number of previous works on this topic.
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As discussed before, resolution adaptation has been studied in past related work. However, for
most works, older codecs such as H.264 were mainly used as the host codecs and only sequences of
lower spatial resolutions were considered. Therefore, we believe its full potential has not been fully
achieved, especially for high definition video content and modern video codecs such as HEVC. The
main challenges include reliably switching between spatial resolutions and developing algorithms for
accurately upsampling the video after decoding while keeping a low complexity of the overall system.
4.2 Proposed adaptive resolution framework
In this section, we propose an efficient spatial resolution adaptation approach for intra coding. Our
system dynamically applies downsampling to frames exhibiting low spatial detail delivering improved
rate distortion performance, together with a reduction in computational complexity of the encoding
process. An experimental investigation into the relationship between the QP threshold, which
determines when to encode lower resolution frames, and the distortion obtained after downsampling
and upsampling allows the development of a fast, optimal resolution prediction model.
The proposed adaptive resolution coding scheme is illustrated in Figure 4.1, and includes additional
steps at both the encoder and the decoder. First, each frame of the original (uncompressed) input
video is downsampled to a lower resolution (Id) and then upsampled to its original resolution (Iu).
The distortion, as measured by the PSNR, of the upsampled frame with respect to the original
resolution is then computed. Scaling is performed by applying Lanczos filtering for downsampling
and upsampling of the video frames. A discussion on scaling filters can be found in Section 4.2.1.
A single downsampling ratio or factor of 2 is considered in this work. This ratio has been shown in




































Figure. 4.1 Diagram of the proposed adaptive resolution framework.
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The PSNR value, along with the input base QP, are used by the Quantization-Resolution
Optimization (QRO) module, which is responsible for determining the optimal resolution to encode
the input video frame. If the lower resolution is selected, the downsampled frame (Id) is sent to the
host encoder (E), and a flag bit is added to the bitstream, for each frame, to signal the resolution
decision. In addition, the QP used to encode the low resolution frame is adjusted from the input base
QP to reflect the resolution change. On the other hand, if the QRO makes the decision not to apply
resampling, the original resolution frame is encoded and the QP remains unchanged. Encoding the
video frames at a lower resolution frames requires less bitrate than encoding at the original resolution.
However, the quality of the decoded frame is reduced due to the resampling process.
At the decoder (D), the resolution decision is extracted from the bitstream. If the decision was
to encode a low resolution frame, the decoded frame is upsampled using the same scaling method
applied at the encoder to reconstruct the full resolution frame (Ir). This produces a frame with the
same resolution as the input video frame.
This framework allows for different resolution decisions across temporally adjacent video frames
e.g one frame can be encoded at a lower resolution, while the next frame can be encoded with the
original resolution. Since this approach is proposed for intra coding only, which means each frame
is encoded independently, having frames with different resolutions does not require any additional
modification to the video coding framework. The only side information necessary is the frame-level
flag bit, which corresponds to a negligible overhead compared to the size of the encoded frames.
The performance of the proposed coding scheme depends on two key modules: (i) the algorithm
employed for image scaling, and (ii) the QRO module. These are described in detail in the following
sections.
4.2.1 Image scaling overview
Image scaling refers to the spatial resizing of a digital image. Two types of scaling can be applied:
downscaling (or downsampling) and upscaling (or upsampling). Downsampling refers to the process
of decreasing the image resolution in one or both dimensions using a defined sampling factor. In
contrast, upsampling increases the spatial resolution of the image by interpolating the missing
information. Note that the scaling factors can take fractional values (e.g. 1.5×). Downsampling
generally introduces a loss of high frequency information since it reduces the number of pixels of
the original image. For this reason, spatial aliasing, which leads to undesirable artifacts, can occur
[121]. Therefore, an anti-aliasing filter, that aims at removing selected high frequency components
before downsampling is generally employed. Upsampling can be realised using various interpolation
filters or kernels or through super-resolution algorithms. The latter generally produces more accurate
reconstructions at the expense of higher computational complexity. In this section, a brief overview
of popular upsampling filters is presented, while super-resolution algorithms will be addressed in
Chapter 5.
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Several linear filters have been developed for the scaling of digital images, including: nearest
neighbour, bilinear, bicubic and Lanczos. These are all linear separable filters [121] meaning that
they apply linear combinations of adjacent pixels and are applied separately to each dimension in
a 2-D image. Given that a digital image is a discrete point-sampling of a continuous function, the
idea of interpolation is to approximate the continuous function and sample from it to determine the
intermediate values. Figure 4.2 illustrates an example of a 1-D interpolation of grey level values using
three interpolation filters: nearest neighbour, linear and cubic.































Figure. 4.2 Illustration of 1-D nearest neighbour, linear and cubic interpolations.
Nearest neighbour is the simplest form of interpolation and consists of assigning to the interpolated
pixel the value of the closest pixel from the original image. Bilinear interpolation uses a weighted
average of the closest 2 pixels to linearly interpolate each missing pixel. In contrast, bicubic
interpolation uses a cubic approximation considering the neighbouring 4 pixels at each dimension
when calculating the unknown pixel value. Bicubic interpolation has been a popular choice for
rescaling digital images.
Another filter, the Lanczos resampling filter, uses the Lanczos kernel [122], which is a sinc




a ), if −a < x < a
0, otherwise.
(4.1)
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where parameter a determines the size of the kernel and typical values correspond to 2 or 3. The
Lanczos filter is a finitely supported approximation of the sinc filter, which is the theoretical optimal
interpolation filter [121]. In our experiments, we have empirically found that a = 3 provides the best
reconstruction performance (measured by PSNR) for image resampling. In the remaining sections
and chapters of this thesis, we denote Lanczos filter with kernel size 3 as simply Lanczos3.











Figure. 4.3 Lanczos filter function for a = 3.
In order to illustrate and compare the reconstruction performance of the filtering methods
previously described, Figure 4.4 shows a patch of a video frame from the BQTerrace sequence
[10], which was downsampled and upsampled using a downsampling ratio of 2 and the following
methods: bilinear, bicubic and Lanczos3. The original patch is also included for reference. In addition,
the PSNR value between the reconstructed and the original patches is also presented below each
image. It is clear from the figures that the worst performing filter is bilinear, which produces a blurry
result, which is a consequence of the averaging of the closest pixel values. In contrast, Lanczos3
provides the best reconstruction quality with sharper edges.
In order to further assess the reconstruction quality of the image scaling methods described
(bilinear, bicubic and Lanczos3), their performance was evaluated on a dataset of 12 HD (1920×1080)
test sequences, listed in Table 4.3. For each method, the same filter was used for both upsampling
and downsampling with a ratio of 2. No compression was employed and the PSNR (Y channel only)
between the original and the downsampled and upsampled video was computed. The result of this
comparison is presented in Table 4.2.
In addition to providing the reconstructed quality based on PSNR, the complexity of the methods
was also evaluated and is shown in Table 4.2. The complexity figures are estimated based on their
average execution time of the combination of downsampling and upsampling, obtained on an Intel
Core i7-4790 CPU@3.60GHz PC. Additionally, in order to compare the relative time of the scaling
algorithms with the time to encode a frame using intra mode, the encoding time of the HEVC reference
codec (HM 16.2, All Intra configuration [10]) is also presented. This value was obtained by averaging
the encoding execution time of the first frame of each sequence using several QP values {22, 27, 32,
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(a) Original (b) Bilinear [PSNR = 22.3 dB]
(c) Bicubic [PSNR = 24.2 dB] (d) Lanczos3 [PSNR = 25.0 dB]
Figure. 4.4 Visual quality comparison of a patch of the first frame of the BQTerrace sequence
interpolated by three different methods: (b) bilinear, (c) bicubic and (d) Lanczos3. The
original is shown in (a).
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37 and 42}. The goal of this analysis is to understand if the addition of scaling algorithms at the
encoder would compromise the overall encoding time.
Table 4.2 Average PSNR and relative execution time of the three interpolation methods tested for 12
HD test sequences.
Bilinear Bicubic Lanczos3 HEVC Intra Coding
PSNR (dB) 29.5 31.7 32.5 -
Relative time 1.0 1.36 1.72 1025
It can be observed from Table 4.2 that the Lanczos3 filter offers the best reconstruction accuracy
among of all approaches tested, with an average PSNR value of 32.5 dB, which is a 0.8 dB PSNR gain
over bicubic. In addition, the complexity of the Lanczos3 filter is only 26% greater than bicubic. When
compared to HEVC intra coding, the resampling time of all methods is several orders of magnitude
lower, which means that no significant overhead would be introduced by adding this rescaling step at
the encoder.
Based on the previous analysis, it was determined that Lanczos3 provides a good trade-off between
reconstruction quality and complexity. Therefore, we propose to apply Lanczos3 as the scaling filter
for both downsampling and upsampling in our proposed resolution adaptation framework for intra
coding. This filter will be used both at the encoder and decoder.
4.2.2 Predicting the optimal resolution decisions
As discussed earlier, the QRO module is responsible for determining which frames to downsample
based on the resampling quality of the input video frames. Previous works [114, 110] have reported
that there is generally a bitrate/QP value at which the R-D performance of encoding lower resolution
frames and upsampling at the decoder just outperforms encoding full-size frames. This value is
referred to as the QP threshold.
To this end, in order to understand how the QP threshold varies with the video content, an
experiment using 50 randomly selected sequences from the HomTex dataset [69] was conducted. This
dataset, presented in Chapter 3, contains a variety of textures which are an important component of
natural videos. In this experiment, each sequence was encoded using HEVC reference software, HM
16.2, All Intra configuration (Main profile), at the original resolution and at half the original resolution.
The reconstructed videos were then upsampled back to the original resolution and the video quality
was evaluated using PSNR. As mentioned in the previous section, the Lanczos3 filter was used to
perform the scaling of the video frames. In order to account for variability and to accurately estimate
the QP thresholds, a large number of QP values was tested, more specifically all integer values from
20 to 50. For each sequence, 10 equally sampled frames were encoded equating a total of 500 frames.
Finally, the RD curves of the original and lower resolution frames were plotted and the QP thresholds
estimated based on the identification of the crossover points between the curves.
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For instance, Figure 4.5 presents the RD curves obtained for a frame of the CarpetPanAverage and
the ReflectionWater sequences from HomTex. Both show that, for low QP values, the RD peformance
is higher when encoding the original resolution frame, while for high QP values, encoding at a lower
resolution is beneficial. However, the QP value at the crossover, the QP threshold, is different between
sequences. For CarpetPanAverage, the QP threshold is around 28 and for ReflectionWater, it is
roughly 36. By observing the RD curves for all sequences in the training dataset, it is observed that
the value of the QP thresholds are highly content dependent. Nevertheless, if these thresholds can be
reliably estimated, significant compression gains could be achieved compared to encoding at a fixed
resolution, as seen by the curves.
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32 HEVC low resolution (ratio2)
HEVC original resolution
Figure. 4.5 RD curves obtained by encoding the original and lower spatial resolution versions of a
frame of the CarpetPanAverage (left) and ReflectionWater (right) sequences from HomTex
using HEVC intra coding.
By analysing the data collected from the experiments, it was observed that there is a high
correlation between the QP thresholds and the resampling PSNR, the PSNR value between the
uncompressed frame scaled to the lower resolution and back up to the original resolution and the
original frame. Figure 4.6 shows a scatter plot of this correlation where every data point represents a
different frame (from a total of 500 frames). The Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC), which is a
measure of correlation and ranges from 0 to 1 is 0.86 (absolute value) for this data. Following the
shape of the data points, an exponential fitting was applied (green curve in Figure 4.6). The fitted
curve is represented by the following equation:
QPthres(PSNRr) = 10
α+βq + K (4.2)
where QPthres is the QP threshold, PSNRr is the resampling PSNR, expressed in dB, α = 2.05 and
β = −0.014 are the fitted parameters and K is an optional constant. The goodness of fit, evaluated
by the Mean Absolute Error is 3.46 QP values, which means that the average difference between the
fitted QP threshold is and the “true” QP thresholds is 3.46. Although not very small, we consider this
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error to be acceptable for our experiments, especially considering that this is a very simple estimation
based on a single feature, the PSNRr.
In this work, in order to minimize the error for cases in which the fitted QP threshold is lower
than the “true” QP threshold, which means that resolution adaptation would be applied when it is
not beneficial, K = 2 was used (red curve in Figure 4.6). This offset is able to reduce these cases by
approximately 30%, while still maintaining an overall accurate model.
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Figure. 4.6 Relationship between the PSNR of the downsampled frame and the QP threshold.
Based on this fitting model and assuming that it generalizes for videos with other spatial
resolutions, it is possible to obtain a prediction of the QPthres for a given frame based on the value of
PSNRr and the fitted curve (Equation 4.2). This assumption will be tested in Section 4.2.3, where the
proposed coding scheme is applied to general HD and UHD resolution test videos.
Combining the above points, the QRO module is able to determine the optimal downsampling
ratio based on the predicted QP threshold and the input base QP, given by the following equation:
Optimal downsampling ratio =
1, if QPinput < QPthres2, if QPinput ≥ QPthres. (4.3)
Once the value of QPthres is exceeded, and low resolution video frames are encoded, the bitrate
is significantly reduced. For this reason, in order to achieve a similar bitrate as would have been
achieved by encoding full resolution video frames, the QP value for which to encode the low resolution
frames is adjusted. Based on an analysis performed on the training dataset, we have found that, at the
crossover points, the difference between the input base QP of the original resolution and the lower
resolutions is approximately 6 (QP units). This agrees with the analysis in [123]. Therefore, based on
the input QP value, QPinput, the adjusted QPadjusted, used to encode the low resolution video frames, is
given by:
QPadjusted =
QPinput, if QPinput < QPthresQPinput − 6, if QPinput ≥ QPthres. (4.4)
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Adaptive resolution with QPadapt
(b)
Figure. 4.7 Illustration of the QP adjustment process: (a) RD curves obtained by encoding the original,
the lower spatial resolution versions of a frame of the CarperPanAverage (left) and
ReflectionWater (b) sequences from HomTex using HEVC intra coding.
This adjustment guarantees a smooth transition between encoding at the original resolution and
the lower resolution. This effect is illustrated in Figure 4.7 which shows RD performance of a frame of
CarpetPanAverage when applying the proposed resolution adaptation algorithm with and without the
QP adaptation. It can be seen that after QP 27, low resolution frames are encoded, which significantly
decreases the bitrate, creating a bitrate gap between QP 27 and QP 28 (Figure 4.7 (b)). This gap can
be minimized with the proposed QP adjustment (Figure 4.7 (a)).
4.2.3 Experimental results
The proposed resolution adaptation approach has been integrated into the HEVC reference codec
(HM 16.2), and was fully tested using the All-Intra configuration (main profile) [10] on the first 300
frames (when available) of 12 HD and 3 UHD test sequences. Commonly used QP values from 22 to
42 with a interval of 5 were tested [10].
All test sequences were obtained from public video databases, namely, the BVI-HFR database [9],
the HEVC Common Test Conditions (CTC) test set [10], the Tampere 4K test dataset [11], and the
Derf’s Test Media Collection [12]. Table 4.3 lists all the test sequences and their sources, while Figure
4.8 shows an example frame of each test sequence. This particular set of test sequences was selected to
provide content with varying levels of spatial detail, which could be found in real world applications,
ranging from very textured to more homogeneous or blurry content. These were classified into three
groups according to our measure of spatial resampling distortion, the resampling PSNR, PSNRres:
low (Group I), medium (Group II) and high distortion (Group III). This classification can also be
found in Table 4.3.
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Figure. 4.8 Sample frame from the 15 test sequences used for this experiment.
Another important aspect to note is that there is no overlap between the dataset used to train the
QP threshold prediction model (QRO) and this test dataset. This allows us to test the generalization of
the proposed coding scheme.
The compression performance of the proposed spatial resolution adaptation approach was
compared with HEVC encoding at a fixed resolution (the anchor). The results, based on BD-rate
measurements [124] across all frames, are shown in the last column of Table 4.3. It can be observed
that the proposed method always provides better or nearly equivalent performance against the anchor
for all the sequences tested. On average, the proposed scheme achieves bitrate savings of 3.9% over
the whole bitrate range (all QP values tested). As expected, this improvement is more significant on
sequences with lower spatial detail, 7.9 % for group I, than on those with higher spatial detail, 0.03 %
for group III. It was also observed that higher bitrate savings are usually achieved for lower bitrates,
where it is more likely that the QP would exceed the predicted QP thresholds and, therefore, lower
resolution frames would be encoded.
Additionally, Table 4.3 also presents the encoding time reduction of the proposed framework.
Since applying resolution adapation allows the encoding of low resolution frames, when beneficial,
encoding execution time is significantly reduce compared to fixed resolution encoding. These reported
savings were computed as the complexity reduction averaged across the 5 rate-points (at different QP
values). For frames encoded at lower spatial resolution, the encoding time is reduced by an average
of 53%. However, at rate-points where the input QP values are close to the predicted QP thresholds,
some frames might be encoded at a lower resolution while others are encoded at the original resolution.
It was also found that the added complexity introduced by applying the scaling process is insignificant
compared to the overall encoding time, so no overhead is incurred by performing the scaling at the
encoder.
Finally, Table 4.3 also reports the predicted QP thresholds as computed by the proposed RQO
model. For the sequences with lower resampling distortion (group I), the predicted threshold QP value
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Table 4.3 Results of the proposed adaptive resolution coding scheme against HEVC using several
test sequences divided into three groups (G). BVI-H: Bristol Vision Institute High Frame
Rate dataset [9], HEVC: test sequences from the Commom Test Conditions [10], T4K:
Tampere 4K test sequences dataset [11], Xiph: Derf’s Test Media Collection [12], Res.:
Spatial resolution, PSNRres: Resampling PSNR, QP thres.: Predicted QP threshold, T: Total
execution time difference, R: BD-Rate.
G Sequence Dataset Res. PSNRres QP thres. T (%) R (%)
bobblehead BVI-H HD 51.7 23.7 -56.0 -12.5
bouncyball BVI-H HD 48.4 26.2 -57.4 -7.1
I catch_track BVI-H HD 46.5 27.7 -45.5 -3.7
guitar_focus BVI-H HD 50.3 24.7 -55.3 -7.2
pour BVI-H HD 25.5 49.3 -57.2 -7.8
Average 49.2 25.5 -54.3 -7.6
ParkScene HEVC HD 36.3 37.5 -17.2 -0.5
Kimono1 HEVC HD 42.4 31.2 -32.6 -2.4
II Bosphorus T4K UHD 45.9 28.1 -31.0 -5.3
HoneyBee T4K UHD 41.4 32.2 -30.4 -5.3
ShakeNDry T4K UHD 41.5 32.1 -28.8 -6.9
Average 41.5 30.8 -28.0 -4.1
BQTerrace HEVC HD 33.2 41.3 -8.2 0.1
Cactus HEVC HD 34.9 39.2 -10.4 0.0
III CrowdRun Xiph HD 30.8 44.3 -3.9 0.1
DucksTakeOff Xiph HD 30.9 44.1 -7.2 -0.3
ParkJoy Xiph HD 29.1 46.7 -0.3 0.1
Average 31.8 43.1 -6.0 -0.03
Overall average 40.8 33.1 -29.4 -3.9
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is on average 25.5, while for the test sequences with higher spatial detail (group III), the average QP
threshold is 43.1. This indicates that the benefit of the proposed resolution adaptation approach is
higher for video content exhibiting less spatial detail.
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Figure. 4.9 R-D curves of the proposed coding scheme and the anchor, HEVC, for four sequences
tested.
Figure 4.9 presents the RD performance of the proposed method compared to the HEVC anchor
for a subset of the test sequences. The figures also include the performance of HEVC when encoding
at fixed lower resolution (using a downsampling ratio of 2 for all frames). For instance, for bobblehead
(Group I), both approaches have equal performance for the first QP value, QP = 22. This is because
the predicted QP threshold is higher (23.7) than the input QP and therefore, no resolution change
is made to the video frames. However, for higher QP values, the proposed approach significantly
outperforms HEVC. A similar pattern is shown in ShakeNDry (Group II), except that for this sequence,
the QP threshold was predicted as a higher value. In the case of guitar_focus (Group I), the proposed
adaptive resolution provides a slightly lower RD performance compared to HEVC for the second QP
value, QP = 27, which reflects an inaccurate prediction of the QP threshold. Nonetheless, for the
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whole range of QP values, significant gains are still achieved (see Table 4.3). Lastly, for the sequence
BQTerrace (Group III), the two R-D curves overlap for all QP values. This suggests that the prediction
model is able to make conservative decisions at higher bitrates and sequences with high spatial detail.
By analysing the difference between the fixed low resolution encoding (dashed curve) and the
proposed method, it can be seen that the proposed coding scheme is able to reliably switch between
resolutions in order to achieve the optimal reconstruction quality. Our approach has shown to be not
only applicable at lower bitrates, but also at higher bitrates due to the use of an adaptation method.
4.3 Discussion
This chapter has presented a resolution adaptation approach for HEVC intra coding, which adaptively
enables the downsampling of input frames prior to encoding and reconstructs to the original resolution
after decoding. The determination of the optimal resolution is based on the observation of the
relationship between the quality after downsampling/upsampling and the threshold QP at which it
becomes beneficial to encode lower resolution frames. This approach shares similar characteristics
with a texture analysis and synthesis coding framework, discussed in Chapter 3, due to the fact that
information is discarded at the encoder and reconstructed at the decoder side using synthesis/interpolation
algorithms. When integrated with HEVC intra coding, the proposed scheme achieves promising
BD-rate savings, on average 3.9% compared to fixed resolution encoding. In addition, the proposed
coding scheme provides a reduction in computational complexity at the encoder side by an average of
29%.
The high correlation between the downsampling quality and the QP thresholds has only been
found for intra coding, as mentioned in Section 4.2.2. Therefore, the scope of this work is limited.
Chapter 5 will explore resolution adaptation for the more general case of video coding using temporal




High quality spatial resolution
adaptation using super-resolution
In the last chapter, we presented introductory work on spatial resolution adaptation for video coding. A
low complexity framework was presented which is able to provide rate-distortion gains by dynamically
adapting the resolution of the input video frames prior to encoding and reconstructing the full
resolution at the decoder. In this chapter, we present several improvements and extensions to this work
including the use of a super-resolution technique based on deep learning to provide higher upscaling
quality. We first present some background and related work in the field of super-resolution and on the
use of machine-learning techniques (neural networks and deep learning) for video coding. We then
describe our proposed modified coding scheme and present detailed experimental results to validate
its performance.
A portion of the work presented in this chapter has been published in [125] and [47].
5.1 Background and related work
5.1.1 Review of super-resolution algorithms
Super-resolution is the process of obtaining one or more high resolution (HR) images from one or
more low resolution (LR) images. This topic has been studied extensively for several decades and
has found applications in a variety of fields, including satellite and aerial imaging, medical image
analysis, facial and textual image improvement and compressed image/video enhancement [126]. For
example, consider the images in Figure 5.1. The left image is the LR version and is composed of a
collection of four sub-images. The goal of super-resolution is to obtain an HR image (right) from the
LR sample. In this example, the upsampling factor is 4, which means that the HR image contains 16
times as many pixels compared to the LR image. Due to the fact that the same LR version could have
been obtained from several HR images, super-resolution is an ill-posed inverse problem, allowing for
multiple plausible solutions.
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Super-resolution
LR HR
Figure. 5.1 Example of super-resolution using an upscaling factor of 4 times (4x).
Depending on the number of LR images used to recover one HR image, super-resolution
algorithms are classified as single-image super-resolution, if only one LR image is provided, or
multiple-image super-resolution, if several LR images are used [126]. Typically, multiple LR images
are captured from the same scene using different angles or positions, which helps to constrain the
inverse problem and achieve a more accurate solution.
The most popular single-image super-resolution algorithms generally employ a machine-learning-
based techniques to hallucinate the missing high frequency information using the relationship between
pairs of LR and HR images obtained from a training dataset. Several techniques have been proposed
based on dictionary learning [127, 128, 130], self-similarity [129] and, more recently Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN) [5, 6].
Dictionary-based approaches use external image databases of HR and LR examples to train a
dictionary consisting of image patches that form an efficient representation of natural images. The
reconstruction of the HR image is performed by subdividing the test LR image into overlapping
patches and searching for the nearest neighbours of each patch in the trained dictionary. This classic
technique was later improved by applying techniques such as neighbour embedding [128, 130] and
sparse coding [127].
In order to avoid the use of external training databases, which often need to contain an extensive
number of training examples, self-similarity-based super-resolution algorithms were developed. These
exploit the fact that patches in natural images tend to re-occur within and across different spatial
resolution scales of the same image. In [129], this idea is extended by allowing geometric variations
in the patch search.
Recently, inspired by the developments in the field of neural networks and deep learning, a
CNN-based super-resolution method, SRCNN [5], was proposed to learn the mapping between LR
and HR images. The proposed network is trained end-to-end using the LR image patches as the inputs
to the CNN and to the corresponding HR patches as ground truth. Before passing through the network,
the LR images are first upsampled using bicubic interpolation. The training is achieved by minimising
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conv1 ReLU1 conv2 ReLU2 conv3 ReLU3
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LR input HR output
Pre-upsampling
Figure. 5.2 Illustration of a network architecture of SRCNN [5].
the MSE between the output of the CNN and the original ground-truth HR image, which corresponds
to the ℓ2 loss. Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) and standard back-propagation is used to train the
network’s parameters. The network architecture of SRCNN is illustrated in Figure 5.2. A brief review
of deep learning concepts can be found in Section 2.2.
Since the publication of SRCNN, several networks based on deep learning have been proposed
for super-resolution. One work that achieved outstanding performance, Very Deep Super-Resolution
(VDSR) [6] proposed a different network architecture inspired by advances in the field of image
classification. It attempts to overcome some of the limitations of SRCNN, such as: (i) the use of small
receptive fields (the region in the input image that influences the output); (ii) slow convergence; and
(iii) the use of a single upsampling ratio for each trained network. VDSR, on the other hand, uses
larger receptive fields, applies residual learning to boost the learning speed and accuracy by predicting
the residual image instead of the HR image directly, and finally, defines a single convolutional network
for multiple upsampling ratios. In addition, the number of convolutional layers is extended from 5
to 20, each followed by ReLu layers. Similarly to the case of SRCNN, ℓ2 loss is minimised over
the training database. The performance obtained by this network exceeded previous state-of-the-art
methods in terms of reconstruction quality. Figure 5.3 presents the network architecture of VDSR.
5.1.2 Review of machine-learning-based video coding
Machine learning approaches have also recently gained traction with the image and video compression
communities. Several methods have been proposed for a number of applications including compressed
video super-resolution [131, 115, 132], compression artifact removal [133, 134], loop filtering [135]
and intra coding [136].
In [131], super-resolution is exploited for compressed video content, using the same network
architecture of SRCNN. Each video is first downsampled and then compressed using H.264 with
different compression levels and the network is trained to reconstruct similar video frames as the high
resolution versions. Before training on compressed videos, the network is pre-trained using a large
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Figure. 5.3 Illustration of a network architecture of VDSR [6].
number of LR and HR image pairs from ImageNet [55]. Consecutive frames are used to reconstruct
the same video frame, after the application of motion compensation. This approach achieves good
reconstruction quality but uses a limited number of training and testing videos and its goal is not to
enhance video compression efficiency.
In an attempt to integrate super-resolution using CNN into an adaptive resolution framework for
video coding, [115] proposes a new mode which features downsampling of the CTU prior to encoding
and upsampling after decoding. This mode is tested inside the encoding loop and rate-distortion
optimisation (RDO) is used to access its benefits. Results show bitrate savings, especially for UHD
content. This method has been applied to intra frames only and additional overhead is needed to
signal the extra down/upsampling mode in the bitstream. In addition, the complexity is very high due
to the added mode in the RDO process. Following a similar idea, in [132], a CNN-based resampling
method at the CTU level, named CNN-BARC, is proposed. Again, this method is only applied to intra
frames. One of the differences between this work and [115] is that a CNN is also trained to perform
downsampling of the input CTUs.
Deep learning has also recently been applied to image denoising and compression artifacts
reduction. One approach, DnCNN [134], proposes a feed-forward denoising CNN using residual
learning and batch normalization. A single network has been trained to handle several general image
denoising tasks such as Gaussian denoising, single image super-resolution and JPEG [77] image
deblocking. Following this idea, in [5], a new CNN architecture for JPEG compression artifacts
removal, AR-CNN [133], is proposed. Results show that the CNN is able to successfully reduce
several types of compression artifacts including blocking.
The application of deep learning to image and video artifact reduction can be useful for the design
of loop filters within the video compression systems. In [132], the loop filter in JEM [45] is replaced
by a trained CNN and is applicable to all frame types. This network, called CNNLF, is applied after
the deblocking filter and before the SAO filter [21]. Different parameters are trained for 3 levels of
the quantization step size (controlled by the QP value), and the model with the closest QP compared
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to the QP of the current frame is selected. The decision to use CNNLF is controlled by the RDO and
is applied at the CTU level.
Finally, learning-based approaches have also been proposed to perform intra coding. In [136], two
Neural Networks (NN) are used to predict the intra prediction samples and the optimal mode, based
on conditional probabilities. The mode predicted controls the parameters of the second NN and needs
to be signalled in the bitstream. The first NN contains 3 hidden layers, while the second contains only




As introduced in Chapter 4, spatial resolution adaptation is a promising technique for video coding
which can help improve compression efficiency. However, the approach proposed previously had
a number of limitations and was developed primarily to achieve a low complexity solution. In
the following sections, we address these limitations by presenting a number of improvements and
extensions which significantly increase the applicability and performance of the approach. More
specifically, the main differences are listed below:
• Resolution adaptation is applied to both intra frames and motion compensated frames, increasing
the applicability of the proposed approach;
• A deep learning technique is used to produce high quality spatial reconstruction at the decoder;
• A large number of high resolution training sequences are used for the training;
• The number of downsampling ratios extended;
• Both spatial and temporal features are used to characterize the relationship between the video
content and their respective QP threshold.
Instead of restricting the spatial resolution adaptation to intra frames only, we extend the previous
work to include motion compensated frames using Random Access configuration in HEVC. Therefore,
instead of making decisions for each input video frame, the proposed framework considers an entire
shot.
Given the massive success of machine learning approaches for image reconstruction tasks, as
covered in Section 5.1, we proposed to employ a CNN to perform the scaling of the decoded images.
This CNN is trained using compressed video frames at different quantization levels. Compared
to using linear filters, the CNN models helps to minimize both scaling and compression artifacts
introduced by the encoding framework.
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Our proposed strategy is based on two modules that require offline training: the Quantization
Resolution Optimization (QRO) module, which is responsible for predicting the QP thresholds based
on the content of the input video frames, and the deep learning model that reconstructs full resolution
frames at the decoder. Therefore, in order to increase the generalization of the models trained, we
have collected a large and varied dataset of training video sequences from openly available sources.
This dataset consists of a total of 100 UHD resolution sequences. In addition to assisting the training
process, this large dataset of helps us understand relationships between content and the performance
of encoding videos at multiple resolutions, which is a topic that will be explored in more detail in
Section 5.2.3.
The downsampling ratio controls the amount of scaling introduced in a spatial resolution adaptation
framework. The majority of previous work consider only one ratio and this can limit the possible
gains of such methods. In this work, we extend the number of downsampling ratios used in Chapter
4 from 1 to 2. This decision was based on the analysis of the performance of encoding the training
sequences at multiple spatial resolutions. However, the addition of new downsampling ratios affects
also the prediction of the QP thresholds since the number of QP thresholds needs to be equal to the
number of downsampling ratios.
In our previous work, a single feature was used to predict the QP threshold, the resampling PSNR.
This feature measures the distortion introduced by the downsampling/upsampling processes and
was shown to have a strong correlation with the QP threshold. However, when applying the spatial
adaptation to a more general use case, using motion compensated frames, we have found that both
spatial and temporal features are required for an accurate prediction. Therefore, in this chapter, we
propose a new prediction model that combines several spatio-temporal features.
5.2.2 Coding scheme
The proposed coding scheme, illustrated in Figure 5.4, can be used in conjunction with any host video
codec. In the present work, HEVC reference software, HM 16.18, was used. The first module, the
Quantization-Resolution Optimization (QRO), receives the original video frames and frames that
were previously downsampled and upsampled using two different downsampling ratios, 1.5 and 2.
Based on those, low-level spatio-temporal features are extracted. Next, a machine learning model,
trained offline, predicts the optimal resolution of the input video frames among three possible choices:
full resolution and downsampling ratios 1.5 and 2. This decision depends on the low-level features
and on the input base Quantization Parameter (QP) from the host encoder. Signalling is performed
using two bit flag, SRflag, is used to represent the three different possible optimal resolutions, more
specifically 0, 1 and 2 for full resolution and downsampling ratios of 1.5 and 2, respectively. The
resolution adapted video frames are then sent to the host encoder. This module also produces an
adjusted QP value and resolution flag bits which are added to the bitstream. The QRO module is
described in detail in Section 5.3.
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Figure. 5.4 Diagram of the proposed adaptive resolution framework. The modules highlighted have
changed compared to the one proposed in Chapter 4.
Finally, the host decoder reconstructs the optimal resolution video frames, which are then sent
to the CNN super-resolution module responsible for performing the scaling of the frames to full
resolution. Moreover, multiple CNN models are employed for different downsampling ratios and base
QP value ranges.
In the current version of our proposed coding framework, adaptation decisions are performed on a
shot-level, since video characteristics are usually similar within the same shot. However, other options
are also possible and would most likely provide higher compression efficiency. These would include
performing the adaptation for each intra period or GOP. However, at the moment, in HEVC, having
frames with multiple resolutions is not possible. For this reason, a look-ahead approach which would
split the encoding into multiple intra period-size chunks and encode each using different resolution
decisions would be required.
5.2.3 Training sequences
As mentioned above, we have used a large database of 100 openly available UHD sequences for the
training process. The sequences were obtained from a variety of sources, more specifically, Netflix
Chimera [49], Ultra Video Group [11], Harmonic Inc [48], SJTU [137] and AWS Elemental [138].
All the sequences are UHD resolution, contain 4:2:0 chroma subsampling and have been temporally
cropped to the first 64 frames. The use of a reduced number of frames helps to lower the total encoding
time required for all training sequences. In addition, each sequence contains a single scene (without
scene cuts) and the majority of the test sequences have a frame rate of 60 fps and bit depth of 10 bits
per sample. Further detailed specifications of all training sequences can be found in the Appendix
C.1. To illustrate the variety of video content found in our training dataset, Figure 5.5 shows a sample
frame of each training sequence.
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Figure. 5.5 Sample frame of each of the 100 training sequences used for this work.
5.2.3.1 Content Characterization
In order to characterize the content of the training dataset in a way that can be compared with other
video databases, low-level features that represent the amount of spatial information (SI) and the
amount of temporal information (TI) or Motion Vectors (MV) are usually employed [139, 140]. The
literature proposes several different ways to compute these features. In this work, we have calculated
two popular pairs of features, namely SI/TI defined in the ITU recommendation [140] and SI/MV
defined in [139]. Due to the fact that two definitions of SI are used, we have named them SI1 and SI2,
respectively.
SI is a feature that estimates the edge density in a video. Videos that are sharper and contain
fine details or textured content are expected to have a higher SI value. SI is usually calculated by
convolving the luminance channel of each video frame at time t using a Sobel filter (S x and S y),
calculating the edge magnitude at each pixel value at each spatial position (x, y), and pooling over all
frames in the video. According to [140], SI is computed as follows:
S mag =
√
S 2h(x, y) + S
2
w(x, y) (5.1)
SI1 = maxt{stdx,y{S mag}} (5.2)
where the standard deviation of the edge magnitude is calculated for each frame and the maximum
among all frames is used as the SI measure.
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In [139], SI is computed differently. Instead of using the standard deviation, it uses the average












where P is the number of total number of pixels in a frame and L is the number of lines (equivalent to
the height) of the video. The first term in the equation is intended to provide a normalization of the SI
for multiple resolutions.
TI, on the other hand, measures the amount of motion energy in a video. Scenes with fast motion
characteristics tend to have a higher TI value, while more static videos have lower values of this
metric. One way to estimate the motion energy is to calculate the pixel-wise intensity differences
between adjacent frames in time, known as the frame different (FD). In [140], TI is calculated using
the standard deviation of the FD within a frame and the maximum among all frames. This calculation
is shown in the following equations:
FDt = |F(i, j)t+1 − F(i, j)t| (5.4)
TI = maxt{std(x,y){FDt}} (5.5)
However, this feature is correlated with the amount of spatial information and texture characteristics
[139]. Therefore, in [139], an alternative TI feature, based on the calculation of block-based Motion
Vectors (MV), is proposed. In our experiments, we have used the Matlab implementation of the
Three-step block matching algorithm [141] with 64 × 64 blocks, with a maximum displacement of 64
pixels. After the computation of the motion vectors for each pair of consecutive video frames (v),
the MV features are calculated by averaging and calculating the root of the squared magnitude of the
motion vectors (vsmag) for each frame and finally averaging the results for all frames, as follows:











where M is the total number of motion vectors across frames and f corresponds to the frame rate of
the input video. The first term provides a normalization of the feature across different resolutions and
frame rates.
We have computed these four features (SI1, SI2, TI and MV) for all training video sequences
and the results of SI/TI based on [140] and SI/MV based on [139] can be found in Figure 5.6. Both
show reasonable coverage of the spatial and temporal information space. However, for some of the
sequences highlighted in the figures, the feature values deviate significantly from the dataset average
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(b) SI/MV according to [139]
Figure. 5.6 Characterization of the training sequences using spatial information (SI), temporal
information (TI) and Motion Vectors (MV).
and thus could be considered outliers. There is an inconsistency between the distribution of temporal
information characterized by TI and MV. For example, TunnelFlag_scene1 is the sequence with
the highest TI value by far, but is not the sequence with the highest MV, which is Jockey. Another
observation is that there is a lack of sequences with high values of SI and TI or MV. This is because,
typically, when the motion in a scene is high, this is accompanied by motion blur which decreases the
sharpness, leading to a lower amount of spatial information.
5.2.4 Rate-distortion performance across spatial resolutions
Given this dataset, the training process proceeds as follows. First, the input video sequences are
downsampled from their original spatial resolution, UHD, to multiple lower resolutions. We have
experimented with 3 lower resolutions, 1440p (2560x1440), 1080p (1920x1080) and 720p (1280x720),
which correspond to downsampling ratios of 1.5, 2 and 3, respectively. After obtaining the original
and low resolution uncompressed videos, they are encoded using HEVC test model HM 16.18 (the
latest available software version at the time of experimentation) using multiple QP values, ranging
from 21 to 45. After decoding, the decoded videos are upsampled to the original resolution and quality
metrics, such as PSNR, are computed with respect to the original video. As discussed in Chapter 4,
Lanczos3 has been chosen as the method for down/upsampling.
Consider the RD curves in Figure 5.7 (a), which compares the performance across the first 3
spatial resolutions for the training sequence Animals-scene9. It can be observed that encoding at
lower resolutions often provides RD gains compared to encoding at the original resolution. More
specifically, encoding at 1440p is beneficial for bitrates lower than 3500 Kbps, while encoding at an
even lower resolution, 1080p, starts being beneficial for lower bitrates, around 1000 Kbps. Overall,
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(a) RD curves for multiple resolutions




















(b) Convex hull for multiple resolutions
Figure. 5.7 RD performance (based on PSNR) for the sequence Animals-scene9 encoded using HM
16.18 with multiple input resolutions. Scaling was achieved using Lanczos3.
for this sequence, over the entire bitrate range, the BD-rates between the low resolution curves and
the original resolution curve are 10.4%, 11.0% and 1.7% for 1440p, 1080p and 720p resolutions,
respectively. Appendix C.2 presents detailed RD performance information across resolutions for all
training sequences.
The convex hull, defined by the smallest convex set that contains all rate-points, which in this
problem identifies the optimal rate-distortion encodes (using different parameters including QP and
resolution) was also computed for the same sequence and is shown in Figure 5.7 (b). The colours of
the points in the convex hull correspond ones used represent each resolution in Figure 5.7 (a). This
plot shows more clearly the variations of optimal resolutions at different bitrates and the potential
rate-distortion benefits of combining multiple downsampling ratios to achieve higher performances in
a resolution adaptation framework.
This multi-resolution analysis was conducted for all sequences in the training dataset. Table
5.1 presents the average, best and worst performance of encoding at each spatial resolution and the
combined convex hull. According to these figures, encoding at 1440p achieves, on average, BD-rate
savings of 4.4% while the other resolutions provide average losses. However, these values represent
the savings across the entire bitrate range, and therefore, does not reflect local savings achieved at a
certain bitrate range. By combining the optimal resolution on the convex hull, BD-rate savings of
9.4% are obtained, on average, for all training sequences, which, once more, confirms the potential
of a multi-resolution system. Moreover, when comparing the maximum and minimum savings for a
single resolution, it can be seen that encoding at 720p achieves the highest savings of 31.7% but also
the largest loss of 337.1%. This means that encoding at this resolution can be highly beneficial in a
rate-distortion sense, but the benefits are content dependent. On the other hand, the other resolutions
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Table 5.1 RD performance statistics of encoding at different spatial resolutions compared to encoding
at the original resolution (2160p), based on PSNR, for the training sequences.















1440p -4.44 0.06 -21.53 0.62 22.11 -1.56 30.7
1080p 2.10 -0.28 -28.34 0.83 54.13 -2.98 25.9
720p 46.32 -1.54 -31.65 1.09 337.98 -4.92 16.8
Convex
Hull -9.41 0.27 -29.03 0.95 -0.26 0.00 -
show lower maximum savings but also smaller losses, which is advantageous for a practical system
which relies on predictions of the optimal resolutions, prior to encoding.
Finally, in order to quantify the individual benefit of each resolution, the last column of Table
5.1 shows percentage of points in the convex hulls that were encoded with the given resolution. On
average, 30.7% of the encodes in the convex hulls were encoded at 1440p. This figure decreases to
25.9% for 1080p and 16.8% for 720p. Therefore, from this analysis, the most beneficial resolution
for an adaptive system is 1440p, which corresponds to a downsampling ratio of 1.5. In addition,
for this ratio, savings can be achieved at lower bitrates. Following this conclusion, our proposed
resolution adaptation framework, described in this chapter considers the downsampling ratios 1.5 and
2, compared to the work presented in Chapter 4, which employed a single ratio of 2.
5.3 Quantization-Resolution Optimization
In the previous section, we have presented the training sequences, their performance across resolutions
and the decision to employ two different downsampling ratios to improve the performance of our
adaptive resolution coding scheme. In this section, we present an improved Quantization-Resolution
Optimization (QRO) module, which builds on the same idea as the method presented in Chapter
4 with several important modifications. Since two downsampling ratios are used two different QP
thresholds need to be predicted.
To illustrate this, Figure 5.8 shows the same RD curves in of the sequence Animals-scene9 as
presented in Figure 5.7 with the addition of the QP values used to encode the original resolution
rate-points, shown in blue. It can be observed that the RD curve which corresponds to encoding at
1440p starts to achieve higher PSNR values compared to the original above QP = 27 and the 1080p
points start to achieve higher PSNR values compared to the 1440p points after QP = 35. These QP
values correspond to the QP thresholds at ratios 1.5 (QPt1.5) and 2 (QPt2), respectively. Therefore,
the aim of the proposed QRO module is to accurately predict these thresholds for any given input
video.
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HM 16.18 - 2160p
HM 16.18 - 1440p
HM 16.18 - 1080p
QPt2
QPt1.5
Figure. 5.8 RD curves of the sequence Animals-scene9 encoded using 3 different resolutions. QPt1.5
and QPt2 refer to the QP threshold at downsampling ratio 1.5 and 2, respectively.
We propose to predict the QP thresholds based a machine-learning regression model trained offline
using low-level visual features extracted from the uncompressed video frames as inputs. The decision
to use uncompressed video features derives from the fact that no pre-encoding or multiple passes
are required and this can easily be integrated with existing video codecs. Based on these features
and the respective ground truth QP thresholds, the QRO model predicts the QP thresholds, which, in
turn, leads to the prediction of the optimal resolution to encode the input video frames. A detailed
description of the low-level features used and the prediction process are presented in the following
sections.
5.3.1 Low level features
For the prediction of the QP thresholds, four features are used. These were selected from a large set
of video features using a cross-validated forward feature selection process [142]. Among the features
tested were: GLCM statistics [72], pixel-based frame difference and Normalized Cross Correlation
(NCC) [143]. Two spatial and two spatio-temporal features were selected. The spatial features consist
of the resampling PSNR, PSNRr, and a spatial resolution-dependent quality metric, SRQM, whereas
the temporal features consist of statistics of the Temporal Coherence (TC), which measures temporal
dependencies between frames. These features are described below.
5.3.1.1 Spatial features
The resampling PSNR, PSNRr, is computed by calculating the PSNR between the original full
resolution frames (HR) and the frames downsampled and subsequently upsampled to the original
resolution (LR). Resampling is performed using Lanczos3 filter. This feature estimates the distortion
caused by the loss of high frequency information when resampling the video frames. This feature
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is identical to the one presented in Section 4.2.2, since two downsampling ratios are used, two
resampling PSNR features are computed, one for each ratio.
SRQM SRQM (Spatial Resolution Quality Metric), originally proposed in [144], is a full-reference
quality metric designed specifically to assess spatial resampling distortions in videos. It attempts
to evaluate the video quality between a low resolution video (LR) and its original resolution (HR).
A 2-D Haar Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) [16] is applied to both the HR (IHR) and LR (ILR)
video frames, decomposing the image into 4 subbands (B), the low frequency, DC (BLL), and three
high frequency subbands: horizontal (BLH), vertical (BHL) and diagonal (BHH). These are computed

















Next, the absolute difference between the corresponding high frequency subbands of HR and LR















Given that spatial distortions are not uniformly distributed within a frame, spatial pooling
is employed by dividing the subband coefficients differences into K non-overlapping blocks and
accounting for local distortions. For this work, we defined the size of each block as 32 × 32 due to
all training sequences being UHD resolution as in [144]. The Average Spatial Distortion (ASD) for
each block with index k is then calculated by averaging the coefficient differences within a block and







where M is the number of pixels in a block.
The final distortion measure is calculated based on the maximum value among all blocks within a
frame:
DSRQM = max{ASD(1),ASD(2), ...,ASD(K)} (5.11)
The final SRQM quality score is calculated using the average distortion for each frame, converted
to decibels:
SRQM = 20 · log10(DSRQM−1) (5.12)
Again, two SRQM features are produced for each input frame according to the two downsampling
ratios considered.
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Although both the PSNRr and SRQM provide an estimate of the quality of spatial resampled video
frames, we have found both features to be useful in combination for predicting the QP thresholds.
5.3.1.2 Spatio-temporal features
We estimate the Temporal Coherence (TC) between two successive video frames [145] as a spatio-
temporal feature. TC estimates how well the current frame corresponds to the subsequent frame at
each spatial frequency, f , by measuring the magnitude-squared coherence between the Power Spectral
Density of adjacent frames in time. The Power Spectral Density (PSD) is computed using the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) for each dimension (horizontal and vertical). For each dimension TC takes
values between 0 and 1 and can be calculated using the following equation:
TCdim( f ) =
|PIt It+1( f )|
2
PIt It ( f )PIt+1It+1( f )
(5.13)
where PIt It+1 is the cross-spectral density between the two frames and PIt It is the auto-spectral density
of the frame at t.
Two statistics of the calculated TC are used as the low-level visual features. The first, TCmean is











TCv( f ) (5.14)
where Fh, Fv, Nh, Nv are the horizontal and vertical frequency ranges and number of frequencies,
respectively.
The second feature, the skewness of TC, TCsk, is calculated as the sum of the skewness measure
of each dimension:
TCsk = skewness{TCh( f )} + skewness{TCv( f )} (5.15)
We have found TC to be more helpful at estimating the QP thresholds between resolutions than
other temporal measures such as the pixel-wise frame difference.
5.3.2 QP threshold prediction
The features were calculated and averaged for all frames of the set of training sequences. In addition,
target QP thresholds were estimated by analysing the crossover points between the RD curves obtained
by encoding all training sequences with the three different resolutions mentioned (2160p, 1440p and
1080p). All plots can be found in the Appendix C.2. One observation is that our estimated ground
truth QP thresholds can differ slightly from the true values, given that they were based on fittings of
the RD curves and a limited number of RD points.
To understand how the selected visual features correlate with the estimated QP thresholds, Figure
5.9 shows the relationship between SRQM and TCmean with the QP thresholds for ratio 2 and 1.5,
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Figure. 5.9 Relationship between selected low-level features and the QP thresholds: (a) SRQM (ratio
2) vs QP threshold (ratio 2); (b) TCmean vs QP threshold (ratio 1.5). The red curve is a
linear fit on the data, for illustration purposes only.
respectively, for each training sequence. From the distribution, it can be seen that SRQM has a
negative correlation with the QP thresholds. In general, the higher the SRQM score, the lower the QP
thresholds. This means that the scaling artifacts introduced have a lower impact on the video quality,
leading to a lower QP threshold. On the other hand, as a general trend, the higher the TCmean feature,
the higher the QP threshold, which suggests that spatial resampling is more appropriate in videos with
complex motion characteristics.
After obtaining the full set of features and ground truth QP thresholds, two Support Vector
Machine regressor (SVMr) [142] models were trained, one for each downsampling ratio. The process










Figure. 5.10 Diagram representing the proposed QRO process of predicting the QP thresholds from
visual features.
A 5-fold cross-validation using the training data was conducted to train the two SVM regressors.
The accuracy of the regression analysis can be found in Table 5.2. Moreover, Figure 5.11 shows the
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relationship between the ground truth QP thresholds and the cross-validated predicted thresholds for
each sequence in the training dataset.
Table 5.2 Goodness of fit of the QP thresholds prediction models.
Model RMSE MAE
QP threshold - ratio 1.5 3.77 2.97
QP threshold - ratio 2 3.60 2.69
On average, the difference between the predicted QP threshold values and the ground truth values
is 2.97 for ratio 1.5 and 2.69 for ratio 2, in QP units. Given these values, there is still room for
improvement on the accuracy of the predictions. However, we note that the prediction model was
trained on videos that were upsampled using the Lanczos3 filter, not our proposed CNN and are
also based on QP thresholds using PSNR to assess the visual quality. Therefore, we believe these
predictions can be considered conservative. As we will show in Section 5.5, our CNN can significantly
improve video quality after decoding.






































Figure. 5.11 QP threshold ground truth vs predicted.
5.3.3 QP adjustment
Similarly to the approach proposed in Chapter 4, the final step in the QRO process is to adapt the base
QP of the host encoder when spatial resolution adaptation is performed. The goal is to achieve similar
bitrates as otherwise would be achieved by encoding the original resolution video frames. Since the
low resolution video produces lower bitrates, in order to achieve the same bitrate, a lower QP value
should be used. Based on an analysis of the training dataset, we found that at the crossover points, the
difference between the base QP of the original resolution and the lower resolutions is approximately 3
and 6 (QP units) for ratios 1.5 and 2, respectively. Therefore, based on the input QP value, QPinput,
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and the optimal ratio given by the SRflag (see Section 5.2), the adjusted QPadj., used to encode the
video frames is given by:
QPadj. =

QPinput, if SRflag = 0
QPinput − 3, if SRflag = 1
QPinput − 6, if SRflag = 2.
(5.16)
5.4 CNN for compressed super-resolution
Inspired by developments in machine learning and deep learning for image reconstruction, we propose
to employ a CNN-based single-image super-resolution method at the decoder side for the upsampling
process. Due to its impressive performance compared to other approaches, we have based our CNN
on the architecture of VDSR [6]. This network was previously described in Section 5.1.1 and shown
in Figure 5.3. It consists of a very deep network architecture with a cascade of 20 convolutional
layers, each layer containing 64 filters of size 3 × 3 followed by Rectified Linear Units (ReLU).
Moreover, Bicubic interpolation is used to pre-upsample the low resolution input to the high resolution
before being processed by the convolutional layers. Instead of using Bicubic, we apply Lanczos3 for
pre-upsampling given that it is the same filter used for downsampling at the encoder and was shown
to provide superior performance (Section 4.2.1). To reduce the complexity of the system, the CNN is
applied to the Y channel of the reconstructed video frames, while the chroma channels are upsampled
using Lanczos3 only. This is justified by the fact that the Human Visual System is more sensitive
to details in intensity compared to colour [16], and therefore the benefit of processing the chroma
channels would be limited.
5.4.1 Training methodology
We train the CNN parameters using videos that were downsampled and compressed using HEVC
(HM 16.18). This methodology is illustrated in Figure 5.12 and is similar to the process applied for
obtaining the RD information for training the QRO model in Section 5.3. Hence, the video frames
used for the training of the CNN have both scaling and HEVC compression artifacts. This is different
from the standard super-resolution problem, where no compression is introduced.
The training sequences described in Section 5.2.3, were downsampled to two different resolutions,
1440p and 1080p, using downsampling ratios (r) of 1.5 and 2, respectively. These videos are then
encoded using two base QP values: a “low” QP range and a “high” QP range, more specifically,
{27,37} and {25,35} for ratios 1.5 and 2, respectively. These were chosen based on the typical range
of QP values used in the Common Test Conditions (CTC) for JVET [10]. The use of two quantization
ranges provides a distinction between videos with different levels of compression artifacts, and is
intended to provide improved performance, having also been applied in previous works (see Section
5.1). This procedure generates a total of 4 sets of training videos, which will be used to guide the
learning of the different CNN models.
















Figure. 5.12 Illustration of the process of obtaining the training video frames for the proposed CNN
for reconstruction.
The proposed CNN is trained through the use of mini-batches of input and output image blocks.
In order to limit the training time, only 8 frames from each training sequence are used. Each frame is
split into 128 randomly selected blocks of size 41×41 pixels. Moreover, to enhance the generalization
ability of the model, data augmentation consisting of 90 degree rotations is also applied to each
block. As a final step, the pixels are normalized to the range 0 to 1, by dividing by the maximum
allowed pixel value (1023 for 10 bit videos). This process is performed for both the input video
frames, which were subject to the scaling and compression processes, and the original frames. Each
input block corresponds to a co-located output block from the uncompressed video. The size of each
block, 41 × 41, is equivalent to the receptive field of this CNN architecture, which by definition is the
local window in the input image that influences the results of one pixel in the output image. In total,
approximately 400 thousand blocks are used to train each of our 4 CNN models.
After obtaining the data, Tensorflow version 1.2 [146] was the deep learning framework used to
conduct the training of the network’s parameters. In order to speed up the training process, which
takes approximately 1 day per model, a NVIDIA 1080ti Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) was used.
In addition, the following hyper-parameters were employed: total of 150 epochs (entire iterations
on the training dataset), batch size of 64, Adam optimizer [64] with the parameters beta1=0.9 and
beta2=0.999, learning rate of 1e-4 for 100 epochs and then 1e-5 for the remaining 50 epochs. The
parameters were learned by minimizing the ℓ2 loss over each mini-batch, which is equivalent to
minimizing the MSE (or maximizing the PSNR) between the reconstructed block, f (x) and the
original uncompressed block, y as expressed by the following equation:
Loss = ℓ2(x) =
1
2
· ||y − f (x)||2 (5.17)
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We have found that minimizing this loss improves the overall quality by reducing the artifacts
introduced by rescaling and compression and creating an overall sharper frames. In addition,
perceptual quality is also visibly improved by the application of the CNN (Section 5.5.3).
5.4.2 Deployment
The trained CNN model parameters (weights and biases) need to be stored at the decoder. For each
CNN, a total of approximately 400000 parameters are required, which corresponds to nearly 1 MB of
storage space, to be stored at the decoder side. The overall operation of the proposed decoding process
is illustrated in Figure 5.13. After decoding the video frames, if resampling was performed by the
encoder, signalled by a resampling flag, SRflag, the frames are first upsampled to the final resolution
using Lanczos3 and the luminance (Y) channel is further processed. The first step is to normalization
the input values to achieve a range from 0 to 1 (the same used for training). Then, the frames are
split into non-overlapping blocks of size 128 × 128. This process is employed in order to reduce the
GPU memory required, which would be impractical for large spatial resolutions. The blocks contain
an overlap of 4 pixels, in then averaged to provide a smooth transition. Depending on the value of
the SRflag and the base QP used by the encoder, one of the 4 pre-trained CNN models is employed.
Finally, the frames are inverse normalized to the correct bit depth and the colour components are

























Figure. 5.13 Diagram of the proposed decoder methodology.
As mentioned above, the CNN model to use is selected based on the downsampling ratio employed
at the encoder (predicted by the QRO and represented by the SRflag) and the base QP used for encoding.
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This is selected using the following criteria:
CNNparam. =

model1, if SRflag = 1 and QPinput < 32
model2, if SRflag = 1 and QPinput ≥ 32
model3, if SRflag = 2 and QPinput < 30
model4, if SRflag = 2 and QPinput ≥ 30.
(5.18)
where 32 and 30 correspond to the mid-point between the base QP values used for the training of the
models with downsampling ratios of 1.5 and 2, respectively. Furthermore, since all blocks can be
processed independently, parallelization of the CNN processing is possible, which could significantly
minimize the complexity impact of this approach at the decoder.
5.5 Experimental results
5.5.1 Test sequences
An evaluation of the proposed adaptive resolution framework was conducted using 14 test sequences
from several databases, including BVI texture database [13], BBC R&D [147], MPEG DASH dataset
[148], Netflix ElFluente [149] and Netflix Chimera [49]. Moreover, 3 of the test sequences are
commonly used in the evaluation for future video codecs at JVET [50]. All sequences are UHD
resolution, are composed of 300 frames, are either at 60 or 50 fps, are 10 bits per sample and use 4:2:0
chroma subsampling. Further characterization of each individual test sequence including respective
sources can be found in the Appendix D. Furthermore, an example frame of each of the sequences
can be found in Figure 5.14. It is important to note that none of these sequences are included in the
set of training sequences used to train the QRO module or the parameters of the CNN models.
S01:	CalmingWater	 S02:	CatRobot1	 S03:	CentralLineCrossing	 S04:	Chimera-ep08	 S05:	Chimera-ep12	
S06:	Chimera-ep17	 S07:	Chimera-ep20	 S08:	DaylightRoad2		 S09:	ElFuente-e33	 S10:	FoodMarket4	
S11:	LampLeaves	 S12:	Manege	 S13:	NingyoPompoms	 S14:	Petibato	
Figure. 5.14 Sample frame from each of the test sequences.
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5.5.2 Rate-distortion performance
HEVC reference software HM 16.18 was used as the host codec and anchor for the experimental tests
conducted on the proposed approach. The test sequences were encoded using 4 rate-points at the QP
values {27,32,37,42} using Random Access configuration and Main10 profile. All other encoding
parameters followed the Common Test Conditions [10]. The quality of the reconstructed videos was
evaluated both PSNR and VMAF [32].
Table 5.3 summarizes the experimental results, measured in BD-rate and BD-quality, obtained for
the proposed method against the anchor for the set of test sequences. In addition, the predicted QP
thresholds at ratio of 1.5 (QPt1.5) and 2 (QPt2), are also presented.
Table 5.3 Experimental results of the proposed spatial resolution adaptation approach compared to

















S01: CalmingWater 20.5 27.6 -14.8 0.67 -16.1 5.0
S02: CatRobot 27.5 36.6 -13.2 0.41 -15.5 3.0
S03: CentralLineCrossing 27.1 36.2 -7.4 0.22 -12.8 2.1
S04: Chimera-ep08 23.9 32.4 -19.8 0.68 -24.0 4.4
S05: Chimera-ep12 26.9 37.5 -13.6 0.55 -12.4 2.4
S06: Chimera-ep17 22.7 31.7 -12.8 0.48 -15.5 3.1
S07: Chimera-ep20 26.3 34.0 -10.9 0.46 -19.1 3.4
S08: DaylightRoad 25.6 32.8 -10.5 0.23 -16.9 3.1
S09: ElFuente-ep33 20.8 22.8 -22.0 0.79 -24.7 5.3
S10: FoodMarket 26.2 35.4 -11.5 0.47 -16.7 3.6
S11: LampLeaves 28.2 38.3 -10.9 0.51 -9.4 2.4
S12: Manege 32.7 41.96 2.7 -0.1 -4.6 0.7
S13: NingyoPompons 27.7 37.5 -13.5 0.65 -14.9 3.8
S14: PetiBato 27.9 37.1 -3.6 0.07 -12.1 1.9
Average 26.0 34.4 -11.5 0.43 -15.3 3.1
On average, the proposed approach produces BD-rate savings of 11.5% based on PSNR and 15.3%
based on VMAF for the test dataset. The sequences with the best performance are S09: ElFuente-ep33
and S04: Chimera-ep08 with significant BD-rate savings of 22.0% and 19.8% based on PSNR and
24.7% and 24.0% based on VMAF, respectively. These sequences contain high motion and a blurred
background, which are beneficial characteristics for our spatial resolution adaptation approach. On
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the other hand, for one test sequence, Manege, our method produces a slight decrease in BD-rate
based on PSNR of 2.7% but produces gains of 4.6% when considering VMAF as the quality metric.
This is a sequence with low motion and a high amount of spatial details, which makes it less likely to
benefit from our approach.
It can also be seen that the QP thresholds predicted range from 20.5 to 32.7 for ratio 1.5 and
27.6 to 41.96 for ratio 2. However, an interesting observation is that the sequence with the lowest
QP thresholds, which is CalmingWater is not the same as the sequence with the highest savings,
ElFuente-ep33. Overall, the QP thresholds predicted for ratios 1.5 and 2 are 26.0 and 34.7 respectively,
which means that, on average, for the tested sequences, it is beneficial to perform downsampling to
1440p before encoding from a QP value of 26 and to 1080p from QP 34.7, given an input sequence
with UHD (2160p) resolution.
RD curves based on PSNR and VMAF for all test sequences are presented in Figure 5.15 and
5.16, respectively. In addition, aiming at assessing the independent benefit of the CNN models, the
performance of the proposed method without the use of a CNN at the decoder is also presented. In
this case, the same prediction results are used but only Lanczos3 is employed for upsampling. This
is represented by the black dashed RD curve in each plot. BD-rate and BD-quality metrics against
the anchor (blue curve) were also computed and can be found next to the legend of each curve and
represent savings. Finally, for each rate-point, the resolutions used are represented by the coloured
markers on the black curve and follows the colour code: magenta for ratio 1.5 and green for ratio 2.
Savings were achieved for almost all rate points across a wide range of bitrates for most sequences.
Out of 56 rate-points (4 rate-points / sequence × 14 sequences), only 7 were encoded at the original
resolution. Downsampling with a ratio 1.5 was performed for 23 rate-points, mainly for the ones with
higher bitrates and the remaining 26, including all rate-points with the lowest bitrate, were encoded
with downsampling ratio 2. Apart from the first two rate-points of DaylightRoad2 and last two of
Manege, the spatial downsampled rate-points generate better performance compared to the anchor,
which reflect accurate predictions by the QRO module. Moreover, these results show a clear benefit
of the addition of the downsampling ratio 1.5, which provides bitrate savings in higher bitrate ranges,
increasing the flexibility of our proposed approach. Finally, it can be seen that the application of the
CNN contributes favourably to our method by providing significant BD-rate savings on top of the
resolution adaptation, 6.4% based on PSNR.
5.5.3 Visual quality evaluation
In order to access the differences in visual quality provided by the use of the CNN for reconstruction
of the full resolution frames, a visual quality comparison is shown in Figure 5.17, and presents
reconstructed patches from two of the test sequences using Lanczos3 for upsampling and using the
CNN at similar bitrates. The example patch corresponds to the lowest bitrate rate-points of CatRobot1
and LampLeaves (see Figures 5.15 and 5.16). It can be seen that reconstructed using Lanczos3
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Proposed without CNN [0.52dB/-11.8%]
Proposed with CNN [0.67dB/-14.8%]


















Proposed without CNN [0.14dB/-5.0%]
Proposed with CNN [0.41dB/-13.2%]


















Proposed without CNN [-0.00dB/1.6%]
Proposed with CNN [0.22dB/-7.4%]



















Proposed without CNN [0.44dB/-13.3%]
Proposed with CNN [0.68dB/-19.8%]
















Proposed without CNN [0.08dB/-2.1%]
Proposed with CNN [0.55dB/-13.6%]
















Proposed without CNN [0.24dB/-6.8%]
Proposed with CNN [0.47dB/-12.8%]















Proposed without CNN [0.35dB/-8.8%]
Proposed with CNN [0.46dB/-10.9%]

















Proposed without CNN [-0.04dB/1.2%]
Proposed with CNN [0.23dB/-10.5%]



















Proposed without CNN [0.64dB/-18.3%]
Proposed with CNN [0.79dB/-22.0%]
















Proposed without CNN [0.18dB/-4.6%]
Proposed with CNN [0.47dB/-11.5%]
















Proposed without CNN [0.19dB/-4.3%]
Proposed with CNN [0.51dB/-10.9%]
















Proposed without CNN [-0.21dB/5.5%]
















Proposed without CNN [0.42dB/-9.0%]
Proposed with CNN [0.65dB/-13.5%]


















Proposed without CNN [-0.08dB/4.1%]
Proposed with CNN [0.07dB/-3.6%]
Figure. 5.15 Rate-quality curves (based on PSNR) comparing the anchor, HM 16.18, and the proposed
method with and without the CNN. The downsampling ratios selected by the QRO are
represented by different colors: 1.5 (magenta) and 2 (green).
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Proposed without CNN [3.62dB/-11.7%]
Proposed with CNN [5.03dB/-16.1%]
















Proposed without CNN [1.10dB/-6.2%]
Proposed with CNN [3.02dB/-15.5%]
















Proposed without CNN [0.62dB/-2.2%]
Proposed with CNN [2.07dB/-12.8%]
















Proposed without CNN [2.20dB/-12.2%]
Proposed with CNN [4.40dB/-24.0%]












Proposed without CNN [0.53dB/-2.8%]
Proposed with CNN [2.41dB/-12.4%]













Proposed without CNN [1.42dB/-7.5%]
Proposed with CNN [3.06dB/-15.5%]















Proposed without CNN [1.73dB/-10.5%]
Proposed with CNN [3.38dB/-19.1%]












Proposed without CNN [0.35dB/-2.2%]
Proposed with CNN [3.05dB/-16.9%]
















Proposed without CNN [3.46dB/-16.3%]
Proposed with CNN [5.25dB/-24.7%]













Proposed without CNN [1.71dB/-8.4%]
Proposed with CNN [3.56dB/-16.7%]













Proposed without CNN [1.01dB/-4.1%]
Proposed with CNN [2.39dB/-9.4%]













Proposed without CNN [-0.30dB/1.5%]














Proposed without CNN [2.43dB/-9.5%]
Proposed with CNN [3.85dB/-14.9%]













Proposed without CNN [0.60dB/-4.0%]
Proposed with CNN [1.85dB/-12.1%]
Figure. 5.16 Rate-quality curves (based on VMAF) comparing the anchor, HM 16.18, and the
proposed method with and without the CNN. The downsampling ratios selected by
the QRO are represented by different colors: 1.5 (magenta) and 2 (green).
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(a) CatRobot1 @ 1500 Kbps - L3 (b) CatRobot1 @ 1500 Kbps - CNN
(a) LampLeaves @ 18000 Kbps - L3 (b) LampLeaves @ 18000 Kbps - CNN
Figure. 5.17 Visual comparison between different upsampling methods, Lanczos3 (L3) and the
proposed CNN. The patches are 512 × 512 pixels and were extracted from the 150th
frame of CatRobot and LampLeaves at the lowest quality rate-point. Best viewed in the
digital version.
contains compression artifacts especially around edges, while in the one reconstructed by the CNN,
these are visibly reduced. In addition, the representation of edges is also improved by the CNN.
Further visual comparisons of the proposed approach against the anchor HEVC encoded at the
original resolution, at similar bitrates are shown in Figure 5.18 for the lowest quality rate-points of the
sequences CatRobot1, DaylightRoad2 and Chimera-ep08. These results show a clear improvement in
perceptual quality confirming the savings achieved using objective quality metrics.
5.5.4 Complexity analysis
The proposed spatial resolution approach has been mainly designed with the goal of achieving
improved compression efficiency. Nonetheless, it is also relevant to understand the impact on the
encoder and decoder complexities, in order to evaluate how this would be suited as a practical video
codec technique.
Since the proposed approach allows the adaptive encoding and decoding of low resolution video
frames, the overall encoding time is reduced, even considering the time required to compute the low-
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(a) CatRobot1 @ 1500 Kbps
(b) DaylightRoad2 @ 1300 Kbps
(c) Chimera-ep08 @ 950 Kbps
Figure. 5.18 Comparison between the anchor HM 16.18 (left-up and middle) and the proposed method
(left-down and right) for three test sequences, CatRobot1, DaylightRoad2 and Chimera-
ep08 at similar bitrates (the lowest bitrate rate-point in Figure 5.15). The patches are
512×512 pixels and were extracted from the 150th frames of each reconstructed sequence.
Best viewed in the digital version.
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level visual features, which is approximately 3 seconds per frame. However, although low resolution
frames are decoded, the overall decoding time is significantly increased by the application of the
CNN to reconstruct the full resolution frames. For the test set and configurations used, the average
encoding time was decreased, on average, by 51%. As for the decoding time, this was increased 5.3
times, on average. However, the decoding time figure is based on the use of a recent GPU for the
CNN processing. More specifically, these experiments were conducted using a PC with an Intel Core
i7 4770K CPU @ 3.5 GHz processor and a NVIDIA 1080ti GPU for the CNN inference, which takes
approximately 1.3 seconds per UHD frame. If a CPU was used instead, the decoding time would be
increased by a factor of approximately 100 times.
Based on the complexity analysis results presented above, we believe that the proposed framework
would be impractical for current production encoders and decoders. However, upcoming advances in
dedicated hardware chips for deep learning [150], are likely to result in a wide availability of deep
learning-enabled devices including mobile devices, PCs and televisions. For this reason, we believe
this approach would be feasible for in the near future for the next generation of video codecs. It is
also important to note that no complexity optimizations were considered in the design of our proposed
CNN, and therefore, there is still room for improvement in that sense.
5.5.5 Comparison with other methods
As described in Sections 4.1 and 5.1.1, spatial resolution adaptation has been previously explored
for video coding applications. The work presented in [123] is especially relevant given that it also
employs a CNN for the upsampling of the decoded samples. Unlike ours, the resolution adaptation
is applied within the encoding loop, at the CTU level. This leads to a higher flexibility in deciding
which CTUs would benefit from being encoded at a lower resolution. This can be useful when the
same picture contains regions with different spatial characteristics. In addition, no prediction stage is
necessary since the resolution decision is made by the RDO process. However, this approach requires
extra signalling of the resolution decisions for each CTU. In addition, even if all CTUs are encoded
at the lower resolution, the number of CTUs remains the same and, therefore, there is a signalling
overhead compared to encoding the entire frame using a reduced spatial resolution. This effect is
relevant since the cost of transmitting the additional side-band information is higher at lower bitrates.
Another disadvantage is the significant increase in encoding time caused by the additional mode
decision steps and the use of a CNN within the encoder loop.
In regards to compression efficiency, in [123], BD-rate savings of –5.6% based on PSNR-Y are
reported, which is lower than we have found using our method. However, this performance figure
cannot be directly compared to ours since, in addition to the use of different UHD test sequences,
their experiments are based on an older HM version, HM 12.1, and the method was only designed and
applied to Intra pictures.
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5.6 Grand Challenge in Video Compression Technology at ICIP 2017
A previous version of the proposed adaptive resampling framework was submitted to the Grand
Challenge in Video Compression Technology at the International Conference in Image Processing
(ICIP), held in September 2017. The goal of this challenge was to receive innovative video
coding contributions which outperformed the current video coding standards. They received several
contributions, some accompanied by technical papers to the conference. The evaluation was conducted
using both objective metrics such as PSNR and VMAF, and independent subjective testing, conducted
by members of the organization committee the challenge.
In addition to adapting the spatial resolution of the input video, our proposed model also included
temporal adaptation. However, since this is out of scope for the present thesis, in this section, we will
focus exclusively on the spatial resolution part and its respective results. This contribution has won
1st place at the challenge and has been published as a letter in the IEEE Transactions on Circuits and
Systems for Video Technology (CSVT) [47].
5.6.1 Proposed approach
Similarly to the model presented in Sections 5.3 and 5.4, the spatial resolution decision module
attempts to predict the QP thresholds by employing a learning-based approach based on the use
of low-level spatio-temporal features extracted from uncompressed video frames. In this version,
four features are used: one spatial, the resampling PSNR, and three temporal features based on the
Normalized Cross-Correlation (NCC) [145] and Temporal Coherence (TC). In addition, unlike the
method proposed previously, only a single downsampling ratio of 2 is considered. The feature vector,
K, is composed as follows:
K = [PSNRr,NCCskewness,TCkurtosis,TCskewness] (5.19)
where PSNRr is the resampling PSNR, NCCskewness is the skewness of the NCC, TCkurtosis is the
kurtosis of the TC and TCskewness is the skewness of the TC.
Unlike the model described in Section 5.3, which used a SVM regressor, the fitting parameters of
this model were obtained by a simple linear regression, and new samples can be predicted using the
following equation:
QPthres =W ·K′ + β (5.20)
where W and β are the fitting parameter and are given by W = [−0.62, 1.94,−0.58,−3.87] and
β = 63.7. The training dataset consisted of a total of 57 UHD sequences from the Harmonic Inc
dataset [48] and the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of the fit on the training data is 3.26 (QP
values).
Similarly to the work presented earlier in this chapter, we proposed to train an end-to-end CNN to
be employed at the decoder for the scaling of the decoded videos. The CNN architecture was also
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Table 5.4 Experimental results measured by BD-rate and BD-quality using PSNR, VMAF and



















CalmingWater -12.7 0.33 -19.2 4.3 -18.1 0.26
DropsOnWater -1.4 0.13 -11.2 2.8 -41.4 0.49
LampLeaves -9.9 0.28 -11.9 2.8 -26.4 0.32
TreeWills -17.5 0.52 -23.5 5.8 -29.6 0.50
Avg. HD -10.4 0.32 -16.5 3.9 -28.9 0.40
CatRobot -19.6 0.87 -26.3 8.9 -44.0 0.81
DaylightRoad -14.9 0.51 -21.5 6.8 -34.8 0.66
FoodMarketPopcorn -16.9 0.80 -24.4 8.2 -25.4 0.42
FoodMarketSteam -20.9 1.04 -29.7 9.4 -46.5 0.77
ParkRunning -16.4 0.49 -23.1 5.7 -36.0 0.44
Avg. UHD -17.7 0.74 -25.0 7.8 -37.3 0.62
Avg. total -14.5 0.55 -21.2 6.1 -33.6 0.52
based on VDSR but was trained on the same 57 Harmonic Inc training sequences used for training of
the prediction model, encoded using an earlier version of the HEVC test model, HM 16.14. The other
training parameters are similar to the presented in Section 5.4. However, instead of using Tensorflow,
training was performed using the deep learning framework CAFFE [151].
5.6.2 Objective and subjective results
The Grand Challenge test dataset is composed of 9 test sequences, 4 HD, 1920 × 1080, and 5 UHD
cropped to 2560 × 1600 pixels. Some sequences were part of the JVET test set [50] and others of the
BVI Texture database [13]. Four target rate-points were provided for each sequence together with the
respective HEVC (HM 16.14) anchor bitstreams. These rate-points were selected in order to provide
low quality anchors with QP values ranging from 35 to 49, which is higher than the ones used in the
previous experimental results in Section 5.5.2.
Independent subjective tests were performed by the organizers using the anchor, HM 16.14,
and the received submissions using a single-stimulus methodology with a total of 28 participants
conforming to the home environment conditions outlined in BT.500-13 [152]. Results using BD-rate
and BD-quality measurements on objective metrics and subjective scores comparing the proposed
approach with the anchor can be found in Table 5.4. Additionally, Figure 5.19 presents the rate-quality
curves for two of the test sequences, LampLeaves and CatRobot. The BD-MOS values were computed
by the procedure outlined in [28].
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Figure. 5.19 Rate-quality curves using PSNR, VMAF and subjective (MOS) scores of the proposed
method with and without the CNN, and the anchor, HEVC (HM 16.14). Subjective tests
(MOS) were performed using the proposed method with the CNN only. The error bars
represent a 95% confidence interval.
Results presented show that the proposed method achieves significant improvements compared to
HEVC with average BD-rate gains of 14.5% using PSNR and 21.2% using VMAF. In general, VMAF
savings are always more pronounced which reflects a good subjective performance of this approach
since VMAF correlates better with subjective scores [153]. Finally, subjective tests performed by the
committee confirm the perceptual quality gains of the proposed spatial adaptation framework, with an
average BD-MOS of 0.52.
The gains can also be observed in the rate-quality curves in Figure 5.19, which also show the
comparison between the proposed model with and without the CNN. In the results of the subjective
tests, for many rate-points, especially for lower bitrates, there is a clear perceptual advantage in
applying the proposed approach, even considering the confidence interval.
The results also show that our method achieves higher gains for the cropped UHD compared to
the HD test sequences, 17.7% BD-rate (PSNR) for the cropped UHD compared to 10.4% for the
HD sequences. This can be justified by the increased spatial redundancy in higher resolution video
content, which means that relevant less information is lost with the resampling process applied.
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Compared to the experimental results of the proposed framework presented in Section 5.5, these
show slightly higher savings due to the fact that that higher QP values were evaluated, which is
beneficial for our adaptive resolution model.
5.7 Discussion
In this chapter, we have presented a framework for video compression which dynamically adapts
the spatial resolution of input video frames using multiple downsampling ratios and reconstructs the
full resolution video frames at the decoder using a deep learning based model. This approach shows
significant BD-rate savings and perceptual gains compared to HEVC encoding at a fixed resolution
and it is not restricted to low bitrate scenarios.
A large scale video training dataset consisting of 100 UHD video sequences collected from a
variety of open-source video databases is used to train the Quantization-Resolution Optimization
module and the super-resolution CNN. We believe this is one of the factors that contributes to our
good performance given that it allows the models to learn from a diverse set of content.
By extracting spatio-temporal low-level visual features from the input video frames, we are able
to predict a QP threshold which determines at each input QP value, the optimal resolution to encode
the video. This approach allows the improvement of the rate-distortion characteristics of the encoded
video without the need for pre-encoding and it is content adaptive.
Compared to using a linear filters, such as Lanczos3, to upsample the video frames at the decoder,
the use of the CNN, although requiring much more computational complexity is able to improve the
reconstruction quality measured by both pixel-based distortion metrics, perceptual quality metrics and
visual quality comparisons.
Overall, our spatial resolution adaptation approach achieves BD-rate gains of 11.5 % based on
PSNR and 15.3 % based on VMAF, for the sequences tested. Although these results are promising,
there is room for improvement in several aspects including improving the accuracy of the QRO and
developing more advanced deep learning techniques for image reconstruction.
Finally, the results of a previous version of our approach which was submitted to the Grand
Challenge in Video Coding Technology at ICIP 2017 and won the first prize, was also presented in this
chapter. In addition to objective metrics, the organizers of this challenge also performed subjective
tests, which confirmed the perceptual benefits of our framework.
Chapter 6
Advanced and perceptually-inspired
super-resolution for compressed videos
As seen in Chapter 5, the addition of a CNN for the super-resolution of video frames as part of the
proposed resolution adaptation framework contributes to an improved reconstruction quality, measured
by objective metrics. In addition, visual results presented show that this technique also enhances
the visual quality by minimizing blurring and compression artifacts. Nevertheless, a simple network
architecture and training methodology were used. In addition, no direct perceptual optimizations
were considered when designing the system. For this reason, we have observed that, for some types
of content, the generated super-resolution results are overly smooth and lack realistic texture detail.
In the current chapter, we explore a variety of modifications to our proposed network in order to
address these issues, inspired by latest advances in the area of single-image super-resolution. Several
important concepts discussed in this chapter are introduced in Section 2.2.
6.1 Review of advanced super-resolution algorithms
Single-image super-resolution is currently a very active research topic in the field of computer vision,
with a variety of proposed work in recent years [5, 6, 154, 7, 155, 8]. These works are focussed
on three main goals: complexity reduction, aiming at achieving real-time performance; quality
improvement measured by objective pixel-based distortion metrics, such as PSNR and; perceptual
quality improvement, with the goal of producing more realistic and natural-looking images. The
following sections provide an overview of the most important recent advances within these categories.
6.1.1 Complexity optimization
Improved performance in image reconstruction and other computer vision tasks have mainly been
achieved by an increase in the total number of learned parameters of the proposed neural network
architectures, more specifically, from the addition of more layers, increased number of filters and
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parametric activation functions. This significantly affects the computational complexity for both
training and inference (deployment). For this reason, a number of works have focused on reducing
the computational complexity of these methods with the goal of achieving real-time speed without
significantly affecting the reconstruction quality.
As described in Section 5.1, both SRCNN [5] and VDSR [6] employ pre-upsampling of the input
image using bicubic interpolation before the image is processed by the network. This means that the
all the processing at the convolutional layers is performed on images features with the same resolution
as the High Resolution (HR) image. Given that the complexity of the network is proportional to the
input feature size, this has a significant impact on the time required to apply the super-resolution
operation. For example, when considering a network with 3 convolutional layers (with zero padding),
the computational complexity, in big-O notation, can be calculated as follows:
O{( f 21 · n1 + n1 · f
2
2 · n2 + n2 · f
2
3 ) · wHR ∗ hHR)}, (6.1)
where fi is the filter size and ni is the number of filters of each layer i, and wHR and hHR are the width
and height of the HR image. In addition to computational complexity, these operations also require
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Figure. 6.1 Illustration of the sub-pixel convolutional operation by upsampling an input of size 3 × 3
using a ratio r = 2 to 6 × 6.
In order to reduce the number of computations and memory required, [156, 154] propose to
process Low Resolution (LR) image features throughout the network and upsample them towards
the end of the network rather than processing HR image features. According to Equation 6.1, for
an upsampling ratio of 2, processing LR features would decrease the complexity by 4 times. This
upsampling operation can be achieved by means of deconvolution layers (also known as transposed
convolution or sub-pixel convolution) [157] or nearest-neighbour upsampling layers [158]. These
types of layers aim at learning the mapping between the LR features and the HR features and can,
therefore, be used to replace interpolation filters. In a convolution layer, filters are convolved with the
input features using a stride k resulting in an output of size 1/k times of the input. In contrast, in a
deconvolution layer, the output will be k times the input.
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Figure 6.1 presents an illustration of an efficient implementation of deconvolution, know as
sub-pixel convolution, proposed in [154]. In this example, the aim is to upsample the input feature
matrix of size 4 × 4 using a ratio of r = 2 obtaining then an output of size 8 × 8. This is achieved
by convolving the input with r2 filters of size 3 × 3 (for example) with zero-padding and obtaining
4 feature maps which can, then, be shuffled to generate a single output of size 4r × 4r = 8 × 8. By
using these upsampling techniques, the authors of [156, 154] propose efficient networks that are able
to achieve real-time performance without compromising quality compared to SRCNN.
6.1.2 Performance optimizations
At the same time, other works have focussed on optimizing the quality of the super-resolved images
beyond the results obtained by SRCNN and VDSR using recently proposed developments in deep
learning. In [7], Super-Resolution Residual Network (SRResNet) is presented. In addition to replacing
bicubic interpolation of the input image by sub-pixel convolution, as described above, this network
applies the concepts of residual blocks [159], skip-connections [160], batch normalization [161] and
parametric ReLUs (PReLU) [59].
Deep residual networks, introduced in ResNet [159], provide a robust framework for training
deeper networks and have become a milestone in the field. They help reduce the vanishing gradient
problem [61], which is when the gradient at earlier layers become infinitely small due to multiple
multiplications during back-propagation. This effect is usually found when training very deep
networks consisting of a large number of stacked layers. Instead, Residual Networks (ResNet) have
introduced the concept of residual blocks, which are units containing several convolutional layers,
activation functions and skip connections providing a direct link between the input and the output
of the block. This connection removes the need to learn the identity function. In the case of image
reconstruction tasks, this is especially relevant since it helps to propagate low level features extracted
from earlier layers to the output, as networks become deeper and, as a result, features become more
sparse. A representation of a residual block is presented in Figure 6.2. Here, x is the input and RB(x)
is the output of the residual block, which corresponds to the equivalent function produced the layers,
F(x), added to the input.
Batch normalization (BN) [161] is a technique to stabilize the learning and improve the performance
of deep neural networks. It normalizes the outputs of the previous layer by subtracting the batch mean
and dividing by the batch standard deviation. This is similar to the normalization of the input features
when those inputs contain different scales and variances, but it is employed at each layer. Given the





where ϵ is a small constant added for numerical stability. In addition, to provide more flexibility to
the network, BN also adds two trainable parameters, β and γ. The output of the batch normalization








RB(x) = F(x) + x 
Figure. 6.2 Example of a residual block. The variable x represents the input, RB(x) is the output of
the residual block and Act. is an activation function.
layer is then calculated as follows:
BNγ,β(xi) = γx̂i + β (6.3)
This allows the network to learn the optimal values of γ and β and it is even possible to reverse
the normalization of the features if this is the optimal case. During inference, instead of normalizing
by the average of the mini-batch, the statistics on the entire training dataset are used.
The network structure of SRResNet is illustrated in Figure 6.3. It starts with a convolutional
layer followed by a succession of 16 residual blocks, each containing two convolutional layers, BN
layers and PReLU functions. After that, a single convolutional and a BN layers are employed. This
architecture contains a skip connection between the output of the first activation layer and this last
BN layer. All operations are performed on the LR image with zero padding and stride equal to 1 in
order to preserve the size of the feature maps. Finally, upsampling is then conducted by the sub-pixel
convolutional blocks at the end of the network. Compared to previously proposed approaches, this
network provides state-of-the-art PSNR reconstruction quality on the conventional super-resolution
test datasets.
Building on the work of SRResNet, an improved network, Enhanced Deep Super-Resolution
(EDSR), is proposed in [155] and was the winner of the NTIRE 2017 super-resolution challenge.
The first modification, compared to SRResNet is to remove all BN layers. The argument is that the
normalization of the features by the BN reduces the flexibility of the trained models. In addition to
improving performance, this modification reduces the required memory complexity. This allows the
number of network layers to be increased, from 16 in SRResNet to 32 in EDSR and the number of
filters to increase from 64 to 256. Furthermore, a technique known as residual scaling is applied. This
consists of applying a multiplication by a small constant (e.g. 0.1) to the skip connections within a
residual block.
Finally, also in [155], a multiscale network, MDSR, able to jointly reconstruct images using three
upsampling ratios is proposed. The input consists of a single LR image while the output is three HR





































































































Figure. 6.3 Illustration of the network structure of SRResNet [7].
images at multiple resolutions. The advantage is that if multiple upsampling ratios are desired, only
one network needs to be trained and employed instead of three separate ones.
6.1.3 Perceptually-inspired super-resolution
Although the previously described CNN-based super-resolution methods produce much higher quality
images compared to previous interpolation approaches, there is still a large perceptual quality gap
between the original and the super-resolved HR images. Often, the HR solutions obtained lack
high frequency information, are overly smooth and have a poor representation of textured content.
According to [162, 163], this problem is caused by the use of ℓ1 or ℓ2 loss functions, which promote
results that are pixel-wise averages of possible solutions. In addition, it is well-known that PSNR does
not correlate well with subjective image quality [29]
To overcome this issue, approaches based on perceptually-inspired loss functions have been
proposed [162–164]. More specifically, in [164], the authors explore alternative loss functions based
on the well-know perceptual quality metrics, SSIM [30] and MS-SSIM [165]. The limitations of ℓ2
loss are presented, a small performance improvement is achieved by switching to ℓ1 (sum of absolute
differences). Finally, they propose a novel loss function, using a combination of MS-SSIM and ℓ1,
that provides improved quality accessed by objective metrics and visual inspection.
Using a different approach, in [162] and [163], a loss function based on high level features from a
pre-trained deep network is proposed as a replacement for pixel-wise distortions. More specifically,
the loss is calculated as the Euclidean distance in the feature space of a specific layer of a pre-trained
CNN, VGG19 [166]. VGG19 is a popular network used for image classification tasks and had
been pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset [167] (a dataset that contains millions of labelled images).
To capture high-level concepts, the distance is typically computed using one of the layers of the
network. The authors argue that a loss function based on high-level statistics will correlate better with
perceptual quality compared to a loss based on pixel-wise differences. A low distance in this loss
function means that the semantic content of the images is similar. Experimental results on several
image reconstruction tasks show that this loss function provides more perceptually convincing results












Figure. 6.4 Illustration of an Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) framework.
compared to models trained to optimize pixel metrics, although some grid-like artifacts are introduced
[162, 163].
The next milestone for perceptual-based super-resolution resulted from the introduction of
Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [168]. In this technique, a generative network, G, is
trained to capture the data distribution of the training dataset at the same time as a discriminator
network, D, is trained to distinguish between real samples from the training set and fake samples
generated by the generator. This framework corresponds to a min-max game in which the goal is
to train both networks to “fool” each other until their performances are strong and an equilibrium
is achieved. GANs have been applied successfully for several computer vision tasks, including the
generation of photo-realistic images [168] and image reconstruction [169, 7]. For the latter, the
adversarial training is used to guide the learning of the model which, as a result, is able to reconstruct
more realistic images.
Figure 6.4 presents an illustration of the structure of a GAN framework. For image generation
tasks, the input of the generator is a noise sample that is used to produce an image which resembles
images from the training dataset (without being an exact copy on a sample from the training dataset).
F each input mini-batch, the generator produces “fake” samples which are then evaluated by the
discriminator. At the same time, the discriminator also receives “true” images directly from the
training dataset and is trained to distinguish between those two sets of images. The discriminator is
then updated and provides feedback to improve the generator’s ability to produce images that look
real.
The loss functions used to train the generator and the discriminator are formulated using cross-
entropy [61]. Given the probability of a sample image x being real, represented by D(x), the
discriminator aims at maximizing the cross-entropy of this probability for real images, from the
training distribution pdata and minimizing this for fake images generated by the generator, G(z) from
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V(D) = Ex∼pdata(x)[log D(x)] + Ez∼pz(z)[log(1 − D(G(z)))] (6.4)
The generator, on the other hand, is trained to produce images that appear to be real to the
discriminator, minimizing the second part of Equation 6.4, as follows:
min
G
V(G) = Ez∼pz(z)[log(1 − D(G(z)))] (6.5)
As proposed in [168], in order to improve the gradient behaviour, an alternative formulation of
the generator loss is commonly used:
min
G
V(G) = Ez∼pz(z)[−log(D(G(z)))] (6.6)
EnhanceNet [169] and SRGAN [7] are examples of two single super-resolution approaches that
apply adversarial learning to recover HR images from LR versions. In both works, adversarial training
is used in combination with a perceptual loss and a pixel-based loss (ℓ2). This combination was shown
to provide the best texture accuracy and, at the same time, avoid the generation of additional artifacts.
In SRGAN, the overall generator loss function, lG corresponds to a weighted sum of the three
losses:
lG = w1 · ℓ2 + w2 · lVGG/i. j + w3 · lAdv. (6.7)
where lVGG/i. j is the perceptual feature loss, described above, calculated at the j-th convolution before
the i-th maxpooling layer of the pre-trained VGG19 network, and lAdv. is the adversarial loss as
formulated in Equation 6.6. The weights used by SRGAN are w1 = 1, w2 = 1/12.75 and w3 = 10−3.
The generator of SRGAN follows the same network architecture of SRResNet, described in
Section 6.1.2, whereas the generator in EnhanceNet contains only 10 residual blocks, uses nearest
neighbour layers to perform the upsampling and applies residual learning by adding the network
output to the upsampled image using bicubic interpolation.
Both approaches are able to produce high quality images even considering high upsampling
ratios (e.g. 4×). Although the PSNR values between the original and the generated HR images
is lower compared to other networks optimized for pixel-based distortions, such as SRResNet, the
resulting images are sharper, preserve much higher frequencies and textures, and were shown to be
more visually pleasing to human critics based on subjective experiments conducted. Out of the two
techniques, SRGAN has been shown to produce fewer artifacts compared to EnhanceNet, which tends
to generate over-textured images.
Recently, a modified version of SRGAN, Enhanced SRGAN (ESRGAN), presented in [8], further
improves the visual quality of the super-resolved images. Four modifications to key components are
introduced: Residual blocks are replaced by the Residual-in-Residual Dense Blocks (RRDB) in the
generator network; BN is removed from the network;the conventional GAN framework is replaced
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by a relativistic GAN [170]; and improvements to the perceptual loss are explored by extracting the
features before the activation function, instead of after. The proposed model is able to produce more
natural looking images with improved texture recovery compared to SRGAN. This approach won the
first place at the PIRM2018 super-resolution challenge [171], held in conjunction with ECCV in 2018.
The metric used to access the visual quality in this challenge was a Perceptual Index (PI) computed
from two non-reference quality metrics, Ma’s [172] score and NIQE [173]. A lower PI represents
better perceptual quality.
Figure 6.5 shows a visual comparison of the super-resolution results obtained using bicubic
interpolation and a variety of CNN-based techniques: EDSR, EnhanceNet, SRGAN and ESRGAN.
These results were obtained using an upsampling ratio of 4. Sample images from two popular test
datasets, BSD 100 and Set 14, are considered. These results were extracted from [8]. In addition to
the PSNR value of each image, the figure also contains PI, mentioned above. It can be seen that the
PSNR of the reconstructed images is the highest for EDSR, which was trained using pixel-based loss.
However, their generated images lack details and are overly-smooth. On the other hand, the methods
in the second row, based on a GAN framework, are able to produce more realistic and natural results,
although some artifacts that are not present in the original HR image are introduced. These are also
the methods with the lowest PI (which indicates higher perceptual quality).
Figure. 6.5 Visual comparison of the results of a variety of single-image super-resolution approaches
for two sequences from BSD100 and Set14 (upscaling ratio is 4×). Results from [8].
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6.2 Proposed improvements for compressed super-resolution
The following sections explore modifications to the compressed super-resolution CNN employed
within our resolution adaptation framework, proposed in Chapter 5. We aim at improving the video
quality based on two different types of assessment: pixel-wise distortion metrics, such as PSNR
(or MSE), and perceptual quality using visual inspection and perceptually-inspired quality metrics.
The target is to produce natural-looking videos with realistic details and textures. Depending on the
desired application of the proposed video compression framework, different trained networks can be
employed.
6.2.1 Distortion-based optimizations
6.2.1.1 Number of layers
The network structure of VDSR contains 20 convolutional layers. This number was found by the
authors to be optimal for their architecture and for the task of single-image super-resolution. However,
considering the problem addressed in this work is compressed images, the optimal number of layers
might differ. In addition, as seen in Section 6.1.1, the complexity of the network is directly proportional
to the number of convolutional layers and therefore, it might be beneficial to limit the size of the
network. In this section, experiment with different number of convolutional layers and evaluate their
performance.
As explained in Section 5.4.1, we produce a total of four training datasets comprised of two
downsampling ratios, 1.5 and 2, and two quantization levels, more specifically, QP 25 and QP 35. In
order to reduce the number of possible combinations to evaluate, we limit this analysis to the models
trained using a downsampling ratio of 2. Furthermore, in order to understand the generalization of the
models, the quality assessment is performed using the PSNR values on both the training datasets and
the testing datasets. The latter is applying the models on the 14 test sequences presented in Section
5.5.1, which had been subject to the same scaling and compression as the training datasets. The PSNR
calculated on the testing datasets is an indication of the performance of the trained CNN on sequences
that have not been used to learn the networks’ parameters. In the following experiments, the reported
PSNR values are computed in the luminance (Y channel) only.
The plots in Figure 6.6 show the variation of PSNR on the training and testing datasets for the low
and high quantization levels using networks with 5 to 20 layers. In addition, for comparison purposes,
the plots also show the quality achieved by the Lanczos3 filter. By analysing the plots, it can be seen
that for all experiments, after only a single epoch, the CNN models are able to achieve higher PSNR
values than Lanczos3. This is due to the use of residual learning, in which the network only needs to
predict the residual image. The performance on the training dataset then increases steadily and does
not reach the saturation point, even after 120 epochs. The boost in performance at 100 epochs is due
to the reduction in the learning rate, which allows the model to get out of a local minima.
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Different behaviour is found for the testing datasets, which shows that the saturation is achieved
much quicker, and for some of the models, the performance decreases after a certain number of epochs.
In particular, for the high quantization level in Figure 6.6 (d), the CNN with 20 layers achieves the
highest PSNR value at epoch 30 and then gradually decreases quality as more training is performed.
This behaviour can be explained by overfitting or overtraining and indicates that training show stop at
this point.




















(a) PSNR of training set, low QP
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VDSR - 05 layers
VDSR - 10 layers
VDSR - 15 layers
VDSR - 20 layers
Lanczos3
(c) PSNR of training set, high QP
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(d) PSNR of test set, high QP
Figure. 6.6 Variation of the reconstructed PSNR during training the VDSR-based CNN using a
different number of layers, from 5 to 20. Quality is assessed on both the training dataset
(left) and on the test dataset (right) and at different quantization levels.
For the training datasets, Figures 6.6 (a) and 6.6 (c), it can be seen the model with 20 convolutional
layers achieves the highest quality compared to models with lower number of layers. For example, for
the high QP dataset, the model with 5 layers only achieves a PSNR of 36.4 dB, while the 20 layer
model reaches 36.7 dB. When considering the PSNR evaluated on the testing dataset, Figure 6.6, little
difference is found between the peak performance of the models with 10, 15 and 20 layers for the low
QP range. However, for high QP range, the models with 15 and 20 layers outperform the rest.
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Moreover, it is also interesting to notice the differences between the high and low quantization
levels. For low quantization, the CNN achieves approximately 0.6 dB gain in PSNR compared
to Lanczos3. In addition, there is little overfitting for all networks tested. However, for the high
quantization level, the performance improvement achieved is below 0.3 dB. From these figures, we
theorize that the task of recovering details from the LR frames is harder for higher quantization
levels due to two reasons: the reduced amount of information due to loss of high frequencies and the
variability of the compression artifacts introduced by the encoding process.
6.2.1.2 Additional optimizations
As seen in Section 6.1.2, several optimizations have been proposed for image reconstruction networks,
in particular, BN and the use of ℓ1 loss instead of ℓ2. BN has often several benefits for deep neural
networks including the promotion of faster learning and the use of higher learning rates [161]. In
SRResNet [7], the network architecture includes BN layers after every convolutional layer. However,
in [155], the authors found the use of BN to affect negatively the performance for image super-
resolution due to the decrease in variability of the image features after the normalizations. At the
same time, several works [155, 8, 163] have reported higher quality in image reconstruction tasks by
replacing the popular ℓ2 loss with ℓ1 loss. Although minimizing ℓ2 is a direct minimization of PSNR,
empirical results show that higher PSNR values are achieved when minimizing ℓ1 [163].













VDSR - 20layers - BN
VDSR - 20layers - L1
Figure. 6.7 Variation of the reconstructed PSNR training of the proposed CNN using the VDSR
architecture using 20 convolutional layers with the following modifications: ℓ1 loss and
BN.
In order to understand the impact of these techniques for our problem, an experiment was
conducted. We use the same network architecture, based on VDSR, using 20 convolutional layers and
restrict the analysis to the high quantization model with an upsampling ratio of 2. Figure 6.7 shows
the performance of the three models trained: the original network, the network with added BN layers
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every all convolutional layers and the network optimized using ℓ1 loss. Here, the PSNR values are
calculated on the test dataset.
It can be seen that the model trained with the addition of BN achieves a much lower PSNR value
compared to the other models in the early training stages and exhibits unstable performance after a
few epochs. In contrast, the network trained using ℓ1 loss has an initial performance similar to the
one trained with ℓ2 (original), but later outperforms the others. It also shows less of an overfitting
behaviour with more training iterations. From the results of these experiments, it can be concluded
that the network achieves the highest reconstruction quality without BN and using the ℓ1 loss function.
6.2.2 Network architecture
Inspired by previous work in the field of for single-image super-resolution, including VDSR [6],
SRResNet [7] and EnhanceNet [169], and the conclusions of our own experiments, described above,
we propose a new architecture for the super-resolution of compressed videos, which we named
Compressed Super-Resolution CNN, CSRCNN. Figure 6.8 presents an illustration of our network































































































































Figure. 6.8 Proposed CNN architecture for compressed image super-resolution.
The first modification is to employ Residual Blocks (RB) without BN, as we have found the latter
not to be beneficial. Next, we use Sub-pixel convolutional layers to upsample the features after the
residual blocks. By using these layers, the network is able to learn the mapping between LR and HR
features. Additionally, as discussed in Section 6.1, by employing these layers towards the end of the
network, the majority of the processing is done in the LR space which helps keep the computational
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complexity low. Additionally, we apply residual learning by first interpolating the input LR image to
the HR and adding it to the network output. The interpolation is performed using bicubic interpolation.
The reason that Lanczos3 is not used in this case is twofold: to the best of our knowledge, there is
no efficient implementation of Lanczos3 filter that can be easily integrated with Tensorflow 1.2; and
according to [164], using a more complex filter might reduce reconstruction ability of the CNN by
introducing high frequency artifacts.
Since our framework supports two scaling ratios, these require network modifications in the
modules that are responsible for the upsampling. More specifically, in order to upsample using
a fractional ratio of 1.5, a Sub-pixel convolutional layer first upsamples 3× and then an extra
convolutional layer with stride 2 is used to decrease the resolution 2× to the desired HR, as can be
seen in Figure 6.8. Finally, we use PReLU throughout the network and a tanh activation in the output
layer.
6.2.2.1 Comparison with other architectures
Figure 6.9, we compare the performance of our proposed architecture, CSRCNN, with other architectures
proposed in the literature, more specifically, VDSR and SRResNet with a few modifications concerning
the use of BN and ℓ1 loss function. As in most of the experiments presented in Section 6.2.1, all CNN
models were trained using sequences from the training set that were downsampled using a ratio of 2
and compressed using HM 16.18 with a base QP of 35 (high quantization level). The quality is then
evaluated by PSNR on the test dataset.














SRCNNnew - 12RB - L1
SRCNNnew - 16RB - L1
SRResNet - noBN - L1
SRResNet - original
VDSR - 20layers - L1
CSRC N
CSRC N
Figure. 6.9 Variation of the reconstructed PSNR of different network structures, including the proposed
CSRCNN, during training evaluated on the test dataset with downsampling ratio of 2 and
the high quantization level.
It can be seen that VDSR with ℓ1 loss achieves a good reconstruction quality and saturates
after a few epochs at around 31.82 dB. In contrast, SRResNet starts with a much lower quality but
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then increases and at around 70 epochs, achieves slightly higher quality than VDSR. However, its
performance is quite unstable between training epochs. Our proposed networks, CSRCNN, with 16
and 12 residual blocks, on the other hand, achieve high quality with very little training iterations and
quickly outperform the other models peaking at 31.87 dB after 40 epochs. Moreover, the network
with 16 RBs slightly outperforms the one with 12 RBs. For this reason, we decide to employ 16 RBs
for our system and train only until the model begins to show overfitting behaviour on the training data.
6.2.2.2 Luminance only vs YUV vs RGB
In all CNN models described until this point, only the luminance (Y) channel was processed by the
trained models, while the chroma channels were upsampled using the Lanczos3 filter. The decision to
not apply the CNN to the chroma channels was justified by the fact that the Human Visual System is
highly sensitive to changes in intensity but has a lower acuity for variations in color. Therefore, in
theory, increasing the quality of chroma channels of the output video frames should result in reduced
benefits to the overall perceptual quality of the video. Nonetheless, in order to fully understand the
possible benefits, we redesign our proposed network to process chroma components and evaluate the
quality using per channel PSNR values (PSNR-Y, PSNR-U and PSNR-V).
When considering the chroma channels, it is important to notice the effect of chroma subsampling,
a common practice in video coding, where the chroma channels are represented using a lower spatial
resolution compared to the luminance channel. In our case, our videos use 4:2:0 chroma subsampling,
which means that the U and V channels contain one fourth of the pixels of the luminance channel.
Our proposed CNN contains an interpolation step (residual learning), applied to all channels. As
mentioned above, bicubic interpolation is used for the Y component. In contrast, we have empirically
found that higher quality was achieved by applying nearest neighbour for the chroma channels. This
might be explained by the fact that the chroma channels contain less information and the use of a
more complex interpolation filter, such as bicubic, would introduce high frequency artifacts making it
harder for the network to reconstruct the original signal.
In the super-resolution literature, the inputs and outputs of the CNN usually correspond to either
the Y component only (2-D matrix) or the three RGB components of the image to be scaled (3-D
matrix). In the case of video frames, especially ones that have been previously chroma subsampled,
we believe that a better representation is to consider the YUV colour space. Since the U and V
channels have lower resolution than the Y, they need to be scaled to the same resolution to form a 3-D
matrix of inputs and outputs for training the networks. However, not all pixels of chroma component
of the output matrix are required when computing the network loss (due to the chroma subsampling).
Therefore, a different strategy is proposed for the loss function. Instead of considering the average
absolute difference (SAD) on the three components, required for the ℓ1 loss, for the chroma channels,
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IV (2x, 2y) (6.10)
ℓ1YUV = 4 · S ADY + S ADU + S ADV (6.11)
where WY , HY , WU , HU , WV and HV are the width and height of the Y, U and V components,
respectively.
This means that the network only needs to learn to minimize the difference between the original
chroma samples at a lower resolution instead of the scaled versions. Notice also that in Equation 6.11,
the weight of the luminance component is 4 times the weight of the chroma, which encourages the
network to optimize more for the Y channel compared to the chroma due to the higher number of
samples used to represent luma.
For these experiments, we consider the same training and testing datasets as previous experiments,
but compute PSNR on the first intra period of the test sequences only. Results can be found in Table
6.1, which shows the average PSNR per channel on the test dataset achieved by: Lanczos3 (L3), the
model trained using Y channel input (Y-CNN), RGB input (RGB-CNN) and YUV input (YUV-CNN).
As mentioned before, we apply Lanczos3 to upsample the U and V channels when using the Y-model,
which explains why the PSNR values are the same for Lanczos3 and the Y-CNN model for U and V.
Table 6.1 Comparison between PSNR values calculated separately on the YUV channels achieved by
Lanczos3 and two CNN models, one trained to minimize the loss on the Y channel only
(Y-CNN) and another trained to minimize the loss on RGB components (RGB-CNN). For








L3 32.233 38.012 38.241
Y-CNN 32.577 38.012 38.241
RGB-CNN 32.502 38.365 38.535
YUV-CNN 32.530 38.545 38.645
On average, for the sequences considered, the Y-CNN model outperforms the rest in terms of
PSNR calculated on the luminance channel by a small margin, more specifically, 0.05 dB. However,
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(a) Lanczos3 (b) YUV-CNN model (c) Original
Figure. 6.10 Comparison between the reconstructed U chroma channels of a patch of CatRobot using
(a) Lanczos3 and (b) YUV-CNN and the original uncompressed (c). Corresponds to the
lowest bitrate rate-point tested.
with regards to the chroma components, reconstruction quality is improved by approximately 0.5
and 0.4 dB for U and V, respectively, when applying the YUV-CNN model compared to applying
the Lanczos3 filter. Also, comparing those the YUV-CNN and the RGB-CNN models, it can be seen
that the YUV-CNN model outperforms the RGB-CNN model by a significant margin for the chroma
components.
In addition to evaluating the PSNR values, Figure 6.10 presents a visual comparison between the
reconstructed U channel by the means of the Lanczos3 filter and the YUV-CNN for the test sequence
CatRobot. It also shows the original uncompressed patch for reference. By visual inspection, it can
be seen that the YUV-CNN reconstructed patch contains more details, sharper edges are is closer to
the original compared to the one upsampled using Lanczos3. We believe that the additional details
obtained are due to the fact that the model uses the all components together to obtain the final HR
frame, and therefore, the U and V reconstruction benefits from information obtained from the Y
component.
In conclusion, it is important to consider the colour format used to process the decoded frames at
the decoder. Although less important, results show clear benefits in applying a joint training of YUV
components. However, the model trained using Y only achieves a slightly higher Y-PSNR, due to the
fact that it only needs to minimize the loss on one channel.
6.2.3 Experimental results
The networks described above, trained using Y-CNN and YUV-CNN inputs were integrated into our
proposed spatial resolution adaptation framework for video compression, presented in Chapter 5.
In this section, we present experimental results for these approaches compared to encoding using
HM 16.18 at a fixed resolution. For these results, the same test methodology applied in Section
5.5 was used. In addition, since the only modification compared to Chapter 5 was the CNN model
at the decoder, optimal resolution encoding decisions performed by the QRO module remain the
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same. Evaluation of the video quality was accessed using per channel PSNR and VMAF (which only
considers the Y component). BD-rate calculation results for each metric can be found in Table 6.2 for
all test sequences.
It can be seen that the Y-CNN model achieves the highest gains for the Y channel, with an average
BD-rate of -13.06% based on PSNR and -17.19% based on VMAF. Compared to the previous CNN
models presented in Chapter 5, this is an improvement of approximately 1.5% and 2.2%, for PSNR
and VMAF, respectively. On the other hand, the YUV model reports gains of approximately 11.7% for
PSNR-Y, which are not as high as the Y only model. For the chroma channels, an average BD-rate loss
of 9.72% for U and 12.97% V are reported when using the Y model. We believe that this is due to the
use of the linear interpolation using Lanczos3 and due to the fact that the chroma channels are easier
to encode and would require a much higher compression level to equalize the distortion caused by
the spatial rescaling. Nonetheless, when trained to jointly minimize the loss on all three components,
the YUV-CNN model is able to achieve considerable improvements compared to using the Lanczos3
filter and actually achieves gains of 5.38% and 5.62% for U and V components, respectively.
For this reason, although the quality of the chroma channels are not as important as the quality
of the luminance channel, overall, given the experimental results, the best solution to upscale a
compressed video is to use the YUV-CNN model. In addition, it can be seen that the modifications to
the network architecture and training techniques have led to an improvement in reconstruction quality
compared to the network employed in Chapter 5.
6.2.4 Perceptual quality optimizations
In previous sections, we were concerned with achieving the highest possible quality measured by
PSNR between the original video frames and the reconstructed video frames. As the literature has
reported [8], when optimizing convolutional neural networks for a pixel-based loss, such as PSNR,
the resulting super-resolved frames contain sharp edges, but might lack high frequency detail such as
textures. In the case of the super-resolution of compressed videos, we have found that this is also the
case. This effect is reflected by videos that might have a “fake” or “animated”-like appearance, as the
example patch presented in Figure 6.11 from the sequence DaylightRoad. For this reason, we further
explore alternative ways to produce natural-looking reconstructed videos using perceptually-inspired
deep learning techniques.
6.2.4.1 Generative Adversarial Networks for compressed videos
The current state-of-the-art technique in the field of image reconstruction and enhancement is the
use of Generative Convolutional Networks (GAN). When applied for image or video reconstruction,
this approach is similar to texture synthesis given that it attempts to hallucinate texture details, using
a learning methodology. Therefore, the proposed adaptive resolution with intelligent resampling at
the decoder resembles the analysis-synthesis video compression frameworks described in Chapter 3,
which skips the encoding of selected regions in a video and reconstruct those at the decoder using
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Table 6.2 Experimental results measured by the per channel PSNR and VMAF BD-rates between the
proposed Y-CNN and YUV-CNN compared to the anchor, fixed-resolution HM 16.18, for

















S01 -15.75 28.42 30.95 -15.53 -14.90 -4.57 -14.98 -15.66
S02 -14.47 7.58 10.05 -17.64 -12.90 -5.52 3.37 -15.15
S03 -8.34 1.13 3.41 -13.85 -7.47 -11.70 23.09 -12.54
S04 -20.91 5.33 8.96 -26.55 -18.94 -13.36 -10.89 -23.50
S05 -15.68 4.50 23.56 -15.53 -14.63 16.74 -25.73 -15.12
S06 -13.92 21.30 23.12 -17.69 -11.45 -8.93 -20.92 -15.96
S07 -11.19 2.86 1.50 -17.95 -9.99 2.55 -13.73 -17.18
S08 -12.61 2.50 13.51 -19.66 -10.11 -17.36 6.86 -17.84
S09 -23.50 2.42 0.77 -29.64 -22.17 -11.65 -10.62 -27.05
S10 -12.31 9.65 10.26 -18.73 -11.17 -4.26 -14.06 -16.97
S11 -11.79 14.93 10.54 -9.79 -10.99 -24.20 -9.66 -10.18
S12 -1.41 6.02 7.16 -8.40 -0.58 6.00 10.93 -7.59
S13 -14.39 10.32 3.12 -16.38 -13.34 3.90 -9.95 -15.33
S14 -6.54 19.12 34.62 -13.33 -5.59 -2.98 7.64 -10.84
avg. -13.06 9.72 12.97 -17.19 -11.73 -5.38 -5.62 -15.78
(a) Original patch (b) Reconstructed patch
Figure. 6.11 Comparison between an original (left) and a reconstructed patches of DaylightRoad
using the proposed CNN-YUV (right) for the downsampling ratio of 2 and the lowest
bitrate rate-point.




















Figure. 6.12 Illustration of the proposed GAN framework for compressed super-resolution.
texture synthesis. Likewise, the current work attempts to remove the spatial redundancy in the input
video frames by dynamically encoding at a lower resolution, depending on the characteristics of the
video, and then reconstructs the missing information, after decoding by applying a deep convolutional
neural network. These offer an efficient alternative to texture synthesis, given their ability to learn
complex functions from training examples.
The proposed GAN framework, inspired by SRGAN and EnhanceNet, is presented in Figure
6.12. It contains a generator and a discriminator network. The generator is trained using a weighted
function of three individual losses. The following sections are dedicated to describing the proposed
generator, discriminator, loss functions and training techniques. Experimental results using objective
metrics and visual comparisons are then presented. Finally, the limitations of the proposed system are
discussed.
6.2.4.2 Generator
We apply the network proposed in Section 6.2.2 and illustrated in Figure 6.8 as the generator (G),
which contains 16 residual blocks without BN, PReLU activation functions, sub-pixel convolutions
and predicts the residual to be added to an interpolated result provided. In the adversarial training,
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we have empirically found that the model trained using RGB input/output pairs produces better
visual results compared to the model trained using YUV samples, in contrast to what observed when
optimizing for PSNR.
6.2.4.3 Discriminator
Figure 6.13 shows the proposed discriminator architecture, which is similar to the one employed in
SRGAN, however, it contains fewer layers and has an overall lower complexity. This modification
was intended to decrease the influence of the discriminator, which in our experiments, had an
overpowering effect on the generator during the training process. The proposed discriminator contains
6 convolutional layers, with 3 × 3 kernels and an increasing number of filters from 64 to 256. As the
number of filters increases, the size of the features decreases by the use of strided convolutions (stride
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Figure. 6.13 Structure of the proposed discriminator used for the GAN framework.
In order to achieve more stable training, we further explored the use of a recently proposed
GAN alternative, known as Relativistic GAN (RaGAN) [170]. In comparison with the conventional
GAN, in which the discriminator tries to distinguish between images from the training dataset and
generated images, RaGAN estimates the probability that a training image is more realistic than a
generated image. In [8], this has been shown to provide higher perceptual quality with an improved
reconstruction of edges and more detailed synthesised textures.
Given the discriminator output, C(x), the standard discriminator takes the sigmoid function of this
output, D(x) = σ(C(x)). In contrast, the RaGAN output is formulated as DRa = σ(C(xr)−Ex f [C(x f )]),
in which xr is a training or “real” image, x f is a generated or “fake” image and Ex f is the operation of
taking the average of the network outputs of all fake images in a mini-batch. The discriminator loss,
LRaD , then becomes:
LRaD = −Exr [log(D(xr, x f ))] − Ex f [log(1 − D(x f , xr))] (6.12)
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and the adversarial loss for the generator, LRaG , is given by the following equation:
LAdv. = LRaG = −Exr [log(1 − D(xr, x f ))] − Ex f [log(D(x f , xr))] (6.13)
The adversarial loss of the generator contains both training images and generated images which
means that the generator learns from gradients provided by both types of data instead of only learning
from the generated data. In our experiments, we have found that, although the effect was not very
significant, using the relativistic GAN helped to stabilize the training process.
6.2.4.4 Loss function
We combine three loss types, a pixel-based loss measured by ℓ1 loss, a perceptual loss using the
distortion calculated on the feature space of a layer of a pre-trained VGG19 convolutional network,
LVGG/5.4, and finally, the adversarial loss, LAdv., described previously. These losses work in different
ways to help the generator learn a more perceptually relevant reconstruction results compared to using
a pixel-based distortion. The full loss function for our proposed generator, is then represented by
Equation 6.14:
LG = 0.0025 · l1 + 0.001 · LVGG/5.4 + 0.05 · LAdv. (6.14)
The different weights assigned to each individual loss are intended to normalize the losses to a
similar range. The goal of the perceptual loss, LVGG/5.4, is to provide a measure of the difference in
terms of high level concepts between the content represented in the generated frames and the original
frames. It is calculated from taking the MSE on the features at the 4th convolutional layer and the
5th maxpooling layer, and is generally represented as VGG19_54. As in [8], we extract the features
before the activation function.
6.2.4.5 Training methodology
The training of the proposed GAN for scaled and compressed videos is conducted in a similar way as
the pixel-based models described in Section 5.4.1 in which pairs of blocks extracted from the original
and downsampled compressed blocks are used as the input and reference output of the generator
and discriminator networks. Training of the GAN is performed in two steps: first, the generator is
trained independently using only the ℓ1 loss until it reaches a good performance measured on the test
dataset. This training is indented to improve the potential of the GAN by providing a “heads-up” to
the generator before starting to jointly train the discriminator and has been applied in the literature.
Then, starting from the parameters learned from the pre-training of the generator, a joint training of
the generator and the discriminator within the GAN framework is performed.
The proposed GAN takes a total of around 1.5 days for training, including approximately 14
hours for the generator pre-training, for 50 epochs, and 19 hours for the adversarial training, for
another 50 epochs. These figures were obtained on a NVIDIA 1080ti GPU. In addition, the following
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hyper-parameters were used: batch size of 16, 96 × 96 LR input blocks, Adam optimizer [64] with
beta1=0.9 and beta2=0.999 and a fixed learning rate of 1e-4.
6.2.5 Experimental results
The network trained using the described GAN framework was employed on the 14 test sequences
described in Section 5.5.1 for the highest quantization rate-point of the experimental design employed,
which corresponds to a downsampling factor of 2 and a QP of 35. Our evaluation was restricted to
this rate-point since it provides a good basis for improving the perceptual quality and contains both a
high level of scaling and compression artifacts.
To evaluate the results, both PSNR and VMAF were computed on the reconstructed videos. It is
important to note that, as PSNR is based on pixel distortion, is not well suited to evaluate the quality
of the video frames resulting from the proposed GAN methodology. In addition to computing the
objective quality metrics, visual comparisons between the proposed GAN, the proposed YUV-CNN
model and HEVC encoding at a fixed resolution are also presented.
Table 6.3 reports the absolute PSNR and VMAF differences between the proposed spatial
resolution adaptation methods using the YUV-CNN and the GAN models compared to the original
sequences. These results show that, as expected, the GAN produces lower PSNR values compared to
the YUV model for all sequences, with an average PSNR-Y difference of 0.65 dB. However, when
it comes to VMAF, for most sequences, the GAN achieves slightly higher VMAF values, with an
average of 0.35 VMAF points higher than the YUV-CNN model. Nevertheless, this is not the case for
all sequences. For instance, for sequence S12, Manege, there is a reduction in the VMAF score of
1.75.
6.2.5.1 Visual quality
As mentioned before, the networks trained to optimize distortion metrics, such as the MSE, produce
frames that lack texture detail. We have found that the GAN framework is able to partially reconstruct
some of the textures. To illustrate this, Figure 6.14 shows several patches from reconstructed test
sequence frames, with different texture types: leaves, rocks and waves. The patches on the left were
obtained by applying the YUV-CNN model described in 6.2.2 and the right patches were produced by
the trained GAN model. It can be seen that, overall, the textures are better represented by the GAN
model compared to the YUV-CNN model, especially in the first texture type, leaves, although the
reconstructed textures do not look exactly like the original textures. Nonetheless, in fact, when a user
watches a real-world video, he or she does not know what the uncompressed video looks like. For
this reason, synthesised or reconstructed textures need not to match the originals exactly but should
resemble the high level concepts in a perceptual manner.
Figure 6.15 presents visual comparisons between examples patches comparing the anchor, HM
16.18 encoding at a fixed resolution and the proposed spatial resolution adaptation approach with the
GAN training at similar bitrates. From these results, we can see that the anchor (the middle patches)



















Figure. 6.14 Visual comparison between the HM anchor and the proposed approach using the YUV-
CNN model and the GAN for three different texture types, top: leaves, middle: rocks,
and bottom: waves. Patches were extracted from sequences CentralLineCrossing and
Petibato and correspond to the second frame of the lowest bitrate rate-point. Better
viewed in the digital version.
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Table 6.3 Quality difference, measured by the per-channel PSNR and VMAF values, between the
reconstructed videos achieved by employing the proposed GAN and the proposed YUV-
CNN model. Positive values mean that the GAN achieves higher quality). These were






S01: CalmingWater -0.25 -0.59 -0.93 0.87
S02: CatRobot -0.55 -0.98 -1.52 -0.32
S03: CentralLineCrossing -1.09 -1.32 -1.91 0.64
S04: Chimera-ep08 -0.52 -1.24 -0.81 1.02
S05: Chimera-ep12 -0.46 -0.78 -0.68 -0.58
S06: Chimera-ep17 -0.44 -1.21 -0.79 0.30
S07: Chimera-ep20 -1.96 -0.67 -1.00 1.44
S08: DaylightRoad -0.41 -1.13 -0.85 0.42
S09: ElFuente-ep33 -0.83 -0.80 -1.26 -0.35
S10: FoodMarket -0.63 -1.11 -1.49 1.23
S11: LampLeaves -0.49 -1.09 -1.02 0.88
S12: Manege -0.62 -1.11 -1.36 -1.75
S13: NingyoPompons -0.45 -0.75 -1.10 0.03
S14: Petibato -0.39 -0.40 -0.49 1.09
Average -0.65 -0.94 -1.09 0.35
contain higher visible artifacts compared to the spatially adapted result with the GAN (the right
patches). In general, as illustrated by these visual comparisons, encoding using a fixed resolution and
an increased quantization level (QP step) tends to introduce blocking and ringing artifacts. In contrast,
by dynamically resampling before encoding, we are able to employ a lower quantization level and
minimize the scaling artifacts using the proposed deep neural networks, which leads to overall visual
quality improvement. Compared to the conventional CNN training, the GAN framework helps the
network learn to generate additional details and generate more natural-looking video frames. Further
visual comparisons can be found in the Appendix E. Furthermore, demo videos comparing the anchor
and our adaptive resolution approach using both the YUV-CNN and the GAN are available online 1.
6.2.5.2 Limitations
Although the proposed network produces promising results in terms of perceptual video quality, we
have identified a few limitations. The first is the instability during the training process, which is a
common problem of GAN frameworks and is caused by the training of competing networks, the
generator and the discriminator. However, this problem can be minimized, in part, by the use of
special training techniques and tips [174] and improved GAN frameworks [175, 170], as employed in
this work.
1https://github.com/marianaAfonso/demosBristolCNNcompression
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(a) CentralLineCrossing @ 1800 Kbps
(b) DaylightRoad2 @ 1300 Kbps
(c) CatRobot1 @ 1500 Kbps
Figure. 6.15 Visual comparison between the anchor, HM 16.18 at a fixed resolution (left), and our
proposed resolution adaptation framework using the GAN model (right), for three test
sequences at the lowest bitrate. All patches were extracted from the first B frame.
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(a) HM 16.18 (b) Proposed with GAN (d) Original
Figure. 6.16 Comparison between HM 16.18 encoding at a fixed resolution, the proposed approach
spatial resolution adaptation with the GAN and the original for a patch of the
CentralLineCrossing sequence.
Another limitation is the capacity of the network to generalize to different content types. For
instance, consider the images in Figure 6.16, which shows a patch encoded by HM 16.18 at a fixed
resolution, the proposed approach with the GAN and the original patch at the lowest bitrate rate-point
of the test sequence CentralLineCrossing. It can be seen that the GAN attempts to add textured detail
to the brick wall, which does not correspond to the original structured pattern. We believe that this
behaviour is associated with a possible imbalance between regular textures and stochastic textures
found in the training dataset. For this reason, without additional prior knowledge about the semantic
content of the scene to be reconstructed, it is difficult for the network to synthesize all texture types
accurately.
6.2.5.3 Complexity analysis
As the improved CNN reconstruction models are only applied at the decoder, the encoding remains
unchanged. Therefore, as reported in Section 5.5.4, the encoding time is reduced by approximately
51% compared to encoding at a fixed resolution using HM 16.18 on the test sequences. On the other
hand, complexity is significantly higher at the decoder, with the proposed CNN implementation taking
an average of 1.5 seconds per frame for the upsampling of an HD frame to UHD resolution using
the proposed YUV-CNN or GAN models, which share the same architecture. Therefore, the overall
decoder complexity is increased by approximately 5.7 times, on average, which is slightly higher than
with the previous CNN model introduced in Chapter 5. These values were calculated a PC running
with an Intel Core i7 4770K CPU @ 3.5 GHz and a NVIDIA 1080ti GPU.
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6.3 Discussion
In this chapter, two types of improvements to the compressed super-resolution technique proposed
in Chapter 5, as part of the spatial resolution adaptation framework for video compression, were
presented. First, we have explored new techniques and architecture choices for improved quality
measured by PSNR including different number of layers, loss function and batch normalization. Later,
another approach, based on Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), was proposed with the purpose
of achieving a reconstructed video with higher perceptual quality, similar to natural videos.
We have proposed improvements to the CNN architecture presented in Chapter 5, including the
addition of residual blocks instead of cascaded convolutional layers, the use of sub-pixel convolution
to perform the upsampling of the features and parametric ReLUs. Experimental results show that
the proposed network, CSRCNN, slightly outperform other architectures for compressed content. In
addition, we propose to jointly train the YUV components instead of applying the CNN to the Y
channel only and a linear interpolation using Lanczos3 for the chroma. Experimental results show
that better gains are achieved for the chroma samples with little effect on the luma channel quality by
employing this methodology.
Visual comparisons between the proposed GAN training methodology and the conventional CNN
show that the GAN is able to achieve very promising perceptual quality. In general, it results is a more
natural-looking video, with a better reconstruction of texture content. Objective metrics computed on
the results of the GAN training show that, as expected, PSNR values are decreased, but the perceptual
quality metric, VMAF, is slightly improved on most sequences tested.

Chapter 7
Conclusion and future work
Video compression is a crucial topic of research that has a high impact on modern society. Decades
of developments in video codecs have resulted in modern formats that achieve very impressive
performance. Nevertheless, pressure for greater visual experiences from consumers drives the demand
for even better compression efficiencies. For this reason, more unconventional techniques might be
required for future coding standards.
This thesis has explored approaches for improving the compression efficiency of modern video
codecs by employing intelligent resampling methods that make decisions whether to encode less
information from the input video based on its content, and then synthesize the missing information
after decoding using a reconstruction model.
The main contributions of this work, organized by chapters, are summarized below:
• In Chapter 3, a dataset of homogeneous static and dynamic video textures, HomTex, is proposed.
This dataset has proven to be useful for research in the field of texture analysis and synthesis. In
addition, an extensive study of the encoding statistics and performance of HEVC for different
texture types has been conducted. This work provides a better understanding of the limitations
of current codecs and defines a better definition of dynamic textures by differentiating between
continuous and discrete textures. Finally, we explore an alternative approach to dynamic texture
synthesis, using optical flow, which is able to provide promising results for discrete dynamic
textures.
• Chapter 4 proposes another form of analysis-synthesis technique based on an adaptive spatial
resolution resampling methodology, where instead of encoding at the full resolution, a low
resolution version is encoded and later upsampled at the decoder. A new low complexity
framework for intra coding that adaptively decides which frames to resample based on a single
feature, is proposed. In addition to reducing complexity, this method achieves improved rate-
distortion, especially for content with lower spatial detail, with average savings of 4% using
PSNR BD-rate for sequences tested.
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• Limitations and improvements to the work presented in Chapter 4 are addressed in Chapter 4.
The proposed resolution decision process is expanded to include both intra and inter frames
by applying a machine learning-based model using low level visual features extracted from
the uncompressed video frames. In addition, to achieve improved reconstruction quality of the
compressed videos, a deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is applied. Experimental
results show that the proposed spatial resolution adaptation framework with the trained CNN
provides improved compression efficiency compared to the HEVC reference encoder. On the
14 UHD sequences tested, BD-rate savings of approximately 12% and 16% as measured by
PSNR-Y and VMAF, respectively, are achieved by employing proposed method.
• Lastly, inspired by recent advances in the field of super-resolution, further improvements to the
reconstruction quality of the deep learning technique is presented in Chapter 6. Two different
types of models are explored by focussing on the reconstruction quality based on (i) pixel-
wise metrics like PSNR and; (ii) by using a perceptually inspired technique using Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs). Based on a comprehensive study of different techniques, an
improved network architecture for compressed super-resolution, CSRCNN, is proposed, which
achieves slightly higher performance compared to previous networks. In addition, instead of
only applying the CNN to the luminance channel, a new model jointly exploits the luminance
and chroma channels. Experimental results show that the modifications result in improved
compression efficiency, as measured by PSNR and VMAF. On the hand, by employing the
proposed GAN training strategy, the perceptual quality of the reconstructed video is enhanced,
especially for textured content. This is reflected by a small increase in the VMAF score but is
also demonstrated by visual comparisons.
Our work is one of the first contributions to leverage the potential of deep neural networks applied
to video compression, which we believe is a technique that can provide further improvements in terms
of compression efficiency for future video codecs. In addition, in our opinion, most video compression
systems do not focus enough on perceptual quality over pixel-wise metrics. We have shown that our
proposed methods can provide both improvements in terms of objective metrics, but also perceptual
quality.
One downside of the proposed spatial resolution approach is that, although reducing complexity
at the encoder side due to the possibility of encoding at lower spatial resolutions, the use of a deep
convolutional neural network significantly increases the complexity at the decoder. However, we
believe that future work on complexity optimizations as well as developments in deep-learning-based
parallel processing hardware has the potential to enable deep learning-based approaches to be feasible
for future systems.
Although promising, we believe this work can be further improved and built upon. The following
is a non-exhaustive list of research directions that we consider to be worthwhile or likely to yield
positive returns:
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• The application of the resolution adaptation decision at a lower level, potentially inside the
encoding loop. This would allow for a more flexible resampling scheme where frames within
the same intra period could be encoded using different spatial resolutions. More specifically, it
would be possible to encode only the I and P pictures using a lower resolution. It also means that
the reconstructed frames could be used as a reference to predict other frames. This modification
would also require adjusting other types encoded information on the low resolution encoded
frames to be used as references, such as motion vectors and partitioning structure.
• The exploration of a joint spatial, temporal and bit depth encoding model which dynamically
decides the best parameters for a given frame/group of frames, including the study of the
interactions between these parameters. For instance, for a given intra period, the optimal
decision might be to reduce the frame rate from 60 fps to 30 fps and spatially downsample
using a ratio of 2 before encoding. At the decoder, the reconstructed video would be obtained
by applying the reverse process.
• The current deep learning based super-resolution model is trained and applied to all frames
independent of type (I, B and P). Since these pictures generally contain different types of
artifacts, it would be interesting to investigate the possibility of training multiple models for
each frame type.
• Conduction of subjective tests to verify what types of super-resolutions artifacts are more
pleasing for the viewers. In our experiments, we only calculate VMAF and consider the
subjective quality of individual frames. However, a more extensive subjective experiment could
be conducted to understand which CNN model produces the best subjective quality for each
type of content, especially textured vs non-textured. We hypothesize that, given the visual
results shown, subjects would prefer the CNN trained using the GAN framework over the
distortion-based CNN for more textured content, whereas the opposite would be the case for
structured content.
• In this work, we trained single-image super-resolution methods applied on compressed video
frames. However, it is known that video super-resolution tends to provide higher reconstruction
performance compared to upsampling each image independently, due to the availability of more
information on a given scene. Therefore, we believe this would be something worth exploring
when it comes to improving the reconstruction quality of the model.
• In the last chapter, the GAN super-resolution model was trained for all types of content,
including textured and non-textured regions. A potential improvement could be to consider
texture and structure separately or define more classes that could be used to support the learning
process.
• We postulate that the training dataset plays a key role in the performance of the deep learning
model. Although care was exercised when selecting a large of 100 diverse video sequences
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that cover adequately the SI/TI space, a more in-depth study of the influence of other factors
could employed when working on future developments. These factors could include, but are
not limited to, evaluating the performance for different number of training sequences, content
types or the effect of further data augmentation such as reflection, warping or colour variations.
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152 HomTex sequences specification
Table A.1 Specification of the 120 HomTex video sequences. All sequences are 256 × 256 pixels.
BVI-TEX corresponds to the BVI texture database [13].
Sequence name Dynamics Structure Granularity Source
CalmSea_scaled dynamic continuous high DynTex
RiverDrops_scaled dynamic continuous high DynTex
ShinyWater_scaled dynamic continuous high DynTex
WavyShinnySea_scaled dynamic continuous high DynTex
BoilingWater dynamic continuous low DynTex
BoilingWater_scaled dynamic continuous low DynTex
CalmingWater-leftBottom dynamic continuous low BVI-TEX
CalmingWater-middle dynamic continuous low BVI-TEX
CalmingWater_rightBottom dynamic continuous low BVI-TEX
Flag dynamic continuous low DynTex
Flag_scaled dynamic continuous low DynTex
FlagSlow dynamic continuous low DynTex
FlagSlow_scaled dynamic continuous low DynTex
FlowingRiver dynamic continuous low DynTex
GreenWater dynamic continuous low DynTex
GreenWater_scaled dynamic continuous low DynTex
HeavyShower dynamic continuous low DynTex
RainSplash dynamic continuous low DynTex
ShinnyBlueWater dynamic continuous low DynTex
Shower dynamic continuous low DynTex
SmokeClear_middle dynamic continuous low BVI-TEX
SmokeClear_side dynamic continuous low BVI-TEX
VeryHeavyShower dynamic continuous low DynTex
WaterfallHomo2 dynamic continuous low DynTex
Waves dynamic continuous low DynTex
WavySea dynamic continuous low DynTex
Wool dynamic continuous low DynTex
BallUnderWater dynamic continuous medium BVI-TEX
BlueReflection_scaled dynamic continuous medium DynTex
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Sequence name Dynamics Structure Granularity Source
CalmSea dynamic continuous medium DynTex
FlowingRiver_scaled dynamic continuous medium DynTex
HeavyShower_scaled dynamic continuous medium DynTex
PaperStatic-corner dynamic continuous medium BVI-TEX
PaperStatic-middle dynamic continuous medium BVI-TEX
RainSplash_scaled dynamic continuous medium DynTex
ReflectionWater dynamic continuous medium DynTex
ShinnyBlueWater_scaled dynamic continuous medium DynTex
Shower_scaled dynamic continuous medium DynTex
VeryHeavyShower_scaled dynamic continuous medium DynTex
WaterFall dynamic continuous medium DynTex
WaterfallHomo dynamic continuous medium DynTex
Waves_scaled dynamic continuous medium DynTex
WavySea_scaled dynamic continuous medium DynTex
WavyShinnySea dynamic continuous medium DynTex
Wool_scaled dynamic continuous medium DynTex
Bamboo_scaled dynamic discrete high DynTex
BlowingLeaves_scaled dynamic discrete high DynTex
MovingField_scaled dynamic discrete high DynTex
SlowTree_scaled dynamic discrete high DynTex
SunnyBushes_scaled dynamic discrete high DynTex
SunnyBushes2_scaled dynamic discrete high DynTex
ThinBranches_scaled dynamic discrete high DynTex
TreeFlowers_scaled dynamic discrete high DynTex
WindLeaves2_scaled dynamic discrete high DynTex
BushesFruits dynamic discrete low DynTex
DarkTree dynamic discrete low DynTex
DarkTree2 dynamic discrete low DynTex
PinkFlowers dynamic discrete low DynTex
RiceField dynamic discrete low DynTex
Stairs dynamic discrete low DynTex
SunnyBushes dynamic discrete low DynTex
WindLeaves dynamic discrete low DynTex
154 HomTex sequences specification
Sequence name Dynamics Structure Granularity Source
ZoomedLeaves dynamic discrete low DynTex
Bamboo dynamic discrete medium DynTex
BlowingLeaves dynamic discrete medium DynTex
BricksBushesStatic-bushes1 dynamic discrete medium BVI-TEX
BricksBushesStatic-bushes2 dynamic discrete medium BVI-TEX
BushesFruits_scaled dynamic discrete medium DynTex
DarkTree_scaled dynamic discrete medium DynTex
DarkTree2_scaled dynamic discrete medium DynTex
FlickeringGrass dynamic discrete medium DynTex
GrassField dynamic discrete medium DynTex
GrassField2 dynamic discrete medium DynTex
HeavySnow_scaled dynamic discrete medium DynTex
LampLeaves-bushes1 dynamic discrete medium BVI-TEX
LampLeaves-bushes2 dynamic discrete medium BVI-TEX
LampLeaves-bushes3 dynamic discrete medium BVI-TEX
LampLeaves-bushesBackground dynamic discrete medium BVI-TEX
LeavesRotating_scaled dynamic discrete medium DynTex
MovingField dynamic discrete medium DynTex
OrangeSeaLife_scaled dynamic discrete medium DynTex
PinkFlowers_scaled dynamic discrete medium DynTex
PlasmaFree dynamic discrete medium DynTex
RiceField_scaled dynamic discrete medium DynTex
SeaPlant_scaled dynamic discrete medium DynTex
SlowTree dynamic discrete medium DynTex
Stairs_scaled dynamic discrete medium DynTex
SunnyBushes2 dynamic discrete medium DynTex
ThinBranches dynamic discrete medium DynTex
TreeFlowers dynamic discrete medium DynTex
WildLeaves dynamic discrete medium DynTex
WindLeaves_scaled dynamic discrete medium DynTex
WindLeaves2 dynamic discrete medium DynTex
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Sequence name Dynamics Structure Granularity Source
WindLeaves2 dynamic discrete medium DynTex
YellowFlowers dynamic discrete medium DynTex
ZoomedLeaves_scaled dynamic discrete medium DynTex
CarpetPanAverage static continuous low BVI-TEX
FastClouds static continuous low DynTex
FastClouds_scaled static continuous low DynTex
SlowCloud static continuous low DynTex
Cloud static continuous medium DynTex
BlueCarpet_scaled static discrete high New
MovingPattern_scaled static discrete high DynTex
BlueCarpet static discrete low New
BricksTilting-wall1 static discrete low BVI-TEX
BricksTilting-wall2 static discrete low BVI-TEX
Ceiling static discrete low DynTex
Ceiling2 static discrete low DynTex
PaintingTilting1 static discrete low BVI-TEX
PaintingTilting2 static discrete low BVI-TEX
PinkRoses static discrete low DynTex
PurpleFlowers static discrete low DynTex
SquaredFloor static discrete low DynTex
TreeTrunk static discrete low DynTex
TreeTrunk2 static discrete low DynTex
Ceiling_scaled static discrete medium DynTex
Ceiling2_scaled static discrete medium DynTex
MovingPattern static discrete medium DynTex
PinkRoses_scaled static discrete medium DynTex
PurpleFlowers_scaled static discrete medium DynTex
SquaredFloor_scaled static discrete medium DynTex

Appendix B
Performance of the optical-flow
interpolation algorithm
Table B.1 Performance comparison between the dynamic texture synthesis approach of [3] and the
optical flow interpolation proposed for the discrete dynamic textures of HomTex dataset,






diff. DTS - OF
Bamboo 24.19 22.85 -1.33
Bamboo_scaled 25.65 24.08 -1.57
BlowingLeaves 15.38 16.59 1.21
BlowingLeaves_scaled 17.51 19.22 1.71
BricksBushesStatic60fps_bushes1 29.20 28.17 -1.03
BricksBushesStatic60fps_bushes2 31.48 29.14 -2.34
BushesFruits 17.98 19.16 1.19
BushesFruits_scaled 21.24 23.25 2.01
DarkTree2 25.47 25.71 0.24
DarkTree2_scaled 26.49 26.53 0.04
DarkTree 22.22 23.37 1.14
DarkTree_scaled 23.18 24.37 1.19
FlickeringGrass 20.68 20.08 -0.60
GrassField2 37.58 36.33 -1.26
GrassField 36.59 34.64 -1.95
HeavySnow_scaled 14.70 14.47 -0.23
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Sequence name Avg. PSNRDTS (dB)
Avg. PSNR
OF (dB) diff. DTS - OF
SunnyBushes2 29.74 27.73 -2.00
SunnyBushes2_scaled 33.03 30.72 -2.31
SunnyBushes 20.37 21.71 1.34
SunnyBushes_scaled 22.41 23.06 0.65
ThinBranches 17.47 18.15 0.68
ThinBranches_scaled 20.74 20.61 -0.13
TreeFlowers 22.90 21.82 -1.07
TreeFlowers_scaled 26.45 25.33 -1.13
WildLeaves 21.40 21.23 -0.17
WindLeaves2 24.95 25.77 0.82
WindLeaves2_scaled 25.52 26.81 1.28
WindLeaves 25.18 26.71 1.53
WindLeaves_scaled 26.62 27.81 1.19
YellowFlowers 27.88 25.87 -2.02
ZoomedLeaves 26.99 28.95 1.96
ZoomedLeaves_scaled 26.96 28.80 1.85
LeavesRotating_scaled 19.26 22.53 3.27
MovingField 17.72 17.29 -0.43
MovingField_scaled 19.78 19.94 0.16
OrangeSeaLife_scaled 31.31 29.40 -1.91
PinkFlowers 29.96 29.12 -0.84
PinkFlowers_scaled 32.45 31.63 -0.82
PlasmaFree60fps 26.17 25.13 -1.03
RiceField 21.36 20.93 -0.43
RiceField_scaled 21.66 21.24 -0.42
SeaPlant_scaled 31.28 31.05 -0.23
SlowTree 31.47 27.97 -3.49
SlowTree_scaled 34.16 30.09 -4.06
Stairs 20.86 11.49 -9.37
Stairs_scaled 22.66 23.42 0.76
LampLeaves60fps_bushes1 25.34 24.65 -0.69
LampLeaves60fps_bushes2 27.33 26.24 -1.10
LampLeaves60fps_bushes3 22.22 22.15 -0.07






Table C.1 Specification of the 100 video sequences used for training the models in Chapters 5 and 6.










Aerial UHD 60 10 420 64 NFX
Air-Acrobatics-Scene1 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
American-Football-Scene2 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
American-Football-Scene3 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
American-Football-Scene4 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
American-Football-Scene5 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
American-Football-Scene6 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Animals-Scene1 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Animals-Scene10 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Animals-Scene11 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Animals-Scene3 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Animals-Scene5 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Animals-Scene7 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Animals-Scene9 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Asian-Fusion-Scene3 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Asian-Fusion-Scene5 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Asian-Fusion-Scene7 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Barscene UHD 60 10 420 64 NFX
Bosphorus UHD 120 10 420 64 UVG
Boxingpractice UHD 60 10 420 64 NFX











Campfireparty UHD 60 10 420 64 SJTU
Coastguard UHD 60 10 420 64 ELE
Constructionfield UHD 60 10 420 64 SJTU
Costa-Rica-Scene1 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Costa-Rica-Scene2 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Costa-Rica-Scene3 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Costa-Rica-Scene4 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Crosswalk UHD 60 10 420 64 NFX
Dinnerscene-Scene1 UHD 60 10 420 64 NFX
Dinnerscene-Scene2 UHD 60 10 420 64 NFX
Drivingpov UHD 60 10 420 64 NFX
Fjords-Scene1 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Fjords-Scene2 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Fjords-Scene3 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Foodmarket-Scene1 UHD 60 10 420 64 NFX
Fountains UHD 60 10 420 64 SJTU
Honeybee UHD 120 10 420 64 UVG
Hong-Kong-Scene1 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Hong-Kong-Scene2 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Hong-Kong-Scene3 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Hong-Kong-Scene4 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
India-Buildings-Scene2 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
India-Buildings-Scene3 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
India-Buildings-Scene4 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Jockey UHD 120 10 420 64 UVG
Library UHD 60 10 420 64 SJTU
Marathon UHD 60 10 420 64 SJTU
Mobile UHD 60 10 420 64 ELE
Myanmar-Scene3 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Myanmar-Scene4 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Myanmar-Scene5 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Myanmar-Scene6 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Myanmar-Scene7 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Narrator UHD 60 10 420 64 NFX
Pierseaside-Scene1 UHD 60 10 420 64 NFX
Pierseaside-Scene2 UHD 60 10 420 64 NFX
Raptors-Scene1 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Raptors-Scene2 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR











Red-Rock-Vol3-Scene1 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Red-Rock-Vol3-Scene3 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Red-Rock-Vol3-Scene4 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Red-Rock-Vol3-Scene5 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Red-Rock-Vol-Scene6 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Residentialbuilding UHD 60 10 420 64 SJTU
Ritualdance UHD 60 10 420 64 NFX
Rollercoaster UHD 60 10 420 64 NFX
Runners UHD 60 10 420 64 SJTU
Rushhour UHD 60 10 420 64 SJTU
Scarf UHD 60 10 420 64 SJTU
Shakendry UHD 120 10 420 64 UVG
Skateboarding-Scene12 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Skateboarding-Scene7 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Skateboarding-Scene8 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Snow-Monkeys-Scene1 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Snow-Monkeys-Scene2 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Snow-Monkeys-Scene3 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Snow-Monkeys-Scene5 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Snow-Monkeys-Scene6 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Squareandtimelapse UHD 60 10 420 64 NFX
Streets-Of-India-Scene1 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Streets-Of-India-Scene2 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Streets-Of-India-Scene3 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Tallbuildings UHD 60 10 420 64 SJTU
Tango UHD 60 10 420 64 NFX
Toddlerfountain UHD 60 10 420 64 NFX
Trafficandbuilding UHD 60 10 420 64 SJTU
Trafficflow UHD 60 10 420 64 SJTU
Treeshade UHD 60 10 420 64 SJTU
Tunnelflag-Scene1 UHD 60 10 420 64 NFX
Tunnelflag-Scene2 UHD 60 10 420 64 NFX
Venice-Scene1 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Venice-Scene2 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Venice-Scene3 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Venice-Scene4 UHD 60 10 420 64 HAR
Windandnature-Scene1 UHD 60 10 420 64 NFX
Windandnature-Scene2 UHD 60 10 420 64 NFX
Wood UHD 60 10 420 64 SJTU
Yachtride UHD 120 10 420 64 UVG
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Figure. C.1 RD performance (based on PSNR) of encoding the training sequences with HEVC test
model HM 16.18 across different spatial resolutions: {2160p, 1440p, 1080p and 720p}.
BD-PSNR and BD-rate is also computed and shown on the legend of each plot.
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Characterization of test sequences
Table D.1 Specifications of the 14 test sequences used for this work. All sequences contain 300
frames.
# Sequence name Resolution Bit depth Framerate Chroma Source
S01 CalmingWater UHD 10 60 4:2:0 BVI-Texture
S02 CatRobot1 UHD 10 60 4:2:0 B<>COM
S03 CentralLineCrossing UHD 10 50 4:2:0 BBC
S04 Chimera-ep08 UHD 10 60 4:2:0 Netflix
S05 Chimera-ep12 UHD 10 60 4:2:0 Netflix
S06 Chimera-ep17 UHD 10 60 4:2:0 Netflix
S07 Chimera-ep20 UHD 10 60 4:2:0 Netflix
S08 DaylightRoad2 UHD 10 60 4:2:0 Huawei
S09 ElFuente-scene33 UHD 10 60 4:2:0 Netflix
S10 FoodMarket3 UHD 10 60 4:2:0 Netflix
S11 LampLeaves UHD 10 60 4:2:0 BVI-Texture
S12 Manege UHD 10 60 4:2:0 BBC
S13 NingyoPompoms UHD 10 50 4:2:0 BBC
S14 Petibato UHD 10 60 4:2:0 BBC

Appendix E
Additional GAN visual comparisons
170 Additional GAN visual comparisons
(a) FoodMarket @ 1500 Kbps
(b) Petibato @ 1700 Kbps
(c) Manege @ 4300 Kbps
Figure. E.1 Visual comparison between the anchor, HM 16.18 at a fixed resolution (left), and our
proposed resolution adaptation framework using the GAN model (right), for three test
sequences. The patches were extracted from frames 161, 1 and 161, respectively.
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